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editorial    CLAIRE MACDONALD

Birth Stories. I am struck by the fact that I don’t 
know my birth story. I was born on October 29th 
1974 at 5:40 a.m. in a private clinic in the 15th 
arrondissement in Paris, France. I was born naturally 
without medication and weighed 3.5 kilos. My birth was attended by a 
midwife, my grand-mother and my mother’s older brother, whose wife was 
pregnant with their first child and gave birth a week after me. I was the first 
great-grand-child and grand-child of my mom’s family. I was my parent’s 
first child. My father was in Algeria at the time doing his military service, 
and was only able to meet me 3 days after my birth. That’s it.

If I received this story as a submission to Birth Issues, I would think someone 
made a mistake by sending me their birth announcement instead. I would 
ask millions of questions about her prenatal education, what she thought 
about birth, what her vision was, how labour progressed, what happened 
during pushing, etc. 

I wonder if my interest in Birth Stories stems from the fact that I know 
nothing of real importance about my birth. I don’t know about my parents 
state of mind, what they thought of childbirth and being parents for the 
first time, if they were exited, if they had any fears around childbirth, 
how the birth went… most importantly, I don’t know how I was greeted 
immediately upon being born.

Michel Odent says that the primal period, the period from conception to 
one year of age is the most decisive moment in human existence. It will 
impact the baby’s life into adulthood—and I know nothing about it. That 
feels odd. I don’t remember my birth nor have I a record of my birth. I have 
heard about the importance of an undisturbed birth, of birth without fear, 
and birth without violence. I have heard about healing the planet through 
birth. I have even said, that if we want peace we need to heal birth.

Ina May Gaskin instinctively knew that telling birth stories had power. In 
1975 she published Spiritual Midwifery telling the stories of approximately 
100 natural joyous home births. Photos of naked women in the ecstasy of 
birth were peppered throughout.  This was unprecedented at the time. Yes 
stories were shared, but were kept between families or intimate circles. 

Spiritual Midwifery carrying the revolutionary spirit of the 60s broke the 
Victorian tradition of modesty. It opened the bedrooms, it openly talked 
about the sexual vibe of birth, and pictured women as strong and capable. 
Spiritual Midwifery became an immediate success amongst women. 
The stories inspired women all over the world and continues to this day. 
I cannot recall how many birth stories I have received which have not 
quoted Ina May Gaskin’s birth stories as playing a significant role in their 
birth.

The reason behind the power of Ina May Gaskin’s books is simple. She 
explains, “I tried to make a book I wanted when I was pregnant for the first 
time. My needs were pretty simple. I wanted to know what birth looked like. 
I wanted to know what it felt like and what would help it proceed the best 
way it could… Women today continue to require the knowledge that birth 
still works and that every woman has her unique way of bringing her baby 
into the world.”

Birth stories inspire. The power of birth stories lies in the storytelling. By 
speaking up women’s stories are witnessed and become real. The stories 
educate women about the wide variety of possibilities and allows them 
to dream and manifest the birth of their dreams. As they experience good 
births, they discover their potential. Their empowerment carries through 
their lives and changes society. 

I would like to extend my deep appreciation to the wonderful women 
who have shared their birth stories. Your time and words and experiences 
continue to inspire and empower me and countless others. 

Share this issue and play with it 
Birth Issues is only useful if its pages are worn and cover torn!

Claire MacDonald believes in the natural cycle of life, where each 
season reminds her of how each woman, despite the advances of 
cosmetic surgery and anti-wrinkle creams, will unequivocally pass 
from the maiden, to the mother and eventually the crone and be reborn 
and transformed all over again to continue the cycle of life. Her husband 
calls Birth Issues her “full-time volunteer job”. She does it because she 
believes that birth matters and unites all. 

Email me at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca

Alberta is no longer losing the race, albeit we are still lagging behind 
most Canadian provinces: Alberta now places 7 out of 9 provinces / 
territories in the number of Registered Midwives available per person 
in its province or territory. However, we are 5th in the number of 
midwives per province / territory. When we consider that Alberta is the 
economic engine of Canada, this number is still too low.

We, the consumers, need to keep the pressure 
on our provincial and territorial governments to 
attract more midwives to our Canadian cities, 
towns, and villages.

Rank Provinces Midwives 
(RM)

Population Ratio of Midwives 
to prov/terr 
population

7 Alberta 90 3,645,250 1 RM per 40,502  

2 British Columbia 234 4,400,057 1 RM per 18,803  

5 Manitoba 54 1,208,268 1 RM per 22,375  

9 New Brunswick 4 751,171 1 RM per 187,792  

8 Nova Scotia 9 921,727 1 RM per 102,414  

3 Ontario 680 12,851,821 1 RM per 18,899  

6 Quebec 146 7,903,001 1 RM per 54,130  

1 Saskatchewan 14 1,033,381 1 RM per 7,381  

4 NW Territories 2 41,462 1 RM per 20,731  

1 Yukon 3 33,897 1 RM per 11,299

* Population numbers extracted from Statistics Canada 2011 Census. The number of registered 
midwives was published online by the Canadian Association of Midwives in November 2011. 
The provinces and territories that are not listed do not have any registered midwives (RM). If 
there are any mistakes please contact the Editor in Chief at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca
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Your Letters

Thanks so much, Claire. I really appreciate your getting back to 
me so quickly. The link worked perfectly. I always enjoy birth issues 
but this one was especially excellent. Kudos to you and your team 
for that. I am in communications and I know what it takes to put 
publications together. For me, this issue delved into something 
so very sacred and inspiring. Birth is both of those things--but 
reading about the sheer physical pleasure that some woman 
are blessed to experience was phenomenal. It really was. I have 
three beautiful boys--worked with midwives for all their births. I 
felt strong, powerful during labour and delivery when my second 
and third sons were born. It was surreal, like a true, fierce woman 
and mother. To know that other women have orgasmic pleasure 
during labour and birth makes me so happy!

Thank you for pulling this issue together and for volunteering your 
time with ASAC. 

Salima

EDITOR: It was such a powerful experience to put it together 
and I sure have been having a lot of positive feedback. I 
truly think that we have arrived at the next frontier for 
childbirth., at least in the Western world. Our previous 
frontier was about preventing women and babies from 
dying from childbirth. This was crucial and I am happy to 
say that our society has achieved a high level of safety in 
childbirth. I am sure that health professionals wish their 
records were even better, and of course we need to keep 
vigilant, but truly safety in childbirth is no longer something 
to fear. Our doctors, midwives, and nurses know what they 
are doing and birthing women no longer need  to fear dying 
in childbirth. The next frontier is birth satisfaction. This issue 
of Birth Issues stems from the reality that today’s women 
are no longer satisfied with a safe birth, or even a good birth, 
they want a great birth; especially healthy women pregnant 
with healthy babies who chose to give birth naturally. They 
want a satisfying, fulfilling and transformative experience.  

Dear Claire,

I just wanted to let you know how much I liked the whole 
Orgasmic Body issue.  In particular, I wanted to thank you for 
your editorial and your story describing the three orgasmic births 
you have witnessed. I identified so much with what you said in 
the editorial. I considered myself a very educated and liberated 
young woman; I even enjoyed sex; but I had sex for many years 
before I had an orgasm. I didn’t even fully understand I was missing 
something.  Why do women not talk about these sort of details 
more? If we shared, we could improve our sex lives, our liberation 
from stereotypes about the “heterosexual norm” you describe, 
our pleasure. In my twenties, I did have several women friends 

who talked somewhat about sex, but now, with young children, it 
seems that no one wants to talk about it anymore.  Sometimes I 
feel like I am almost the only mom around with young ones who 
still really likes sex!  That couldn’t be the case, could it?

What you wrote about witnessing orgasmic births really struck 
a chord with me too.  I now realize why in my births I could only 
experience pleasure and progress rapidly when I was all alone. I 
was just too shy and embarrassed to feel orgasmic or to relax and 
progress with people around, even supportive people I knew well! 
I wonder how many other women have the same experience. 

Thanks to you and all the other authors who bravely published on 
this topic to help enlighten women and open the conversation 
about sexuality and the sensuality in birthing.

Sincerely, 
J.

EDITOR: I took a long time for me to open up about my 
sexuality and sensuality and even longer to talk about it 
in public. So your email echoes so much about what I feel 
most women experience and today this issue still strikes a 
nerve with the general public. I know the word ‘orgasmic’ 
makes people giggle and somewhat uncomfortable, but just 
like when we started saying, “vaginal exam” rather than 
“internal exam” lets try to have the word orgasmic when we 
talk about birth. Perhaps then we will be able to safely and 
respectfully talk about the sexuality and beauty of birth. 
I hope you find friends to talk about sex and sensuality in 
birth. Join the ASAC Facebook group and you will meet many 
like-minded, respectful and open friends.  

ASAC is OPEN
Public Hours Every:  
Friday from 10am to noon 
2nd Tuesday of the month  
from 7:00pm to 8:30pm

You can Book the ASAC office Space!  
Contact us at president@asac.ab.ca 

Address: 7212 – 106 Street, Edmonton

(next to Whyte ave and Gateway Boulevard)
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Join the conversation about options in birth and parenting
 ASAC (Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth)  @BirthIssues 

ASAC
Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth

BIRTH ISSUES is published by ASAC
The Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth (ASAC) is a 
unique Canadian organization. ASAC is the longest surviving 
consumer advocacy group dedicated to childbirth options in 
Canada! ASAC was created in 1979 in Edmonton, Alberta, and benefits from 
more than 30 years of experience and consumer advocacy. 

ASAC was created to encourage alternatives to the 
technological approach of medicine. ASAC believes parents 
have the right and the responsibility to make informed 
choices about childbirth and that a full range of options 
should be available to them—in the hospital, at home, in 
a birthing centre and with professional care givers of their 
choice.  We are particularly oriented toward midwifery.

ASAC’s mission is to help women to have better births. 
ASAC envisions a world in which every woman gives birth 

with dignity, and experiences an empowered transition into 
motherhood, allowing her children to have the best start 
possible to their lives. 

The Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth (ASAC) is part 
of a growing network of natural childbirth consumer advocacy 
groups which inspires parents and professionals that childbirth 
is a normal and healthy part of life—and of special significance 
to the pregnant woman and her family. 
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ASAC CONTACTS

President
Niko Palmer 
president@asac.ab.ca

Vice-president external
Dana Weatherhead 

Vice-president internal
Cynthia Hnatko 
vp_internal@asac.ab.ca

Vice-president finance
Monica Eggink 
vp_finance@asac.ab.ca

Treasurer
Adrienne Goertzen 
treasurer@asac.ab.ca

Secretary
Amanda Gaudet

Casino
Victoria Twanow

Int’l Day of the Midwife
VACANT

Display
VACANT 
display@asac.ab.ca

Info session
VACANT

Membership, Home, and Email 
Address Updates
Lindsay DuChene 
info@asac.ab.ca

General Info
Niko Palmer 
info@asac.ab.ca

Lecture Series
Cynthia Hnatko  
cynthia.hnatko@gmail.com

Library
Stephanie Nyhof-DeMoor 
library@asac.ab.ca

Office manager
Katherine Richter

Playgroup Coordinator
Jessica Sanchez-Wegmann 
sanchezj@telus.net

Volunteer Coordinator
VACANT

Bookings coordinator
Ricky Issler 
rickysig@telus.net

Mail pick-up
VACANT

Be part of a unique organization!

ASAC educates women about pregnancy, 
birth and parenting.

 ❉ Publishes Birth Issues magazine 
(Current options in pregnancy, birth and 
parenting)

 ❉ Makes available its extensive library of 
books, periodicals and DVDs

 ❉ Is a wealth of information on midwifery 
care, doulas, VBAC, and natural childbirth 
options

 ❉ Presents free lecture series on natural 
childbirth and parenting

 ❉ Organizes guest speaker special events
 ❉ Distributes fact sheets and pamphlets 

from the natural childbirth community

 ❉ Does outreach to general public at Mom 
Pop & Tot Fair, Women’s Shows, and baby 
fairs

ASAC creates community and support for 
new families

 ❉ Weekly playgroup
 ❉ Monthly meetings
 ❉ Birth movie screenings
 ❉ Support other local groups such as doula 

associations, VBAC associations, Alberta 
Association of Midwives, and a large 
network of Alberta and Canadian natural 
childbirth consumers

ASAC is working to increase the number 
of midwives in Northern Alberta

 ❉ Lobby for midwifery education

 ❉ Political action through rallies and letter 
writing campaigns

 ❉ Social networking
 ❉ Membership to boards
 ❉ Policy work

ASAC improves birthing conditions for 
local women

 ❉ Donating birth stools to Lois Hole Hospital
 ❉ Campaigning to change water birth bans 

at hospitals
 ❉ Encouraging cooperation between 

doctors, midwives and nurses

For more information | ASAC 
meetings 7219 – 106 Street, side door 
ASAC mailing address Box 1197, Main P.O. 
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 2M4 | Website  
www.asac.ab.ca | E-mail info@asac.ab.ca

Become a Member of ASAC 
for just $25 a year (or $100 for a 5-year membership), you can support the organization that 
supports safe childbirth and parenting alternatives! Become a member @ www.asac.ab.ca

ASAC
Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth
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35 years - wow! Happy birthday ASAC. So many 
things have happened in your lifetime. I can’t believe 
during your existence I grew from a toddler into a woman, wife and 
mother. I even had time to immigrate to Canada from Germany.

It all started with a group of people who had high hopes and wanted 
change. They came together, created an organization, started a 
magazine and built a community. Midwifery went from being an 
underground profession to being a legal, regulated and publicly 
funded profession. Today, ASAC is a strong voice for education and 
empowerment around pregnancy and birth and a hub of wonderful 
local resources. 

ASAC has been busy this year. In April we celebrated the many children 
and families that support us at our annual fundraising Gala Tiaras & 
Bowties. A month later we celebrated the International Day of the 
Midwife by inviting ASAC members to a letter writing campaign. We 
sent doctors who do not attend births information about midwifery 

ASAC president’s message    NIKO PALMER

Email me at president@asac.ab.ca

services, encouraging them to refer their 
pregnant patients to not only doctors but also 
midwives.

In September, ASAC organized a screening 
of the movie MICROBIRTH. This fascinating 
documentary investigates the latest scientific 
research about the microscopic events 
happening during childbirth, which could 
have life-long consequences for the health 
of our children and potentially could even 
impact mankind. The movie is now available 
in the ASAC library! 

And in November we were present at the 
MaternityCare Consumers Awareness 
Network (MCAN) press release! MCAN, a 
former committee of ASAC, is spreading its 
wings and incorporated in October 2014. 
The group conducted a Listening Campaign 
throughout Alberta during the summer. It 
compiled all the interviews, analyzed them, 
and released an important report about the 
situation of maternity care in Alberta on Nov 
5, 2014. ASAC was very active at providing 
support, guidance and encouragement. Our 
editor in chief, Claire, even edited the report! 

The 3 key points of the report are:

a) our current maternity care system is 
unsustainable, especially in rural areas

b) we experience a severe lack of low 
risk care givers (general practitioners, 
midwives)

c) women’s rights in childbirth are not 
always respected

It also outlines a strategy for change. This 
report is a big addition to the work that 

ASAC is doing and we are proud to see this strong group emerge. 
We hope to collaborate with MCAN in the future so that Alberta 
families have more options when they are pregnant and when they 
give birth! To read the full report, please go to MCAN website: www.
maternitycarealberta.com

If you have a passion for birth and feel inspired to be part of our 
community or simply want to share your ideas and experiences on 
pregnancy and birth, please join us at our bi monthly meetings: 
January 13, March 10 and May 12 from 7-9pm at the ASAC office. 

Also take a look at our fabulous volunteers featured in this issue!

Currently available volunteer positions:

 ❉ Volunteer coordinator

 ❉ Ad representative for Birth Issues

 ❉ Display coordinator

 ❉ Birth & Baby Talks coordinator (formerly Lecture Series)

For more information on any of these, please contact info@asac.ab.ca
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birth announcements  
Please email your birth announcements with a photo of your babes to the Editor-in-chief at bi_editor@asac.ab.ca

Livia Harlow Nitu
The ruffles the bows 
The skirts that twirl 
We pleased to announce 
Our new baby girl 
LIVIA HARLOW NITU 
Born on February 19th, 2013 
Born at the Lucina Birth Centre at 9:00am  
7lbs 14 oz 
A special thanks to our doula Suzanne 
Moquin and our midwives Carly Beaulieu and 
Kerstin Gafvels.

Proud Parents 
Stacy and Alex Nitu

Grace Danielle Hofer
Tim and Marlene Hofer are proud to 
introduce baby Grace Danielle Hofer who 
arrived Dec 8, 2013 at 3pm, and weighed 7 lb, 
11 oz. We would like to thank our midwives 
Arian Navickas and Maud Addai for their 
support and encouragement throughout 
pregnancy, delivery and postpartum. Also, 
thank you Leta Heuer for the wonderful 
things you taught us.

Fox William Atkinson
William & Simone Atkinson are happy to 
announce the birth of their son, Fox William 
Atkinson, on December 7, 2014, weighing 9 
lb, 11 oz.  He was born at home into daddy’s 
arms and big sisters Olive and Eden are very 
happy to have a little brother. We are very 
thankful for the support and encouragement 
we received from our midwife Cathy Harness 
for the third time. Fox has been the perfect 
addition to our family!

Geneva Brienne Hughes
Geneva Brienne Hughes was born at home 
in our tub at 12:02 pm on December 1, 
2013. She was born within her caul and into 
her Mother’s waiting arms, while Dad and 
midwife Cathy Harness looked on. Thanks 
to my amazing support team: doula Claire 
MacDonald, and big sister Niaouli.

Natalie Quinn Good
Jamie, Devin, brother Rhylan, and sister Norah 
are overjoyed to announce the arrival of 
Natalie Quinn Good on October 26, 2014. 
We are eternally grateful to our phenomenal, 
unparalleled midwife Jenni Cruse, the 
wonderful Noreen Walker, our calming doula 
extraordinaire Ricky Issler, and acupressure 
god Cecil Horwitz for their faith and support 
on our journey to this perfectly healing 
HBA2C (Home Birth after 2 Cesareans).

Hawksley Jordin Dale 
LeBlanc 
Jordin and Stacey LeBlanc along with big 
sister Viviana lovingly welcomed Hawksley 
Jordin Dale LeBlanc on October 4, 2014. 
Prenatal and delivery care was provided by 
the Allin Clinic Mom Care Docs. Thank you 
to Doctors Olson, May, Krinke and the office 
staff for their support throughout. We would 
also like to thank Heather of Balanced Birth 
Doula who provided amazing labor support. 
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  GAELYN ANDERSON RMMidwifery News

Alberta Midwifery at a glance 
Midwifery care has been funded by Alberta Health Services since April 
of 2009. Midwifery services are covered for all residents of Alberta and 
no referral is required.

All Registered Midwives must be a member of the AAM and carry full 
liability insurance. 

Midwives work as independent practitioners and can either work 
alone or with groups of other midwives in a private practice. Midwives 
provide care from their homes or private offices. A variety of birth 
places are offered such as home, birth center or hospital.

The midwifery scope of practice includes providing primary care to 
low risk women and their newborns through pregnancy, birth and 
6 weeks postpartum. Registered midwives have complete access to 
laboratories and diagnostic services; are able to prescribe and carry 
select medications, and consult or refer to other specialists when 
needed. Midwives have hospital admitting privileges in the area that 
they practice.

The practice of midwifery is grounded in the principles of health and 
wellbeing, women centered care, informed choice, holistic care, 
continuity of care and collaboration.

There are currently 16 midwifery practices in Alberta; with 92 
registered working midwives, and 28 midwifery students. 

What’s New
The College of Midwives of Alberta (CMA) was established as the 
regulatory body for midwifery in Alberta in January of 2013. CMA’s 
mandate is to regulate the practice of the profession in the province 
and to provide an avenue for responding to feedback from the public 
regarding midwifery practice. This will ensure that midwifery standards 
of practice are maintained and women in Alberta continue to receive 
high quality midwifery care.

Alberta Health Services and the Alberta Association of Midwives 
continue to work together on the midwifery contract and numerous 
committees to further integrate midwifery into Alberta healthcare. 
Alberta Health Services has showed continued support for midwifery 
care and that midwives are an essential part of our health care. The 
position of Director of Midwifery Services, within Alberta Health 
Services is held by Gisela Becker, RM MA. We are so fortunate to 
have her in this role, integrating and advancing maternity services 
and working towards improving access to maternity services for all 
Albertans. 

Mount Royal University Midwifery Program
The first midwifery class from Mount Royal University will be 
graduating in the Spring of 2015! Mount Royal University in Calgary 
has a four-year direct entry Bachelor of Midwifery degree program, 
which is the only Midwifery program in Alberta. The program 
combines theoretical knowledge and extensive practical experience. 
Every year students are placed with midwives around the province in 
clinical placements. 

Midwifery Practice in Edmonton
We have seen substantial growth in our numbers of midwives, as 
students have finished their programs and registered, and new 
midwives have been recruited from out of province, and out of 
country. There are currently 7 practices in Edmonton and 25 registered 
midwives! We have a strong commitment to supporting women in 
their choice of birth place; clients choose to birth at home, at the 
Lucina birth centre, or in hospital. Midwives have privileges at the new 
Lois Hole Hospital and/or the Sturgeon Hospital in St. Albert. 

The Lucina Birth Centre opened December 2011 and they recently 
celebrated their 500th wonderful birth there since the opening of its 
doors. All midwives in Edmonton can obtain privileges and offer clients 
the choice of birthing at the birth centre. It is a beautiful facility and 
we are fortunate to have this birth centre here in Edmonton. 

Midwifery babies
This year saw growth in our midwives – literally! Three of our local 
Edmonton Midwives had babies this year. Leesha grew her family with 
a son Zion, Mia welcomed another daughter, baby Astrid, and our 
brave and strong Chantal gave birth to her son Luka. Congratulations 
to all of our mamma midwives! 

Rural Midwifery
Most of the midwives in Alberta are based in the two major centres 
of Calgary and Edmonton. There are also practices in Red Deer and 
Rocky Mountain House serving central Alberta. Practices in Edmonton 
serve the greater-Edmonton area including Spruce Grove, Stony Plain, 
St. Albert, Sherwood Park, Fort Saskatchewan, Beaumont and Leduc. 
Some practices also travel up to 30 minutes outside of the city to rural 
clients. Practices also may take some women from outside of the 
Edmonton area. Clients commit to travelling to Edmonton for all care; 
staying in Edmonton for their birth and the first week postpartum.

One of the Midwives previously in Edmonton has moved back to her 
home community in Northern Alberta and established a midwifery 
practice earlier this year. Tamar Quist, RM is offering midwifery 
services through her practice in High Level and also programs in La 
Crete. We are so thrilled for her to be able to bring midwifery services 
to her home community and continue to do the work that she loves.

One of the priorities of the AAM and Alberta Health Services is the 
growth and development of midwifery throughout the province. To 
establish midwifery practices in rural areas and to improve access for 
all Albertans. 

For more information about Midwifery in Alberta, contact 

Alberta Association of Midwives: (403) 532-1207  
info@alberta-midwives.com  |  www.alberta-midwives.com

College of Midwives of Alberta: (403) 474-3999  
info@college-midwives-ab.ca  |  www.college-midwives-ab.ca  
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Edmonton, Sherwood Park, and Stony Plain areas

Beginnings Midwifery Care
Gaelyn Anderson, Megan Dusterhoft, Mia 
Fothergill, Teilya Kiely, Heather King 
beginningsmidwiferycare@gmail.com 
780.490.0906

Hope Midwives
Heidi Coughlin, Tara Tilroe 
www.hopemidwives.ca 
hopemidwives@gmail.com

Joy Spring Midwifery
Cathy Harness, Heather Fisher, Bolanle 
Oyewole  
birthatjoyspring@gmail.com

Lucina Midwives
Maureen Fath, Joanna Greenhalgh, 
Jennifer Thomson, Leesha Mafuru, Sabrina 
Roy, Carly Beaulieu, Melanie Chevarie, 
Anna Gimpel, Marianne King 

www.lucinacentre.ca 
midwives@lucinacentre.ca 
780.756.7226

Midwifery Care Partners
Barbara Scriver 
www.midwiferycp.ca 
info@midwiferycp.ca 
780.490.5383

Meadowlark Midwifery
Marie Tutt, Jenna Craig 
www.meadowlarkmidwifery.com 
meadowlark.midwives@gmail.com 
587.523.0099

Passages Midwifery
Noreen Walker, Jenni Cruse 
www.passagesmidwifery.com 
info@passagesmidwifery.com 
780.968.2784 

Serving Red Deer and Rocky Mountain House areas

Prairie Midwives
Jenn Bindon, Winifred Angus, Kimberly-Anne Brown 
www.prairiemidwives.ca 
midwives@prairiemidwives.ca

Blessingway Midwifery
Barb Bodiguel, Nicole Matheson, Abigail Luck 
www.blessingwaymidwifery.ca 
blessingwaymidwives@gmail.com

Serving Calgary area

Aurora Midwifery
Kimberley Schmidt, Viv Maclean, Ali 
Reimer, Sara Grundle, Anne-Marie Brash, 
Laura Stephen 
www.auroramidwifery.ca 
info@auroramidwifery.ca 
403.203.5105

Birth Partnership Midwifery
Jane Baker, Cassie Evans, Claire Portigal, 
Jeanette Page, Helen Cotter, Patti Lenstra, 
Julie Pohoresky, Deborah Smith-Keen, 
Theresa Barrett, Nicola Strydom, Debbie 
Duran-Snell, Susan Jacoby, Nemi Tobins 
www.birthpartnershipmidwives.com 
birthpartnershipinfo@telus.net 
403.246.8968

Briar Hill Midwives
Carol Stehmeir, Wendy Wood, Luba 
Butska, Reanne Ravlo, Shannon 
Sutherland, Aisia Salo, Maryam Pobee, 
Nicole Dakin 
www.briarhillmidwives.ca 
info@briarhillmidwives.ca 
403.474.8260

Calgary Midwives Cooperative
Hilary Field, Sharyne Fraser, Peggy 
Maudsley, Janna Miller, Nadine Mitchell, 
Taina Turcasso 
www.calgarymidwivescooperative.com 
info@calgarymidwivescooperative.com 
403.452.6070

Matronae Midwifery
JoanMargaret Laine,  
www.matronae.ca,  
jm@matronae.ca

Serving Bow Valley, Cochrane,  
Canmore, and West Calgary areas

Cochrane Community Midwives
Joy West-Eklund, Shianna Pace, Kimberly Anne-Brown, Carly Scrymgeour 
www.calgarymidwives.ca 
cochranemidwives@gmail.com 
403.932.3176

Serving Cardston County and Pincher Creek areas

Birth Partnership Midwifery
Rebecca Lessard, Terri Demers, Eve Verdon 
www.birthpartnershipmidwives.com 
403.246.8968

Serving Lethbridge and Fort Mcleod areas

Birth Partnership Midwifery
Rebecca Lessard, Terri Demers, Eve Verdon 
www.birthpartnershipmidwives.com 
403.246.8968

Serving High River and Okotoks areas

Foothills Midwifery
Kathleen Miller-Jobson, Marie Wilkinson 
www.foothillsmidwifery.com 
information@foothillsmidwifery.com 
403.995.3995

Serving High Level area and  
Mackenzie County areas

Tamar Quist 
780-464-3082

ALBERTA MIDWIVES
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CREATING A PEACEFUL BIRTH:  
THE STORY OF MOLLY RAE LOVE
By Dani Shaw

I love the saying, “Life is what you make it”. I truly 
believe that we have the power to create the lives 
that we want. I think that birthing naturally falls right into this. We 
all have the power to make every birth perfect, unique, and exactly for 
us.1 If you want a birth that is wonderful and beautiful, it is up to you to 
use whatever resources you have available, in whatever circumstances 
you are in, to create the birth experience that you want. Every woman 
is entitled to have a say in how her birth is going to be, and she has 
the right to create that experience for herself and her family. This is 
the journey I took in making Molly Rae’s birth perfect, beautiful, and 
unique for my family and myself. 

When I found out I was pregnant for the second time, I began thinking 
about what I wanted to create for this birth experience. What would it 
be like? Would it be fairly quick like my first birth2? Would I do things 

differently? What would my ultimate birth include? If this was going to 
be my last pregnancy, how could I savour every moment of it?

I had read, and heard, birth stories where women described childbirth 
as ‘pain-free’. I have secretly always wanted to experience that! 
With that last thought, I decided that my ultimate birth experience 
would be one where I could be completely present to the sensations 
of childbirth, savouring each moment, and experiencing no‘pain’. 
I did not know how to achieve this, or if it were possible, but I 
was committed to finding out. With this, I read books3, watched a 
documentary4, checked out blogs, and talked to other like-minded 
women so that I could gain as much information as I could on how to 
achieve a totally conscious ‘pain-free’ birth. 

When my midwife asked me how I saw my birth unfolding, and 
which words I wanted to use as my mantra, the words ‘peaceful’, 
‘efficient’, and ‘present’ kept rolling through my mind. A peaceful and 
efficient birth for me equaled a calm, relaxing, beautiful, and serene 
environment where I was “achieving maximum productivity with 
minimum wasted effort or expense”5. This time around, I was not 
concerned with a ‘timeline’. I really just wanted to be in the moment 
and aware of everything happening around me. I wanted to be 
‘present’. 

These three words were extremely important to me. I wanted to create 
“a peaceful, efficient birth experience where I was completely present 
in each moment”. I wrote this mantra down in my journal and shared it 
with my husband so I would not forget it when the time came. I chose 
not to say anything about pain, or pain-free, intentionally because I 
did not want any of my focus to be in or around the word ‘pain’. I just 
wanted “a peaceful, efficient birth experience where I was completely 
present in each moment”. 

During my pregnancy, I encountered a few mental bumps in the 
road. I found it more difficult this time around to focus my intentions 
on what I was creating for the birth. My thoughts kept wandering to 
my previous birth experience. Did I really need to prepare myself for 
this birth since my last birth went so well? What were other people’s 
expectations of me to create another ‘perfect’ birth? What if I did 
not live up to their expectations? My mind often went straight to 
the incredible ‘pain’ I had felt during my firstborn’s labour, and the 
sensations I had experienced as her head was crowning. Seriously, why 
was I doing this again? That part was not fun! With my first pregnancy 
I had nothing to compare labour to. so I had all the confidence in 
the world. This time, while I had full confidence in my body, the 
memory of the pain often clouded my vision of “a peaceful, efficient 
birth experience where I was completely present in each moment”. 
So, rather than drowning in my fears and reservations, I consistently 
redirected my thoughts to my mantra and the full confidence I had in 
my body.

How many times have you heard the saying, “A woman’s body is made 
for childbirth”? I think that is a pretty bold statement! How exactly are 

Luciddream Photography
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women’s bodies made for childbirth? Knowing my need to understand 
this ability, I started reading books and watching documentaries 
about the physiology of birth. I believed my body could do this – it 
had before and I (as in my thoughts, feelings, and emotions) was just 
coming along for the ride. I wanted to understand the physiological 
process of birth so I could focus my thoughts on the bodily sensations 
for exactly what they were (i.e. muscle contractions, dilating, etc), 
versus what my emotions were saying they were (i.e. pain, tearing, etc). 
To try and help me get further into my body I read some books and 
articles on chakras and relaxation techniques6, but these approaches 
did not seem to speak to me in a way I found helpful. Thus, I stuck to 
what spoke to me—relating the psychological to physiological. 

Throughout my pregnancy, I enjoyed visualizing this birth and creating 
it by writing and talking about it with my husband. I liked to imagine 
myself knowing I was going into labour, perhaps with my water 
breaking or another obvious sign, and then setting up the pool, music, 
and candles. I also envisioned myself having a relaxing early labour 
with foot massages and time with my husband and daughter. To me, 
this seemed like the best possible way to start labour.

It was our plan to have my daughter at home for the birth, but since 
she was only two years old, we had Grandma come to hang out with 
her. We were hoping to call the midwives at the last minute and have 
them arrive just before the baby was born (after all, we did not want 
them to be bored while waiting for the baby!). Since my husband 
caught my first baby, I wanted to catch this baby. I could not picture a 
better end to my birth! 

On July 22nd, 2013, five days before my due date, I started to have mild, 
sporadic contractions in the middle of the afternoon7. I recognized 

these sensations as my body preparing for labour so I decided we 
should also prepare for life after the birth8! Just after supper9, my family 
and I headed off to Costco so we could fully stock our home before 
we had a newborn to bring along. While grocery shopping I had more 
mild contractions a bit closer together, maybe every 15 to 20 minutes 
apart. A couple of hours later10, when we got home from Costco, my 
water broke7! With this, we got everything ready (birth pool, towels, 
etc) and we all went to bed11. I kept having contractions every 10 to 15 
minutes and could not sleep much, so at 11:30 p.m., I left my husband 
and daughter sleeping in bed and I got up to put some make-up on, 
which made complete sense to me at the time since we were having a 
birth photographer. 

Around midnight I woke up my husband, as I was thinking about 
getting into the tub. At this point my contractions were about 7 
minutes apart. We thought it would be good to call my midwife and 
photographer sooner than later, as my first birth had been pretty quick. 
By 1:00 a.m. on July 23rd, everyone was there--the photographer, my 
midwife, my mom, and my husband. My daughter was there too, but 
she was still sleeping. The candles were lit, the tub was warm, and the 
music/meditation CD was going. Now we just had to wait for the baby 
to come!

As my labour progressed, my contractions still seemed pretty light. I 
could breathe through them easily, but the resting time in between 
started to get shorter and shorter. I closed my eyes, blocked out any 
other thoughts, and focused purely on having each contraction be 
efficient and peaceful. With each contraction I imagined that my baby 
was getting lower and lower, and my cervix was dilating and opening. 
I kept breathing and focusing on my body. The more I was present 
to my body and its sensations, the more peaceful and calm I could 

Luciddream Photography
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be. I found that it was an amazing and humbling experience to be 
fully present to the strength and power of my body in all its glory of 
birthing a baby in the exact way nature had intended!

As the contractions got stronger, I was present to an achy discomfort 
in my hips12. I was having a hard time finding a position in the tub that I 
liked, so I asked my husband to get in the tub with me so he could put 
some pressure on my lower back. Wow, was that lovely! I could literally 
feel my baby getting lower in the birth canal.

At 2:25 in the morning, something shifted—the sensations I felt were 
no longer contracting muscles in my uterus, but rather a serious 
pressure on my cervix. I could feel baby’s head pushing on my cervix 
and stretching my tissues! I asked my midwife if I could push and she 
said, “Breathe through the sensations and do not bear down and push.” 
At first I was surprised by her answer, but then I realized that it would be 
better to relax and breathe through my contractions than to push too 
hard and cause strain on my cervix.  

I worked hard to stay present to the sensations and not resist what 
my body was doing. After all, it knew what it was, doing, right? When 
I reached down I could feel baby’s head slowly making its way out. 
Incredible! It was so empowering and I felt completely in control. After 
about three or four of these contractions, baby’s head was out; one 
more contraction and baby’s body was out too! As my baby slid out of 
me and into the water my husband pushed her up between my legs 
and said, “Pick up your baby”! I looked down and there was my sweet, 
beautiful, peaceful child in front of me! I quickly scooped her out of 
the water and placed her on my chest. 

I cannot think of a more glorious, unimaginable feeling than leaning 
back on my husband’s chest with my brand new baby on my chest. And 
what put the cherry on top of my birth was when my other daughter 
woke up, took off her pajamas, and joined her family in the tub. Simply 
amazing! I felt profoundly privileged to have given birth in the exact 
way I wanted while being surrounded by people I love and in an 
atmosphere I had created. This is something I believe every woman has 
the right to experience.

With the support of my husband, daughter, 
mother, and midwife, Miss Molly Rae Love 
was born efficiently and peacefully into 
water at home on July 23rd, 2013 at 2:31 a.m., 
weighing 7lb 8oz… all caught on camera by 
our photographer! 

Although this birth did not go exactly as 
visualized, I might actually dare to say that 
it all played out even better than I had 
imagined. Looking back at the paper records 
of Molly Rae Love’s birth, I am amazed at the 
length of time (or lack thereof) that I was in 
labour—2 hours and 31 minutes, with only 
six of those minutes considered ‘pushing’. 
By leaving my body to its own devices, it 
was able to gracefully give birth in the most 
peaceful and efficient way possible. Would I 
consider my birth ‘pain-free’? I would not say 
it was easy, and it definitely took some serious 
hard work…but yes, I would say the birth of 

Molly Rae Love was definitely void of “pain”. 

Editorial Notes
1. The editors would like to remind our readers that sometimes health issues, and 

circumstances outside of our imagination, may occur that take our ‘birth’ away 
from us despite our best laid plans.

2. My first birth was a wonderful homebirth in November 2010. The midwife who 
attended my first daughter’s birth is also the same midwife who delivered me! This 
birth was very surreal and turned out exactly how I intended it to be. See Birth 
Issues Fall 2011 “Intentionally Blessed” to read the story of my first daughter’s birth.

3. Ina May Gaskin, Ina May’s Guide to Childbirth (New York, Bantam Bell, 2003);  
Giuditta Tornetta, Painless Childbirth: An Empowering Journey Through Pregnancy 
and Birth (Nashville, Cumberland House, 2008).

4. Birth Story: Ina May Gaskin & the Farm Midwives (On and Beyond, 2012) 

5. Dictionary.com. “Efficient” Accessed October 29, 2013. http://dictionary.reference.
com/browse/efficient?s=t

6. Hypnosis can be used to help a woman relax during labour and birth. There are a 
variety of techniques, all of which strive to teach women to go into self-hypnosis 
during childbirth. Self-hypnosis has been reported to create an altered state of 
mind, which facilitates relaxation, which in turn enables a woman to have a more 
pleasant, satisfying and controlled birth experience. Women under hypnosis are 
completely aware of their surroundings. You can learn these techniques by taking 
a class with a certified instructor, studying from a book and CD, as well as by 
practicing exercises such as breathing and visualization exercises.  

7. My contractions started around 3:00 p.m.

8. Nesting is often a sign that a woman is in the last stages of her pregnancy. She 
becomes extremely focused on creating a comfortable space for her and the new 
baby. She becomes focused on her home, relaxing and cocooning. She may also 
create along to-do list around cleanliness, groceries and shopping for baby items. 
She may even become irritated if her ‘nest’ isn’t perfectly in order!

9. My family and I headed to Costco around 7:00 p.m.

10.  My family and I got home from Costco around 9:00 p.m.

11.  My family and I went to bed around 10:00 p.m.

12.  The achy discomfort in my hips started around 1:30 a.m.

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this 
story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every 
issue of Birth Issues!

Dani Shaw is a proud, crunchy momma of two beautiful girls. She lives 
in Beaumont, Alberta, and loves cooking up healthy foods for her family 
to enjoy!  

  CREATING A PEACEFUL BIRTH: THE STORY OF MOLLY RAE LOVE

Luciddream Photography
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“Having a baby was the most wonderful thing 
that ever happened to me. It was the best 
psychedelic experience yet. I could really feel 
God’s presence and I was really aware of how cause-
and-effect works. A couple times when it got heavy 
I started to get a little frantic and it was obvious 
immediately. I knew I had to calm down. If you decide 
that you want to keep yourself together and get high 
on the energy of your kid being born and have that 
agreement with your man and the midwives, it can 
easily be the most Holy day of your life. I felt so much 
love and support.

—Ina May Gaskin. Spiritual Midwifery. p. 134” 

“

PHOTO BY: Brittany Sarah photography
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REDEMPTION:
HOW EDUCATING MYSELF HELPED ME TO HAVE THE BIRTH I DREAMED OF

By Cinnamon Stacey

“Your birth experience doesn’t matter.”

“Just be glad you have a healthy baby.”

“It doesn’t matter how you got there, the end result 
is what counts.”
Poppycock! Despite having an amazingly beautiful and healthy baby 
boy, I was traumatized for years by my first birth in 2002. While the time 
I spent labouring at home in the bath was fine everything fell apart 
when I got to the Grey Nun’s hospital in Edmonton. It felt so wrong to 
be asked to lie still on the bed through intense contractions while a 
parade of doctors and nurses examined me. The attending nurse didn’t 
care that I had a birth plan; she wore me down emotionally, telling 
me that what I was going through wasn’t normal; to be quieter; that 
women didn’t usually want to be on all fours; that I was going to be in 
labour for another 20 hours and that I wouldn’t be able to handle it. 

In spite of my firm desire for an unmedicated birth, she managed 
to convince me that I couldn’t birth my baby on my own and that I 
needed an epidural. I was devastated and thought, “She’s right. I can’t 
do this for 20 more hours”. I could totally have kept going for another 
30 minutes, with support! Imagine my distress when a mere 30 minutes 
after the epidural, my son was born. Looking back now, I can identify 
that I was in transition, and very vulnerable, but I didn’t realize that at 
the time. When it came to pushing, she bragged that she was called 
the “pushing Nazi”. She barked at me to push harder and faster with 
each contraction. Needless to say, I tore quite a bit. For years, every 
time I thought about my birth experience, I broke down crying. 

In 2011, I was delighted to be pregnant again. This time, I was 
determined to have a completely different birth. I wanted to labour 
and deliver at home, where I felt most comfortable and supported. I 
excitedly contacted midwife after midwife, only to be told by everyone 
that they were full and that they would add me to a waiting list. What 
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was going on? Had everyone booked their midwives pre-conception? 
With a sad heart I called the doctor’s office to arrange a prenatal 
visit. I left the office with a handful of requisitions for tests that were 
supposedly necessary because of my ‘advanced’ age of 35. The doctor 
hurried me and wasn’t open to my questions and concerns—if I 
wanted to have a doctor, I was told, I would have to comply with her 
orders. I felt very disheartened; this wasn’t the type of prenatal care I 
wanted. 

I checked my messages and emails constantly to see if I had made 
it off of someone’s waiting list, and tried to wrap my head around 
how I would have the birth I wanted in a hospital. I was elated when 
I was accepted into a midwife’s care two weeks later! Nothing could 
have been more respectful and caring than the appointments 
with my midwife. My family was always welcome at our visits. Each 
appointment lasted as long as our questions needed it to. Options for 
care were always presented, with information for each articulated, 
and our wishes were always respected. I felt so informed, empowered 
and involved. It was great! Apart from intense nausea for the first four 
months, my pregnancy passed completely normally and uneventfully. 
Sometimes I felt like I must be boring my midwife, but I figured boring 
was good. 

Determined to be as informed as possible, I devoured everything I 
could possibly find on childbirth and found great joy in reading birth 
stories from Birth Issues. Ina May Gaskin’s books were particularly 
inspirational. My partner and I attended childbirth education classes 
aimed at women cared for by midwives. These classes provided a lot 
of information on the physical process of labour and suggestions 
for comfort measures in labour; they contrasted with the prenatal 
classes I took with my first son, which focused on risks and hospital 
interventions. The more I read and learned, the more excited I became 
about my upcoming birth. 

Occasionally, I did have moments of fear. I was worried that I might 
have pumped myself up too much and that my grand visions of an 
amazing, natural birth would come crashing down around me. All the 
books advised me to visualize the birth I wanted. I wasn’t sure how to 
do this while also preparing myself for the unexpected. In the end, 
though, everything just felt right. I felt strong and prepared and I knew 
in my heart that everything would go well because I felt so thoroughly 
informed and because I had surrounded myself with a supportive and 
empowering birth team.

The time leading up to my “due season” was very busy. I had a strong 
feeling that the baby wouldn’t come early, so I planned to work as 
close to my due date as possible. My older son plays competitive 
soccer, and his season was due to wrap up right around baby’s due 
date, February 29th. I worked hard cleaning the house and preparing 
everything for the birth in case the baby did arrive early. The pool 
was delivered and we practiced the set up. But, February 29th came 
and went without anything. I continued going to aquasize and scared 
the instructors, who always thought I might somehow give birth in 
the pool (this always made me laugh as my first labour was 36 hours 
long—I figured if contractions started I could make it out of the pool 
and home in time)! 

On March second, I woke up with contractions around 1 a.m. I was 
so excited to think that the baby might be coming. I couldn’t sleep, 
so I got up and made chili and brownies for everyone who would be 
helping out. Contractions continued fairly regularly and strongly and 
after doing some more cleaning, I figured I had better head back to 

bed and try to get some sleep. I was very disappointed when I woke up 
around 7 a.m. and realized that my contractions stopped. Ah well. Not 
yet.1 

The week passed and though I tried to be content to wait for baby, I 
also felt my maternity leave ticking away. I went for long walks every 
day and belly danced around the house. When the midwife told David 
that sex is a good way to stimulate labour, he was quite excited and 
did his best to get things going. I also went for acupuncture, which felt 
great. When I was a week ‘overdue’ my midwife booked a biophysical 
profile2 for me for the next week and I opted to have my membranes 
swept (which was much less uncomfortable than expected). 
Nothing happened that day and the waiting continued. I very much 
appreciated my midwife’s complete calmness with regards to my 
being “overdue”. She was full of information and support, but wasn’t at 
all concerned about it because she knew it was totally normal.

Just after midnight on March 8, I woke to some fairly strong 
contractions. I breathed through a few, and when I got up to go to the 
bathroom, I felt a gush of wetness. It was clear, definitely not urine, 
and I was excited to think that my water had broken. This time I stayed 
in bed and rested between contractions. Eventually, I drifted back to 
sleep. When I woke up around 6:30 a.m., I was still having manageable 
contractions. I let David (my partner) know that I thought my water 
had broken, but that it would be a while before things got going. I saw 
my son off to school and then set about cleaning and making French 
onion soup and meringues for everyone. David went to work, but I 
promised to call right away if I needed him. I danced around the house 
to Michael Franti, reveling in the continued contractions and excited 
to meet our baby.

David came home early in the afternoon and told me to have a nap; 
the irregular contractions I had been having tapered off. When I got 
up, the contractions started back up again: manageable, but requiring 
attention. I finally texted my midwife around 2 p.m. to let her know I 
thought my water had broken earlier. She indicated that since I had 
not experienced any further leakage since then, it had probably been 
either a small tear in the amniotic sac that had closed up or a gush of 
fluid from having had my membranes swept. As such, we didn’t need 
to worry about delivering within a certain amount of time due to 
broken waters. 

At 4:15 p.m. we walked to meet my son’s bus, stopping every few 
minutes to focus on my breathing. We ate an early dinner and played 
a board game. Finally, the contractions were becoming quite regular 
and painful. Around 5:30 p.m., I decided to get into the shower. It was 
heavenly. When I got tired of standing in the shower, I filled the tub 
and felt great soaking in the water. 

My sister arrived to spend time with my son. She came up to visit 
with me in the bathtub while he watched a movie. I started vocalizing 
during contractions. I tried to blow raspberries with my lips, as 
recommended by Ina May Gaskin, to relax the cervix. I did this for a 
while, but when the contractions became more intense, I was unable 
to and switched to a moaning chant of “Ooopen, Ooopen.” I tried to 
visualize my cervix opening with each contraction. I was astounded at 
how localized each contraction felt—I could tell which muscles were 
working to open my cervix (with my first labour, I felt like my whole 
stomach was contracting the whole time). 

I eventually had to move to my hands and knees in the bathtub, and 
though this wasn’t the most comfortable position because of the 
hard porcelain, it felt like the best place to be. I had my sister get 
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David to start filling the pool because I really wanted to move into it, 
though at the same time, I had no desire to move. Around 7:30 p.m. 
my contractions, coming every minute or two and lasting 45 seconds 
to a minute, became so intense, I started throwing up. I was so grateful 
to my sister who was able to help me. It felt like the pool was taking 
forever to fill. Although our hot water tank had been turned up to the 
maximum, we still had to boil water to fill it. I was beginning to feel a 
bit grumpy about David not being present as he worked on the pool, 
since it meant my sister wasn’t with my son. 

Around 8 p.m., I was vocalizing through contractions which were 
coming almost every minute and lasting up to a minute. I talked to my 
midwife a couple of times. It was good to know my midwife was ready 
to come when needed, but I also really didn’t want anyone around. 
I needed my sister and David in the house, but I didn’t want anyone 
talking to me or touching me. I just wanted to focus on myself. Though 
I must admit that the water poured over my belly or back during 
contractions was fantastic! When the midwife called, David told her 
that she needed to come right away. Although I am pretty sure she 
could tell just by listening to me having contractions.

I can remember one point at which I thought I wouldn’t be able to do 
this and I should just transfer to the hospital and for medical pain relief. 
At that point, I reminded myself I was probably in transition and almost 
done, since I read that seems to be when the fear of being unable to 
cope overcomes most women. I asked myself if I really wanted to get 
dressed and make my way over to a hospital to lie on a bed. My answer 
was a resounding “no” and I was able to happily refocus on the task at 
hand. 

Finally, the pool was ready just before 9 p.m.—and not a moment 
too soon as the bath water had gotten cold. I was scared but I hauled 
myself out of the tub and down to the pool in the 1 minute I had 
between contractions. My childbirth books and classes recommended 
not to time contractions after a few initial ones, as it can lead to 
anxiety and clockwatching. I liked knowing, however, how much 
longer each contraction would last so I didn’t stop David or my 
sister from timing them. It made it easier for me to get through the 
contractions if I knew I only had to keep going for another 20 or 30 
seconds, for example. 

The pool was absolutely glorious—warm, soft, full of supportive water. 
It felt so amazing! Next time I will get in even earlier. I settled onto 
hands and knees, leaning on the side of the pool. This part of the 
labour was intense, but the water felt good. My son joined us helping 
to pour water on my back, and bringing me cold cloths and popsicles. 
He was absolutely amazing and self-possessed. I couldn’t have been 
prouder of him! He later said he was a bit scared of my vocalizing, but 
otherwise was quite excited about the whole experience.

Around 9 p.m., just after I had gotten into the pool, the midwife arrived. 
She was very unobtrusive and set up her gear in the bedroom. I was 
barely even aware she was there. She recommended turning the lights 
out, which was great. She also worked around me in the pool to check 
on the baby’s heart rate. As much as she was unobtrusive, I hated 
having the monitor near me. I was especially glad I wasn’t strapped 
into a bed at the hospital with monitors attached to me! 

Around 9:30 p.m. I noticed that my vocalizations were becoming 
more like low growls. They felt really good (though I guess they 
scared my sister). I began to feel the urge to bear down a little bit 
with each contraction. This felt great! It made the contractions more 
manageable, as if I were doing something productive. I could tell that 

this wasn’t full on pushing yet. I had some of these bearing down types 
of contractions for a little while and then suddenly felt an intense 
pressure in my bum. “This is it!” I thought. I suddenly felt an intense 
urge to push and went with it. I had no idea of whether I was easing the 
baby out or pushing hard. I just did what my body told me to. I guess I 
was pushing hard, though, because just after announcing to everyone 
that the baby was crowning, the baby came shooting into the pool in a 
single push! He was almost born “in the veil”3, though my water broke 
just as he was born. The midwife said, “Find your baby.” I reached down 
into the water and grabbed my slippery baby and held him in my arms. 
He didn’t cry once. He just nestled into my arms and looked around. 

The midwife covered us in warm towels, and I stayed in the water 
admiring my baby. It took about half an hour before he was ready to 
nurse. Finally, my sister said, “I can’t stand it anymore”, she peeked 
below the towels and announced that we had a boy. We hadn’t even 
thought to look. David and I decided that his name should be Niko 
River. It definitely fit him. Within 30 minutes of delivering Niko, I felt 
more light contractions and gently delivered the placenta with Niko 
in my arms. With the placenta floating in the pool in a baking tin, we 
waited until the cord stopped pulsing and then David and my son were 
able to cut the cord4. Eventually the water cooled, so David got to hold 
his son for the first time while I got out of the water and was bundled 
into bed. 

Later on the midwife checked Niko over, and discovered he was 
perfect (just as I thought). It was amazing to be tucked up in bed with 
my family, rather than in an unfamiliar noisy medical environment. 
We were eventually able to just snuggle in and go to sleep while the 
midwives completed the paperwork downstairs, tidied up and left. 
Niko River Langdon was born at 9:50 p.m. in the water. He weighed a 
whopping 8 lb., 12 oz. 

I had my amazing and empowering birth experience and felt healed. 
I learned so much through Niko’s birth and I was able to see the 
mistakes I had made in my first birth. I began to feel less like a victim of 
circumstances and was finally able to think of that birth without crying. 
Before my first birth, I believed so strongly that every woman could 
birth naturally, that I failed to do my homework. In my naivety, I relied 
on my beliefs so strongly that I didn’t do enough reading and didn’t 
even consider that anything could go wrong. I wanted a midwife, but 
couldn’t afford one at the time (midwifery wasn’t funded then), so 
I didn’t even look into other options like the Shared Care Maternity 
Program in Stony Plain5. I attended the Public Health Centre’s 
childbirth classes and scoffed at the pain relief options they presented 
as I felt sure in my heart I wouldn’t need them. I wrote a natural birth 
plan but I hadn’t really done any reading about labour and birth. 
When I went into labour, I wasn’t even sure what the signs were. I was 
uneducated and unable to identify what was normal and what was not. 
Had I been more educated, I think I would have been able to block out 
the nurse’s negativity. I would have known that it was perfectly normal 
to throw up in labour, to vocalize, to labour on all fours and I would 
have been able to identify when I was in transition and would have had 
coping mechanisms in place. 

I heartily recommend to anyone having a baby that they read and learn 
everything they can before giving birth. Knowing what is happening 
and being able to just go with what your body is doing naturally turns 
birth into an empowering and amazing experience. 

  REDEMPTION: HOW EDUCATING MYSELF HELPED ME TO HAVE THE BIRTH I DREAMED OF
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Editorial notes:
1. This paragraph is a perfect example of false labour also called prodromal labour. It 

can be a source of exhaustion and frustration for women. Knowing in advance that 
this is a possibility enables a woman to “ignore labour” as long as possible. This is a 
time to stay calm and be as inactive as possible, because when labour kicks in you 
will need your energy! 

2. When babies are past 41 weeks a combination of non-stress tests and an 
ultrasound can be done to see how baby is doing. A non-stress test is when a 
woman is asked to come to the hospital to listen to baby’s heart rate and check for 
variability. The recording usually lasts at least 30 minutes, but can be as short as 5 
minutes or last several hours. It all depends if baby is reactive—that it moves. The 
biophysical profile is an ultrasound that assesses fetal body movements, breathing 
movements, tone, and amniotic fluid volume. It lasts 30 minutes. One way ensure 
that the tests don’t last too long is to make sure they occur when your baby is 
awake. If the test is done at a time when you know your baby is usually sleeping, 
reschedule during awake times! The perception of lethargy will affect the results of 
the tests and may put you on a path of interventions.

3. A baby born in the veil, or in the caul, is when the membranes are intact. Because 
the bag of water hasn’t broken, the baby appears surrounded in a trans lucid 
bubble. This doesn’t prevent baby from oxygenation because s/he is still connected 
to the mother through the umbilical cord. Depending on the situation, the 
caregiver cuts the membranes through the mouth or pulls it over the head. Some 
people consider it lucky an a symbol of transformation and passage—like when 
women wear veils when they marry. In any case, it is a rare occurrence in human 
births.

4. Waiting for the cord to stop pulsing is called delayed cord clamping.

5. The Shared Cared Maternity Health Program at the Westview Health Centre in 
Stony Plain was a 10 year pilot midwifery program funded by the Capital Health 
region. It was the only funded midwifery program in Alberta at the time and the 
only hospital where births could occur in water. Midwives were responsible for 
prenatal-birth-postpartum care, nurses were second attendants at the births, and 
obstetricians were on-call for back-up. It was for low-risk pregnancies and birth 
and did not offer drugs for pain management. The program was discontinued in 
2010.

Cinnamon Stacey is the mother of two amazing boys. When she is not 
working in Edmonton and mothering, she enjoys travelling, camping, 
playing soccer (as well as cheering for her son’s soccer team), biking, 
reading and playing outside.  

By Design Photography
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A DASH OF

EMPOWERMENT
By Audrée Knudsen

We came to midwifery 
desperately wanting to get away 
from obstetrics. An obstetrician 
overlooked my thyroid issue. Another would 
not listen to me when I was asking for help. 
I felt they did not treat me with respect and 
sympathy. I wanted something different. 
I honestly wasn’t sure I could give birth at 
home. Giving birth at home was for hippies! I 
had heard about home birth but didn’t know 
much about it. I reasoned, worse comes 
to worst, I could just be transferred to the 
hospital. When my midwife asked me where 
I wanted to give birth, I was just thinking, 
“Wherever will make you happy.”

As I researched natural births1, I also found 
out that there is a lot less tearing in natural 
births. I had a few friends who experienced 
3rd degree tears from pushing, and that was 
not something I wanted! I had never thought 
that I could give birth without medication, 
but if I did it would be so that I wouldn’t tear. Throughout my last weeks of pregnancy I was having some Braxton-

Hicks. Sometimes they hurt a lot in my back. I had been told that these 
weren’t real contractions; that real contractions usually hurt in the 
front, not the back. On the Sunday before I gave birth, at 39 weeks, the 
contractions got so intense that I couldn’t sleep until 5 a.m. Then they 
stopped. So on Monday I saw the midwife and asked her to check me. 
I was 1 cm dilated and 75% effaced. She did a gentle stretch but wasn’t 
able to do a sweep. All my friends told me that these hurt. It didn’t hurt 
with my midwife. I knew I was in good hands the whole pregnancy, but 
this confirmed it. I was ready for the baby to come out and couldn’t 
wait for my naturopath to give me inducing acupuncture. I didn’t want 
to have my hopes up but had a feeling the baby was coming soon.

At 1:30 a.m. Wednesday morning I had my first ‘real’ contraction. I 
knew it was real because it hurt a lot! It was probably about 30 seconds 
long and it made my whole back hurt. And I was like, “Oh ****.” We 
called our midwife right away, but as luck would have it she was at 
another birth. The contractions had been happening all night but I had 
tried to ignore them as much as I could. She said to ignore early labour 
so that’s what I did. When she asked how far apart they were, we had 
no idea. She suggested we tried to calm down, take a bath and time 
the contractions. My husband got out his notepad (yes, we are the 
last people on earth without cell phones, never mind smartphones, so 
we had no “app for that”) and wrote them down. They seemed pretty 
regular, about 4-5 minutes apart. That couldn’t be right. I pulled out 
the laptop for him to time contractions on there. Every time I had a 
contraction, I demanded he press the button on the computer to time 
them. 

Oh, and that bath? Well it lasted 5 minutes. There was no way I could 

So these were my two goals: no obstetricians and no tearing. My 
husband and I started reading a birth story a night, many of them 
from Ina May’s Guide to Childbirth2. At first, the stories seemed very 
awkward. Who imagines they are a blooming flower so that their 
cervix opens? But soon I realised that women did what they needed 
to do in order to relax and to let their body do what it is supposed to. 
Ina May calls it your “inner monkey.” Monkeys don’t care what others 
think, they get into the position they want, make the sounds they 
want, get the support they want, in order to give birth. One story in 
particular stuck with me, and I adopted the mantra “I’m gonna’ get 
huge” to help push my baby out without tearing.

The last leg of my pregnancy was really hard. I was so swollen that I 
could barely do anything anymore, and my usually low blood pressure 
kept creeping up. Our midwife asked me to stop work at 37 weeks, 
which surprised me. She explained that high blood pressure could 
develop into pre-eclampsia. If my blood pressure continued to be 
high, I would have to see an obstetrician and perhaps get induced. 

I desperately did not want anything to do with an obstetrician, or a 
hospital, so I went to see an acupuncturist who specialises in prenatal 
care and saw my naturopath for more acupuncture treatments. The 
acupuncture seemed to work and my blood pressure remained 
at an acceptable level. My midwife also told me that if I gave birth 
sooner rather than later, it would be good as to avoid developing 
pre-eclampsia. So my husband and I tried to have sex every night to 
induce labour.

poisonoak creative
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sit for very long, and five minutes felt like a lifetime! 

Because the contractions hurt in my back I thought I was experiencing 
back labour, “It is going to last a long time and I better get used to it 
especially if it lasts 18 hours or so”. Every time my husband suggested 
he set up the birthing pool, I told him I didn’t need it yet. Then I yelled 
at him to push on my back with every contraction (Yeah. . . still kind’a 
demanding!). We had a birth meditation CD on repeat and I was trying 
to calm myself as much as I could. 

When my husband told me the contractions were 1 minute long 
and 2 minutes apart, I said that he must not be doing things right, it 
couldn’t be right. I demanded he push the button. At some point, my 
husband snapped at me and told me not to worry about the computer 
anymore. Maybe he was right. I decided I could let that go. This was a 
critical point for me, where I had only my husband to trust and rely on. 

We called our midwife again at 3:30 a.m. I tried talking to her on the 
phone but couldn’t speak through my contractions. I told her that it 
was just back labour, that it couldn’t be active labour. I guess I thought 
that labour would be very hard. I heard that it feels like you break 30-
some bones or something. And it didn’t feel that terrible. So I thought, 
“This must be early labour.” I was also trying to fake myself out so that 
my state of mind was ready to handle a long labour. By the end of the 
phone call, I asked if someone could come but our midwife didn’t 
think I needed it just yet, but if I thought I did, she said to just to call 
back.

At that point, I was on my feet constantly. The back pain was consistent 
and stronger during contractions. Miles and I were in the bedroom 
and he was getting tired. He was yawning and starting not to push as 
hard on my back. So I turned to him, pointed my finger at him and 
said, “You do not get to sleep!” I made him chug a Powerade, and get 
it together, because I really needed him with me. After waking himself 
up a bit, he was great. It was just the two of us and I was terrified that it 
would just be me. I needed him there.

At 4 a.m. I told Miles to call the midwife back. I needed someone there. 
At 4:20 am, she called back and told us a back-up midwife was coming. 
I couldn’t wait. My thoughts went, “What if she doesn’t come on time? 
What if I’m only 3 cm dilated? If I’m only 3 cm dilated I’m going to the 
hospital. But then I’d have to get into a car. That would suck. I can’t wait 

until she gets here and helps me with pain.” 

After he had asked a bazillion times, I finally 
allowed Miles to set up the pool between 
contractions; I would ask him to press on my 
back for the first part of the contraction and 
then send him off when I thought I could 
handle it on my own. 

The back-up midwife arrived at 4:45 a.m. but 
we live in an apartment building, so Miles had 
to go down and help her into the parking lot 
and get all her stuff up.

Dealing with those contractions on my own 
was hard. I tried to focus on the words when I 
envisioned my birth: Connected, Empowered, 
Blessed, and Trust. But all I could think was, “I 
do not feel empowered! My words suck!” Still, 
I made myself stay focused on those words. 
Connected. . . Empowered. . . Blessed. . . Trust. 

Connected, Empowered, Blessed, Trust. Connected-Empowered-
Blessed-Trust. 

Finally the midwife was there, but instead of rushing in to help me with 
pain, like I thought she would, I felt she was taking a lot of time to set 
everything up and she took Miles away from me to help her. I would 
still call for him at the beginning of my contractions to push on my 
back, so he was running back and forth to help us both.

She listened to my baby’s heartbeat. She said that the baby was doing 
good and that I was doing good too. Then she went back to getting all 
her stuff ready. Finally, when she seemed set up, I asked her to check 
me. She said I was “doing good” again. I asked her what that meant 
exactly. She said, “You are about 9 cm dilated.” Thank God! I was so 
happy I hugged her right there.

I got into the pool and the contractions started hurting in my stomach. 
I learned later that usually you can only feel one thing at a time and 
I could only feel back contractions. The pool helped dull the back 
contractions and I finally felt the stomach contractions. A bit of a trade 
off, but I felt so much better in the pool. I felt like I could really do this 
and that was important.

She asked me if I wanted to switch positions. Apparently my favourite 
answer for the night was an exasperated “I dunno.” Finally she 
suggested I move, so I got onto my hands and knees and leaned on the 
side of the pool. She said not to push until I felt like I really needed to. 
Again, “I dunno.” 

Soon the pushing urges came, around 5:45 a.m. and I started pushing, I 
couldn’t help it. She asked if there was pinching. When I told her there 
wasn’t. She said that I was probably 10 cm dilated. I asked her if she 
would help me pant it out and not tear. She promised she would. That 
too meant a lot to me.

Things were a bit of a blur during the pushing. At some point, the 
second midwife came to support the midwife who was already there. 
She said that her being there meant that I was close. They both told 
me I was doing good. They were sitting at the dining room table where 
their stuff was set up. I thought they would be by my side. I thought 
they would help me a little more. I needed their help! I guess they 
knew I was doing great on my own and there was no need to impose 
on my birth, but I didn’t see it that way until afterwards. Looking back, 
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I’m kind of glad as it really did help empower me.

One of the midwives came with a cold cloth compress for my 
forehead which felt nice but I didn’t want it there. I was asked if I 
wanted to change positions again. “I dunno.” I remember turning 
onto my back after being told to do so. I kept repeating “I’m gonna 
get huge, I’m gonna get huge.” The midwives asked what I was talking 
about, so my husband provided translation services. They thought it 
was awesome, but I didn’t know it at the time, I was too busy telling 
myself to get huge. 

I could feel the membranes poking out of my vagina. So my water 
wasn’t broken yet. They said the baby’s head was right behind my 
perineum and showed me where to push. I was doing my best but the 
baby was not getting past my perineum. The midwife asked me if I 
wanted to get out of the pool to help with the contractions. “I dunno” 
was my answer yet again. I was had been pushing for what seemed like 
a long time, I was very tired, and I think if someone had told me that I 
needed an episiotomy15, I would have agreed. I am so thankful I was 
in the care of two great midwives and that wasn’t something that was 
being pushed on me. One more blessing to be thankful for.

At 7:06 a.m., my midwife asked me if I wanted to push on the toilet or 
the bed. I picked the toilet because it was closer. They helped me out 
of the pool, and as I got up the membranes fell on the floor. I guess 
my water broke somewhere in there and I had never even noticed. 
Pushing on the toilet was effective but it hurt now that I was out of the 
pool. My baby started crowning and my husband could see the head 
and dark hair. 

It hurt too much, so we went back into the pool! I pushed on my 
knees, leaning against the side. The midwives told me to push slowly. I 
told my perineum to stretch! “Stretch, stretch, stretch, stretch, stretch.” 
They said it was working, and I guess they were pretty impressed. Soon 
the head was out, and they said, “Another big push and the shoulders 
would be out.” I asked if it was okay to wait for a good contraction 
and they said it was fine. It came and I pushed the shoulders out. The 
midwives exclained, “Look down, catch your baby!” Holy ****! A huge 
baby was floating in the pool. It took me a couple heartbeats to realize 
it was mine. It was 7:30 a.m. on August 14th, 2013. My due date. 

My baby was covered in vernix and had a short umbilical cord. I was 
so happy. I couldn’t believe it. We did it! We had a baby boy. We had a 
baby without any hospital or obstetricians. We had him at home, and I 
was holding my baby at last! 

Miles went to call our immediate family to share the good news while 
I held our baby. Nobody knew we were even in labour, so he was quick 
to get the word out! I was so happy to be holding our baby, Dashiel 
(“Dash” for short). I spoke to him in French, my mother tongue, and 
told him I loved him. Finally, I passed Dash to Miles so I could push out 
the placenta. Then I moved to the recliner and held my little boy again. 

Dash was weighed and measured. He was born at 9 lb, 14.5 oz and 
measured 21 inches. While Miles put on his first diaper, I took a shower. 
The midwife then checked me, I only had a one degree tear that didn’t 
need stitches. What a perfect start to the day. Everything I had wanted 
from my birth had come true.

At the time, I had hoped that the midwives would be a lot more active 
than they were. But by being more in the background, we were able to 
do it ourselves. I might not have felt empowered during the process, 
but I sure did afterwards. The midwives had the experience to know 
that I did not need them to be beside me all the time. They simply gave 
me the support I needed and left me to my birth. In the end, there was 
nothing more empowering than giving birth on my own terms and 
with the sole support of my partner. We did it!

Miles is so proud of me, he keeps on telling people that I gave birth 
at home, emphasizing that I did it without medication. But you know, 
it wasn’t that bad. You can do it too. Trust your body that it can do it, 
because it can. There is no “wrong way” to do it, there’s just your way. 
Trust your inner monkey and follow your instincts. Birthing at home 
isn’t only for hippies. It’s for women who know that their bodies are 
strong and capable. All women are strong and capable.

Editorial Notes:
1. The author uses the expression “natural birth” to refer to an unmedicated vaginal 

birth. It is a birth where pain medication, such as an epidural analgesia, is not used.

2. Ina May Gaskin. Ina May’s Guide to Childbirth. Bantam: 2003

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this 
story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every 
issue of Birth Issues!

Audrée Knudsen is a social worker who specializes in community 
development. Audrée and Miles have been married for over four years 
and feel blessed to finally welcome their first child. We’d like to thank 
Passages Midwifery for helping us achieve the birth of our dreams 
and Gaelyn Anderson and Heidi Coughlin, our back-up midwives, for 
standing in during our birth.  780 893 3333
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“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.” - William Butler Yeats

What is Waldorf? Waldorf engages of the whole of your child; head, heart and hands and evokes critical thinking, creative 
problem solving along with collaborative and cross-disciplinary learning. Art, music, movement and drama are essential 
in delivering the concepts and skills of mathematics, sciences, social studies and language arts. Waldorf pedagogy uses 
a humanistic approach based on the educational philosophy of Rudolf Steiner. To learn more please visit our website 
edmontonwaldorf.com.

Meet Our Teachers & Principal- Highly accomplished and dedicated our teachers hold, or are in the process of achieving 
their Masters of Education with an emphasis in Waldorf Teaching and have two decades of combined experience teaching 
Waldorf classrooms. For more information about their current classroom endeavors please visit- laughingletters.blogspot.
ca. They are led by a new Principal who holds a Masters of Education and who actively supports the Waldorf Alternative 
Program.

About Our Program- The Waldorf Alternative Program at Avonmore School is the first publicly available program of its kind 
in Canada. Through a careful combination of the Alberta Curriculum of Studies and Waldorf inspired pedagogy, children 
are educated in a secure, home-like environment. 

Our Parent Council – The Edmonton Waldorf Parent Council (EWPC) is a non-profit society consisting of parents and 
families of the children who attend the program. This dedicated council is committed to maintaining an inclusive, respectful 
environment for its members. They are responsible for organising seasonal Waldorf festivals and events and to fundraise 
for specialised Waldorf materials that regular public school funding cannot provide.

Location - This outstanding Alternative Program is nestled within the quiet community of Avonmore, just off of 75th Street 
and 76th Avenue, making it easily accessible to many communities. Our parents commute from areas such as: Sherwood 
Park, County of Strathcona, Northern, Southern and Downtown Edmonton, Spruce Grove and St. Albert.

“Our highest endeavor must be to develop free human beings who are able themselves to impart purpose and direction to 
their lives.” -Rudolf Steiner

*There is space still available for this 2014/15 school year. Mid-year registrations are welcome.

* Registration for 2015/2016 will be opening soon. Please check our Facebook page “Waldorf Edmonton” or website 
edmontonwaldorf.com. 

*If you have any questions or would like to schedule a program tour contact Kevin: 780.719.3246 
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NOT EXACTLY WHAT I PLANNED,  
FLEXIBILITY AND BIRTHING:  
THE BIRTH STORY OF MIKHAIL WENZEL

By Janaki Wenzel

Mikhail is my first son, and despite the fact that he 
is only 5 months old, he has already taught me so 
much and brought so much joy to our small family.
When my husband and I conceived in July of 2010, I knew I wanted a 
natural home birth with a midwife. My estimated due date was April 
8th 2011. Thinking I had lots of time, I didn’t immediately begin to call 
midwives. Three weeks into my pregnancy I picked up the phone and 
made the call, and another call … and another … and another. All of 
the midwives were booked and there was no chance I was going to be 
able to get one. 

I spent days bawling my eyes out. I wanted my baby to be born into the 
world properly and for me that meant a natural birth. I was devastated 
and terrified that I would not find the support I wanted for my natural 
birth in a hospital setting.  

After I finally accepted that I was not going to be able to get a midwife 
and have the homebirth I had envisioned, I began researching how I 
would be able to have the birth experience I wanted in a hospital. 

My husband found an article about a doctor who had done 

homebirths in Western Canada and who delivered out of the Sturgeon 
Community Hospital. She was an hour north of where we lived, in 
St. Albert, Alberta, but I decided to book an appointment. She was 
fantastic, and I felt relieved that my search was over. 

My doctor did not run appointments like a regular doctor but had 
centering circles1. A group of other pregnant women, my doctor, a 
nurse, and facilitator would meet every few weeks to discuss topics 
such as self-care, labour, birthing, breastfeeding, etc. She would 
measure, weigh, and record the development of baby at each 
meeting. I loved this. I felt that I had the opportunity to really get to 
know my doctor, discuss topics I may not have thought of, and I didn’t 
spend time waiting for my 5 minute rushed appointment with a doctor 
that had to go to see his/her next patients before the day ended. I was 
thrilled. I found a doula for extra support and I felt prepared and ready 
for baby.

I formulated my birth plan to include such things as no interventions, 
no painkillers, no antibiotics for Group B Streptococcus (GBS), no 
erythromycin, and so on. I knew exactly why I wanted or did not 
want each individual thing. I was inspired by the natural birth stories 
of others in the books I read, and I visualized such a birth for myself 
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and my baby. My pregnancy went beautifully and aside from gaining 
55 lb and a little bit of heartburn I felt great. I did yoga and went to 
a chiropractor for the duration of my pregnancy. I walked every day 
despite the weather. I felt prepared.

Slowly my estimated due date came and went. I became concerned. 
I did not want an induction, and my doctor was willing to let me go 
a maximum of 2 weeks past my due date. At 3 days past my due date 
I let my doctor sweep my membranes in hopes that it would get the 
prostaglandins going. No luck. An appointment was scheduled for 
the following week and I knew that my doctor would be having the 
induction chat with me. I started to panic and drank red raspberry leaf 
tea, used evening primrose oil, forced myself and my husband to have 
intercourse. 

Then, on Sunday at 10 p.m. I felt funny. I didn’t think twice and went 
to bed. At 2 a.m. Monday morning I awoke with contractions. My 
induction-talk appointment was that day so I was thrilled my labour 
was beginning on its own. I sat in the bath and read for a bit, and 
around 7 a.m., called our doula. My contractions were coming 
between 5 and 10 minutes apart and lasting anywhere from 30 
seconds to one minute. We chatted for a bit, and I told her I would 
call her when we had driven to St. Albert and rented a hotel room. By 
around 9:30 a.m. my contractions were strong, and some were lasting 
as long as 2 minutes. 

Once we arrived in St. Albert, we settled into our hotel before heading 
to my appointment. My doctor checked me and I was 3 cm dilated. 
We were both happy, and she told me the baby was low enough in my 
pelvis not to worry if my water broke, and that I could come into the 
hospital basically when the baby was ready to come. I was pleased to 
hear this because I didn’t want to go to the hospital early for fear of 
unnecessary intervention. She said she would see me later that night, 
and that we were having a baby today! 

My husband and I went back to the hotel. We ate, I threw up, and 
called my doula who arrived shortly afterwards. I remember looking 
at the clock on the wall and thinking to myself earlier that day, “Well 

it’s been 12 hours, this labour should be 
almost over”. I then tried different birthing 
positions; on the ball; in the tub; on the 
bed; stairs etc. I was feeling a lot of pain and 
could no longer do the casual chit-chat I 
had been able to earlier. My contractions 
were coming between 5 and 7 minutes apart 
and lasting from 1 to 3 minutes. I threw up 
again and after a really long contraction 
where I moaned and cried on the bed with 
my husband holding me, I decided I wanted 
to go to the hospital. It was now 11 p.m. and 
I had been in labour for almost 24 hours. At 
that point I wanted reassurance. I wanted 
someone to tell me that my labour was 
almost over, that I was in transition and that’s 
why my contractions were so intense. I was 
always prepared for intense contractions but 
had never imagined this intensity of pain (I 
have a pretty high pain tolerance). 

We went to the hospital. I allowed them to check me with the 
Doppler2 for the standard 20 minutes, but I asked to stand and rock 
while it was done. We were then given a room and my husband, bless 
him, (though not at the time) made me walk up 2 flights of stairs to try 
to get my contractions to pick up. As soon as I saw my room I wanted 
to turn around and leave, but we made ourselves comfortable and 
the nurse took my birth plan and put it up on the wall. They checked 
me, and I was only 4 cm dilated. Almost 12 hours since my doctor’s 
appointment where I had been 3 cm. I was discouraged, that was not 
the news I had been hoping for. 

Gradually my contractions picked up and I went to the sitz tub. My 
doula held the showerhead over me while I let the warm water run 
into the tub and down while my husband caught some much needed 
sleep. The sitz tub seemed to be the only way to alleviate the pain, and 
I was in it for around 2.5 hours before I felt like a wrinkled prune and 
wanted to get out. 

The nurses at the Sturgeon Community Hospital were amazing. 
They checked my birth plan at shift change, never once asked me to 
comply with anything contrary or even mentioned painkillers. They 
intermittently checked me with the Doppler while I was walking 
around or in the tub, and they were such a fantastic team that I thank 
them for giving me such a great birth experience.

At 3 a.m. I asked for one of the nurses to check on me again. I was 
in a lot of pain during my contractions and they were coming more 
frequently and what seemed to be lasting forever. I was 4.5 cm dilated. 
My heart dropped. I knew deep down that I couldn’t do this anymore. 
I started to cry from the pain and exhaustion. I had thrown up 4 times 
and realized that my birth plan was going to require some last minute 
alterations. I was so afraid of the possible cascade of interventions 
pain medications could cause but despite this I began begging for 
something to numb the pain. 

My husband and I had talked at length about painkillers and 
interventions and I had told him that at no point in time, regardless 
of how much I may plead, should he give in. So as I was begging 
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for some painkillers my husband was adamant that I should not get 
any. A nurse came in and I asked her about painkillers and she talked 
about laughing gas, Fentanyl, and the epidural. She discussed their 
risks, explained how they worked, and talked about any benefits. My 
husband and I finally compromised on the laughing gas and half an 
hour later I got my first ‘puff’. 

It simply was not enough, and basically did nothing except make me 
a little dizzy. I then asked for the Fentanyl and after a heated debate 
with my husband I received that as well. On a scale of 1 to 10 at 10 
being the most painful, my pain went to perhaps a 9.5 after receiving 
the drip. Additionally I was more restricted and had to change into 
hospital clothes. I began thinking about the epidural but my husband 
was extremely hesitant. My husband and I discussed our options 
and my doula then came to us both and just said that I had been 
going through this for almost 30 hours. She asked how I wanted to 
remember this experience, and she said that I had really tried my best 
and things just don’t go as planned. 

Finally, at 6 a.m., 28 hours after my labour began, I requested an 
epidural. I knew the risks to my child and what could follow. The reality 
was that without dilating I was going to end up either with Pitocin 
(at that stage I would be completely unable to handle those strong 
contractions) or with a c-section. I was sad that my birth plan was not 
going how I had hoped but deep down I felt that I had done my best. 
The anesthesiologist came in at 7 a.m. and I received the epidural, and 
shortly after, the Pitocin. I remember bending over for the epidural 
while having painful contractions, feeling saddened but also accepting 
the fact that this was beyond my control. My doctor came in and I was 
near tears as the epidural took over, but she reassured me. 

By 7:30 a.m. I was sound asleep. I still think back and find it a bit 
amusing that in the middle of my labour, the most exciting time of my 
life, before meeting my child, I took a nap. It seems like I should have 
taken the nap after all of the excitement was over, but to take a nap 
and then wake up to start from what seemed like the beginning made 
the labour seem even longer. However, the rest was much needed and 
by 10:30 a.m. I was 10 cm dilated! Finally! The Pitocin had done its job 
of relaxing me. 

Around 11:30 a.m. on the 19th of April I began pushing. My epidural 
drip was very low and I was able to stand, squat, go on hands and 
knees and try other positions as well. I was still able to move my legs 
throughout this time. My baby was responding very well to the drip 
and there were no concerns about a cesarean section. I could feel 
the baby progressing as I pushed for two hours, and my husband 
kept encouraging me and yelling, “Push, push, push, push” and we all 
laughed about it. 

After all of this pushing my baby suddenly was trapped3 in my pelvis 
and I could feel he was not coming out, and after not feeling any 
progression after another half hour my doctor asked if I would want to 
consider a vacuum. Another no-no from my birth plan went out the 
window, and after my little baby had his head out he was still stuck and 
twisted in my pelvis and my doctor had to reach up and pull him out. 

11 days past my due date, after 36 hours of labour, and considerable 
deviation from my no intervention birth plan, my 8 lb 11 oz beautiful 
baby boy was born, with almost no vernix left on his body. He was 
immediately placed on my stomach, and I remember feeling disbelief 
that the experience was finally over while wondering at the same time, 

“Aren’t babies supposed to be small?” (He just seemed so big to me). 
We waited a little for the umbilical cord to stop pulsing and then my 
husband cut it.

My son had no problems breastfeeding, he was bright eyed and alert, 
and he scored 9s and 10s on his APGAR. He even pooped all over me 
shortly after his birth as we snuggled together under the blankets. My 
poor exhausted doula headed home and my husband and I remained 
in the hospital until the next morning with our beautiful new addition 
that has brought so much joy (and sleepless nights) to our lives. 

Looking back on this experience I wonder why I had so much difficulty 
dilating. I wonder if I had been at home if things would have ended 
naturally or if I would have ended up in a chaotic emergency delivery. 
I feel that in a way I was blessed that things went the way they did. I 
feel so fortunate to have had such a great birthing team including my 
husband, my doula, the nurses, and my doctor. 

In the end I have no problems accepting what happened because I 
feel that I did my best researching and laying out my plans and then 
did my best trying to stick with them. I always told myself that things 
happen and that I needed to be flexible. I always just assumed I would 
have an 8 hour delivery like most of my friends, and although I learned 
about interventions I actually never believed I would need them. I like 
to think that waiting for intervention until the very end lessened my 
chances of complications from the interventions, and affected my 
son less. If I had the opportunity to do it all over again I would do it the 
exact same way. 

They say the next delivery can be entirely different. All I hope is that 
mine is faster, and if not that I am fortunate enough to find such a 
fantastic team again. 

Editorial footnotes:
1. Centering circles and shared care programs are based on the centering pregnancy 

model of care. Centering pregnancy is when a group of women meet with 
a doctor or midwife in a larger room. Each group meets 10 times for 2 hours 
throughout pregnancy until their babies are born for routine prenatal care and 
extra education about health and pregnancy. There is individual private time for 
each patient with the caregiver as well. Benefits of this model of care include: 
Never having to wait in the waiting room for your appointment, building a 
community and support system with other women, and enhancing your own 
knowledge and self confidence as a healthy woman and mother. Research shows 
that women rate their satisfaction with this type of shared care higher than 
traditional one-on-one prenatal care, as well as a higher rate of breastfeeding, a 
lower rate of preterm delivery and a higher rate of parental readiness for birth and 
baby care.

2. A Doppler is a portable device used by nurses, doctors but mostly midwives to 
monitor baby’s heart rate during pregnancy and labour.

3. A common side-effect of epidurals is babies getting ‘trapped’ into the pelvis. The 
epidural anesthesia can hinder a woman’s ability to push effectively because her 
pelvic floor is anesthetized and she cannot use the physical sensations to guide her 
in pushing.

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this 
story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every 
issue of Birth Issues!

Janaki Wenzel gave up her career to stay home with her amazing son 
who is now 3 1/2. In 2013 Janaki gave birth to her daughter, Nadia, at 
home with a midwife. Janaki had not planned to have children but has 
since discovered how much of life she would have missed had she never 
had them. She feels honoured and blessed they are part of her life.   

  NOT EXACTLY WHAT I PLANNED, FLEXIBILITY AND BIRTHING...
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A ROUTINE HOMEBIRTH 
By Rosie Macdonald

The day that I found out that I was pregnant, a year 
and a half after stopping birth control and after four 
months of charting my temperatures each day to 
track my fertility, I immediately looked up every midwife in the 
Edmonton area and started sending emails and making phone calls. 
After hearing stories from friends and relatives who had had midwifery 
care throughout their pregnancies, and after doing some of my own 
research, I knew this was the direction I wanted to go for my own 
pregnancy and birth. I even toyed with the idea of having a homebirth, 
even though we lived in a small apartment and my husband, knowing 
little about homebirth or midwifery and concerned with the safety of a 
homebirth, said “Absolutely not!” You can imagine my disappointment 
when each of the emails, phone calls and application forms I filled out 
were responded with some variation of, “Sorry, but we do not have 
space for you.” 

Begrudgingly, when week 11 of my pregnancy rolled around in April, 
2011, and still none of the midwives I had contacted had space for 
me, I made an appointment with Mom Care Docs for my first prenatal 
appointment. 

I still kept up hope that a spot would become available and continued 
to email the midwifery practices around the city. Knowing that I 
definitely wanted to have a natural birth, I was reading lots of books 
and also planned to attend a “Meet a Doula” night at a local baby store. 
When I called the store to double check the time of the next session, 
my hopes rose when a woman at the store encouraged me to keep 
trying and gave me the name of a midwife who had recently started 
her own independent practice. 

By this time, I was 19 weeks along and I was ecstatic when I received 
the reply from the midwife that she was able to take me as a client! I 
went to my last appointment with Mom Care Docs and was especially 
encouraged when the doctor I had been seeing seemed genuinely 
happy for me when I told her that I was able to find a midwife and 
would be switching to midwifery care.

Although I liked the doctor I had been seeing, the difference between 

seeing a doctor and being under the care of a midwife was huge! I 
felt so at ease and unrushed while getting to know my midwife during 
our hour-long appointments, as opposed to trying to remember and 
communicate all of my concerns to my doctor in the 10 minutes 
that were designated as my time with her. Any concerns I had were 
dealt with at appointments or through email conversations with my 
midwife. I also appreciated all of the time spent discussing procedures 
that were an option for me. Nothing was presented as a mandatory 
hoop to jump through to appease general medical protocols. 
Everything was presented as a choice. After discussing at length 
various details, as well as the pros and cons of each decision, I was 
ultimately responsible for making decisions concerning myself and my 
baby. It made me keenly aware that birth was about being engaged. 
I was the driver rather than a passive passenger and I liked that. 
My pregnancy was progressing very normally and I felt really great 
throughout the whole thing. 

Fast-forward 21 weeks to November 2011… I was feeling as good as 
one can, with few complaints about being 40 weeks pregnant. My 
husband and I had bought and moved into our first house to make 
room for our growing family, only a 6-minute walk from his work. My 
mom had been visiting us from Vancouver Island for the last 2 weeks 
helping me prepare freezer meals, paint the nursery, and helping with 
many other countless tasks in the way only moms can. I had hired a 
doula to help with this, the birth of my first baby, and by coincidence, 
she just happened to be from my hometown on Vancouver Island! 

Most importantly, I had convinced my husband, after offering books 
to read, watching birth documentaries and having conversations 
with our doula and midwife on the safety of homebirth for low-
risk pregnancies, that a homebirth in a birthing pool would likely 
not be the end of the world, and that was Plan A! I think he still had 
reservations, but ultimately he let the choice of where our baby would 
be born up to me. 

Things were going great, besides the fact that we had recently 
discovered that our new (to us) house needed a new roof and that 
much of the routine maintenance had been neglected in the last few 
years, and the hot water heater would only give hot water for about 
5-10 minutes at a time. So that week was scheduled full with roof 
estimates, duct cleaning, furniture deliveries, furnace maintenance. 
Plus my doula was scheduled to be on-call, but in Banff for the week…
not exactly ideal, but definitely manageable. 

At 40 weeks and 2 days, on November 9th, 2011, I lost my mucous plug. 
“No big deal,” I thought. It could still be a few days or more before 
anything really happened. I wasn’t feeling any differently than usual, 
other than a mild ache in my lower back. 

Later that day I had a prenatal appointment with my midwife. She 
checked my cervix to find that it was 4 cm dilated and very stretchy1. 
Interesting! When my mom and I got home at around 10:30 a.m., I 
phoned my doula to let her know the news, but not to worry too much 
because I wasn’t feeling anything close to a contraction at the time. I 
was excited that my baby would be coming soon, but reminded myself 
of the labour stories I had read where mamas were in pre-labour for 
days before their babies were born.  
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Shortly afterwards I started feeling something 
similar to menstrual cramps. Nothing major, 
but I decided to update my doula at 11:30 
a.m. She decided to start driving back to 
Edmonton from Banff. My husband came 
home at his lunch break, like he does every 
day. The cramps were starting to intensify but 
since things still seemed to be pretty minor, I 
sent him back to work, while my mom and I 
continued our day at home as normal. 

After lunch, a man came by to take a look at 
our furnace. While talking to him, my mom 
noticed that I was having difficulty focusing 
on what we were talking about, and after he 
left, asked if I was doing okay. By this time my 
cramps were coming in waves and the ache 
in my lower back became more pronounced. 
My mom wanted to start timing my cramps 
(I was not willing to consider that they might 
be contractions, yet), but I, annoyed at the 
suggestion, insisted that they weren’t that bad 
and that there was nothing to time. 

By 5:15 p.m. the bag of waters was bulging 
out during contractions. My midwife asked 
if I wanted to break the waters, but I wanted 
to let things happen on their own. After a key 
change of position, moving into more of a 
squat, and a few good pushes I felt a little pop 
when my waters did break, all on their own at 
around 5:40 p.m. Immediately after my waters 
broke I wanted to be back on my knees, 
leaning over the edge of the pool, with my 
husband’s hand to hold.

At this point, I knew the end was near and 
this thought encouraged me to work hard! I 
made noises I had never heard myself make 
before, growling and roaring like an animal! 
With each push I could feel progress, but 
also felt the head moving backwards after 
each contraction2. I was so frustrated and 
eventually admitted to everyone and myself, 
“I am sorry, but I can’t do it!”

After a few encouraging words that I was 

I did, however, agree to take a bath. Once in the tub, the water was 
very soothing, but things were definitely getting more intense and I felt 
the need to make low sounds to get through the cramps. While I was 
in the bath, my mom secretly started keeping track of my moaning, 
without me knowing, and recorded that my ‘cramps’ were getting to 
be about 5 minutes apart. After getting out of the bath, a little after 3 
p.m., I finally agreed that maybe it was time to call my midwife and to 
get my husband to come home. 

By the time my husband got home, around 3:30 p.m., I was past the 
stage of denying that I was in labour and was definitely ready for the 
birthing pool. When he came in, I was on my hands and knees on our 
bed, with my mom right beside me putting pressure on the small of 
my back whenever I had a contraction. My husband tried to take over 
putting counter-pressure on my lower back while my mom started 
to set up the pool, but I quickly reversed those roles. My mom knew 
just where and how to press on my back to make things better. I was 
going through periods of feeling extremely hot, extremely cold and 
extremely nauseous. Meanwhile my contractions were becoming 
more and more intense and closer together! 

My midwife arrived by 4 p.m., and checked my cervix…7 cm! My doula 
arrived around 4:15 p.m. from Banff and started helping my husband 
fill the pool, which we had decided to set up in our new baby’s nursery. 
I asked my midwife when I could get in, as I was more than ready to 
get a change of scenery. I don’t think she was 100% sure that the 
pool would be ready before the baby would be ready to be born. 
Sometime in all of the excitement, a roofer arrived to do an estimate 
of the damage on our roof. My husband explained the situation and 
the roofer kept out of the way, going up on our roof and writing the 
estimate in his truck before quickly getting the heck out of there!

By 5 p.m. I was able to get in the pool. It felt so good to be in the 
water! The warm water regulated my hot and cold flashes and was so 
soothing on my aching back. I was most comfortable on my knees, 
leaning over the edge of the pool. My husband used a mixing bowl 
to pour water down my back while my mom kept up the counter 
pressure on my back. I was fully dilated by this time and starting to 
push. 

doing everything right and, despite what it felt like, I was making 
progress, I tried again. It was not too long before I experienced what I 
have heard called “the burning ring of fire!” I was not in a position to 
see, but my mom told me that after my baby’s head was born, her eyes 
wide open, she looked around and rotated 180 degrees so that her 
face was facing my back. 

Lucy was born at 6:10 p.m., November 9th, 2011, weighing 6 lb, 13 
oz. She was quiet, alert, sucking on her hands and listening to all the 
voices in the room. We all quietly watched and marveled at the new 
person who had just joined us, and it was a few minutes before I even 
bothered to check to see if we had a baby boy or a baby girl. 

After the placenta was born, my doula and midwife helped me into 
the shower, then quickly sewed up a minor tear. Then it was time for 
my husband and me to curl up in our own bed with our brand new 
baby girl. My midwife measured the baby’s weight, length and head 
circumference in our bedroom with my husband’s family watching via 
Skype. It was so nice just to be comfortable in our own home while 
we got to know our little one in those first hours. After the fact, my 
husband said that he could not imagine going to the hospital to have 
our baby.  He is a complete homebirth convert! As I sit here typing with 
one hand while my baby sleeps in my other arm, I could not wish for it 
to have gone any differently.

Editorial notes:
1. The cervix is considered to be fully dilated at 10 centimeters. 

2. It is common that a baby rocks back and forth during pushing. It is due to the fact 
that when a contraction dwindles, it ceases to push the baby at maximum capacity, 
so the baby’s body retreats a little but never as much as it was before the last push!

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this 
story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every 
issue of Birth Issues!

Rosie Macdonald lives in Edmonton with her husband and two 
daughters, both of whom were homebirth babies attended by midwives. 
She plans to be a stay-at-home-mom for as long as possible. She enjoys 
singing  and playing the fiddle/violin. 
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Providing exceptional experiences in health and well being since 2003.

Specialized Services for Expecting & Current Mothers 

EMPOWER AND ENHANCE YOUR  
HEALTH AND WELL BEING

 ✽ Pelvic Health Physiotherapy  

 ✽ Rost Therapy

 ✽ Post partum Screening

 ✽ Physiotherapy

 ✽ Visceral Manipulation

 ✽ Low level laser therapy- phototherapy

No Physicians Referral Required.

780 443 4473     
www.curaphysio.com
17032 90 Ave Edmonton T5T 1L6 (same complex as West side Italian Center) 

Kluthe Acupuncture 
Specializing in Fertility & Pregnancy for over 15yrs  

780-884-4440 

Redeem this Ad for $35 off  

Initial Consultation & Treatment 
Book Online at klutheacupuncture.com !

Work with a Practitioner who has also 
been a fertility patient
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HOW A NURSE LEARNED TO 
LOVE BIRTH: VIOLET’S STORY

By Kristin Campbell

Growing up, I never gave much thought to birth or 
labour. What was there to think about? I was told, 
“It is an extremely painful event. You take drugs and 
have your baby in a hospital.” Everyone knew that. 

It was not until I attended nursing school at Norquest College in 2004 
that my perspective changed. My maternity course was taught by a 
Scottish midwife named Maureen, who showed us how the female 
body was cleverly engineered to deliver a baby. She opened my eyes 
to a new way of thinking about birth and gave me a new passion for 
maternity care. 

After I graduated, I obtained employment at a hospital in Edmonton 
on the gynecological and postpartum unit. I was young, had not had 
my own childbearing experience, and was expected to educate new 

mothers in the shortest of time. Looking back, I am embarrassed to 
have sent so many new parents home with so little information: a line 
or two about postpartum depression, Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 
(SIDS)1, and Shaken Baby Syndrome (SBS)2. However, when it came to 
teaching them the art of breastfeeding—that took time I did not have. 
So I rushed through it, hoping the nurse on the next shift would be 
able to take more time. 

But there are never enough nurses. In Edmonton-area hospitals, 
for every five or six patients there is one nurse. So a nurse must be 
a jack-of-all-trades. She delivers food, water, ice, pads, panties, and 
gowns. She helps women in and out of bed, gives medication, takes 
vital signs, and completes endless paperwork, and much more. When 
there is so much to do, a mother who is asking for water—or help with 
breastfeeding—might as well be asking for the moon. 

It is the same with the doctors. Obstetricians have so many patients 
that women are stripped of control and moved on like a heard of 
cattle: umbilical cords are cut when the doctor sees fit, and women lie 
on their backs so the doctor has an open view, even though it is well-
documented that the reclining position slows labour. They were always 
ordering protocols and interventions I felt were unnecessary. And there 
was a protocol for almost everything. I was constantly poking babies, 
testing blood samples, taking vital signs, bathing babies, managing 
IVs, testing urine, bottle feeding babies who were not latching—and 
mostly doing this on healthy babies. 

It is a system where health care professionals need to do the maximum 
amount of interventions and documentation so that if something were 
to go wrong the system would be covered legally. But I think it is a 
system that is bad for families.

After working on the postpartum unit for a year, I began to despise 
it and the professionals I worked with. I felt my passion for maternity 
care dying. 

When I moved to Australia for additional nursing training in 2009, I saw 
a better way of doing things. I did my practicum through Nambour 
Hospital in Queensland, where every birth is attended by a midwife. 
One midwife for every mother. An obstetrician is called only if the 
midwife feels there is a complication. Every week, a group of midwives 
and some obstetricians get together and discuss all the cesarean 
deliveries and what could have been done to avoid them. In Canada 
on the other hand, C-sections seem to be regarded as normal. I am 
not saying the Australian system is perfect, but women there seem to 
consider natural births normal. For me it was a great experience. I was 
even able to catch a baby!

On October 27, 2012, when I was back home in Canada, I found out 
I was pregnant. I knew I definitely did not want to be in “The Hospital 
System” for this delivery. The night that second little pink line showed 
up on my pee stick, I started up the Google machine in search of a 
midwife. I had read somewhere that to have a midwife you practically 
have to know the instant you conceive. They are few and far between 
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compared to obstetricians, and they can only take so many mothers.

One midwife was able to fit me in, and I am lucky she did. She only 
had one spot left for the month I was due. I was all for a home birth 
but because we lived out in the country Justin, my husband, was not 
comfortable with the time it could take for an ambulance to get to 
us in the case of an emergency. Our midwife suggested we deliver 
in the Lucina Birth Centre3 instead (in Edmonton). That was a good 
compromise: Justin was happy to be close to a hospital, and I was 
happy to not be in a hospital.

The care I received from my midwife was wonderful. I was treated 

like a person, like a friend. She gave me answers to questions I had 
not thought to ask. I was in control, with her guiding me. I was never 
rushed out the door. She had time to discuss issues that she sensed 
upset me in my personal life. What obstetrician on which planet would 
ever have time for that? 

Not only did she have awesome prenatal rapport, but she also followed 
me for six weeks postpartum and visited my house twice. As my due 
date approached, she kept in close contact by email, phone, and text. 
She also arranged group prenatal appointments for us mothers who 
were due in the same month. I was unsure of these appointments at 
first but soon grew to love them and the new friends I met there. It was 
nice to have women to relate to. 

Even though I had a pretty good knowledge of birth given my nursing 
background, I was amazed at the amount of information I soaked 
up from this experience. So when labour started, I felt confident and 
excited instead of panicked and scared, which I believe helped my 
body work its magic better. 

My baby’s story started on the night of June 18, 2013. The next day 
was Justin’s birthday and also my due date. It was about 10 p.m. when 
I went to the bathroom, and, to my great surprise, there was quite a 
bit of blood in my underwear. I did not panic at all and figured this 
was my bloody show. So I called my midwife and told her. I also had 
some slight cramps at the time, but they were barely noticeable. She 
suggested I go to bed and keep her posted. 

Sleep? The only thing I could think of was that I had to crochet more 
of the baby blanket I had started a week ago! I knew I was supposed to 
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rest as much as I could in early labour to conserve my energy, so I am 
not sure how my priorities were so backwards. 

I eventually went to bed but woke up around 2:40 a.m. with some 
cramping and light back discomfort, so I downloaded an app on my 
smartphone and began timing my waves4. They started at four minutes 
apart, and were regular and about 30-45 seconds long. I knew that 
you were supposed to go to your birthing place once waves were 3-5 
minutes apart, but these were so mild I thought nothing of it. I thought 
I could not be very far along yet because so many women talk about 
labour as the most extreme pain they have ever had. 

To prepare for labour and birth, I took a hypnobirthing class. They 
say that many women admit to having no pain at all when using 
these techniques. Throughout my pregnancy I listened to pregnancy 
affirmations, which I think is a positive and powerful way to ready 
oneself for labour. Although I did not actually use any of the scripts or 
CDs, I just lay there relaxing and breathing through the pressure waves 
with minimal effort. 

At 3:50 a.m., Justin woke up to get ready for work. “Happy Birthday!” 
I said. “You don’t have to go to work today!” He was confused until I 
showed him my app for timing waves. He drew me a bath and turned 
on the television. He was calm, like he, too, thought it would be a long 
day.

The bath helped my pressure waves quite a bit. At this point they were 
a bit more intense but still pretty comfortable. I made sure to relax and 
breathe through each one. 

At 5 a.m., I called my mom, whom I had asked to be my doula, and told 
her I was labouring but to carry on with her day. I talked to my midwife 
as well. She suggested I sleep and call her in a little while to update her. 

Justin and I rested. I was still fairly comfortable. My waves were slightly 
more intense, averaging every 3 minutes and about 45 seconds long, 
but were still tolerable. I stopped timing them after awhile as I wanted 
to just rest and not worry about it. At 7:30 a.m. my midwife called. We 
agreed I was still in early labour, and she suggested I take a shower and 
call her in half an hour. 

However, I made it five steps toward the shower when my next 
pressure wave came. It was the biggest yet. Oh, boy! She was a 
coming. The next few waves were intense. I cannot say it was full-
on pain because I was able to handle it, but it was discomfort and 

pressure. I told Justin to call the midwife. He dialed her and asked me 
if I wanted to talk to her. He didn’t have to wait for an answer from me 
when he saw my face. 

My waves were coming very frequently now. This was the point when 
I also started ‘mooing’ through my waves. I knew I sounded ridiculous, 
but ‘mooing’ helped, and I no longer cared what people thought. I 
called my mom and lay on the bed until she got to our house. At some 
point I became nauseated. Looking back, this is when I must have 
crossed into transition. 

When Mom came into the room, she was all smiles. Justin helped me 
off of the bed and asked what I wanted to pack. I hadn’t even packed 
a bag yet! But at this point, I was concentrating so much on me I 
could not articulate what I wanted to bring. I just kept leaning over my 
dresser, saying, “I don’t know, I don’t know!” 

The next wave started just like any other, when all of the sudden 
my mooing changed to an “arrrrggghhhh” sound. My body began 
ejecting baby out. I was still at home! 

After that wave ended, I looked at my mom. Her face was serious, as 
was mine. She helped me down the hall, where I leaned on furniture 
for my next wave. “Moooooooarrrrrgh!” 

When I finally got into the truck, it was 8:58 a.m. As soon as we pulled 
out of the driveway, I had a very warm, wet sensation fill my whole 
lap—and then another gush and another. I looked at Mom and Justin. 
“My water just broke… and I am sitting in it!” We all laughed. Justin just 
smiled and said, “It is a good thing we got leather.” 

My midwife called shortly after. When I told her my body began 
pushing during pressure waves, she said I would have to go to Grey 
Nuns because it was closer than the Birth Centre. I informed her that 
I was comfortable and that there was no way I was going to start my 
baby’s life in what I felt was an unwelcoming environment. Normally, 
the Lucina Birth Centre is a 45-minute drive from where I live, but my 
Formula-One-race-car-driver-wannabe-husband got us there in 20 
minutes! 

We arrived at the Birth Centre at 9:18 a.m., and my midwife was 
waiting for me at the door. She wanted me to hurry inside and pee. 
I remember thinking, “Are you kidding me?” But I said, “Fine. Let’s do 
this.” I waddled inside to the toilet. When my panties came down, the 
fluid was brownish. It was the first time I had noticed its colour! The 
midwife had seen it as well. I had planned to give birth in the birth 
pool, but because of the presence of the meconium she had to assess 
whether or not I was going to birth at the Birth Centre or not5. She 
helped me lie down on the bed and checked to see how far along I 
was. As the second midwife arrived, my midwife confirmed that I was 
fully dilated and said, “I want you to push with your next wave.” 

Finally! My body had only been trying to eject this baby on its own for 
half an hour already, I guess it was time I could help it out. I pushed 
through a couple of waves, and with a couple more ‘moos’, the baby’s 
head emerged fully. I remember the pain of stretching hurt. They call 
it the “ring of fire,” but that’s not what it felt like to me. It was a sharp 
pain, unlike the labouring pain. I did feel like I was tearing. I remember 
feeling disbelief that I was stretching that wide. Yet I felt calm. I was 
making jokes in between waves. I even asked if I was skinny yet or if 
violet was bald or not when she was crowning. 

Once my baby’s head popped out, she started blowing little bubbles 
and made gurgling sounds. My midwife was busy checking if the cord 
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was around the neck, which it was, but she calmly asked me to push 
with my next wave. It was hard to talk myself into doing something 
that hurt; I said, “But I’m comfortable.” Her clear response, “Baby wants 
to be born.”

So I gave it my all again and pushed the rest of the baby out. Such 
relief! My midwife removed the cord from around the neck and gave 
baby straight to me. I still felt still calm when they put my daughter in 
my arms. I was surprised that I didn’t get that overflow of emotions and 
cry like I thought I would!

Violet was born at 9:35 a.m. on June 19th, 2013. We had only been at 
the Lucina Birth Centre for about 20 minutes. I looked at my baby. 
“Hi, you little goober!” Her eyes were open, and she was taking us in. 
Justin was by my side. She gave a few cries to let us know she was there 
and breathing. She did not sound afraid or panicked, and she settled 
quickly. After a few minutes, when the blood had completely finished 
flowing into our baby, the midwife asked Justin to cut the cord. 

Then, the placenta. I remember my legs were shaking so much. My 
midwife once again asked me to push with my next wave, but I wasn’t 
having any more waves so she encouraged me to cough. I coughed 
a pathetic cough, and the placenta came slowly, about 7-and-a-half 
minutes after my daughter. 

Immediately after we all went into the birth tub. The bath was warm. It 
was nice to be in the warmth and to look my baby over. We stared at 
each other, learning each other’s faces. Justin was leaning over behind 
me, sharing our moment. I breastfed easily with Violet latched right on 
like a little pro. She weighed 8 lb, 3 oz and was 21.25 inches long. 

Next, my midwife stitched me up after some freezing. She said I had 
some “skid marks,” which were not tears but required some stitches 
anyway. After being at the Lucina Birth Centre for only four hours, we 
drove back home!

Before Violet’s birth, Justin had thought I was crazy for wanting to give 
birth without pain medication. He is now a changed man. He said this 
was the best experience, and it was not what he had expected at all. He 
has two sons from a previous relationship, and both were born by way 
of epidurals. He said there was a huge difference. The atmosphere was 
calmer at Violet’s birth. 

This experience was so empowering. Yes, there was pain, but there 
was a satisfaction and sense of accomplishment that went with it. 
It was bearable. It was both the worst and the best I have ever felt. I 
was completely content and even laughed between pressure waves. 
The longest waves were a minute long, with the second half of each 
being relief from coming down from it.  Anyone can handle that for 30 
seconds at a time. Just let your body do the work! 

Now when I hear women talk about their hospital births, epidurals, 
and their caregivers, I cannot help but to feel sorry for them that this 
is all they know. In my opinion, the system would be exponentially 
better if there were more midwives. This would take the load off of the 
obstetricians and nurses, allowing them to focus on the few cases that 
actually need their specialized care.

There are many things I would change if I went back to nursing. I 
would advocate for mothers to have birth plans and stick up for them; 
I would take time on the things that really mattered like breastfeeding, 
and education. 

It saddens me that so many women have such awful experiences 
and think of birth with a negative connotation when it can be such a 

powerful, positive experience. It was for me. I only wish that the news 
of happy births would spread and create a birthing revolution. 

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this story, 
please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every issue of 
Birth Issues!

Editorial footnotes:
1. Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) is the sudden death of an infant that is not 

predicted by medical history. Infants are at the highest risk for SIDS during sleep. 
Typically the infant is found dead after having been put to bed, and exhibits no 
signs of having struggled. The cause of SIDS is unknown, but there is some research 
that is looking at the link between neurological development, which may explain 
why some infants may forget to breathe. Prevention strategies include: putting the 
infant to sleep on their back, a firm mattress separate from but close to caregivers, 
no loose bedding, a relatively cool sleeping environment, using a pacifier, white 
noise, and avoiding exposure to tobacco smoke. 

2. Shaken baby syndrome (SBS), or non-accidental head injury or abusive head 
trauma, is when a baby is intentional shaken to cause injury without visible 
sign. It is often fatal and can cause severe brain damage, resulting in lifelong 
disability. Non-fatal consequences include varying degrees of visual impairment 
(including blindness), motor impairment (e.g. cerebral palsy) and cognitive 
impairments. Examination by an experienced ophthalmologist is often critical in 
diagnosing shaken baby syndrome, as particular forms of ocular bleeding are quite 
characteristic. Magnetic resonance imaging may also depict retinal hemorrhages. 
No alternative condition mimics all of the symptoms of SBS exactly, but those 
that must be ruled out include hydrocephalus, sudden infant death syndrome 
(SIDS), seizure disorders, and infectious or congenital diseases like meningitis and 
metabolic disorders.

3. A birth centre is a homelike facility existing within a healthcare system with a 
program of care designed in the wellness model of pregnancy and birth. Birth 
centers are guided by principles of women centered care, prevention, sensitivity, 
safety, appropriate medical intervention, and cost effectiveness. Birth centers 
provide family-centered care for healthy women before, during and after normal 
pregnancy, labour and birth. Birth centres charge for the use of the birthing 
rooms and alternative services such as prenatal classes, acupuncture, massage, 
chiropractic care, physiotherapy, etc. The services offered by primary caregivers 
(doctors and midwives) who use the birth centre as well as all testing is paid for the 
provincial healthcare system.

4. Some women use the terms ‘waves’ and ‘rushes’ instead of ‘contractions.’

5. Meconium staining could be an indication that the birth may become higher 
risk and necessitate access to specialized staff and interventions only available in 
hospitals. If meconium staining appears during the last phase of pushing, it isn’t 
uncommon for caregivers to hasten the pushing stage as a protective measure for 
baby.

Kristin Campbell grew up in the Edmonton area but now lives in Fort 
Saskatchewan with her husband and daughter. She is passionate about 
natural birth and cannot wait to one day be a midwife. Kristin enjoys 
crafts, the outdoors, being a mom to Violet. She hopes to make some 
more nipple biters soon. Kristin is pregnant again and will be giving 
birth in early 2015!  

   Heather Hill 
  DONA Trained, BSW 
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DREAMS FULFILLED:  
MY VBAC EXPERIENCE 

By Jennifer De Luca

My birth story began long before I ever met my 
hubby, Jason. I used to read Birth Issues magazine, 
in awe of all the inspirational birth stories, and dreamed that one day 
it would be me experiencing the miracle of birth and raising a family. 
Fast forward 5 years.

My first pregnancy was a magical experience. Although the thought 
of a midwife or doula appealed to me, I did not really consider it a 
possibility for me with my first child. I did not know what to expect 
from pregnancy or birth and felt safest in a hospital setting. I went with 
the flow of my obstetrician’s routine care and took the prenatal classes 
offered out of the Lois Hole Hospital for Women in Edmonton, Alberta, 
where my obstetrician worked. I took excellent care of myself, read 

every book out there, watched every documentary about childbirth 
and knew exactly what kind of birth I wanted. Natural all the way, or so 
I thought.

I was due May 28, 2011, and mild contractions began in the early 
evening on June 2nd. These early contractions were strong but 
irregular during the night. I was 3 cm dilated when we arrived at 
Lois Hole around 2 a.m. I was totally unprepared for the intensity of 
contractions and didn’t know how to deal with them.

My obstetrician was finishing up his shift around 7 a.m. He had his 
outside coat on, and looked on the way out the door, and stated, “I am 
going to go ahead and break your water”. I trusted him to make that 
decision; after all he had done this a million times before. Different 
nurses were coming and going saying, “Have you ever considered 
a c-section?” or “Do you think you can do this for 8 more hours?” I 
felt really confused and overwhelmed. I could not find the mental or 
physical support I needed to help me cope and, after being in labour 
for approximately 5 hours and only progressing 1 cm, I felt hopeless as 
to how to deal with the intensity and slow dilation, and agreed to an 
epidural at 4 cm.

After being uncomfortably stuck in the bed for nearly 24 hours 
and being supervised by many different nurses, shift change after 
shift change, I dilated slowly but progressively with an anterior lip 
remaining on my cervix, which meant I was 9 ½ cm dilated. In the 
23rd hour the obstetrician on call checked my dilation and said I had 
to have a cesarean. At the time I was not told why I needed one. A 
year later, when I asked why I needed a cesarean, my obstetrician’s 
explanation was that my baby was becoming distressed. Yet I never 
heard anyone mention that my baby’s heart rate was poor. However, 
I remember being told other things that may explain why my doctor 
suggested a cesarean. 

After the last few vaginal exams I received my obstetrician told me my 
baby was posterior, which explained why my labour was on the long 
side. My baby was head down but facing my belly so it had to make a 
180-degree rotation to give birth. That in itself takes time, effort and 
lots of patience. To make matters worse I was immobile on the bed 
with an epidural so my baby was not rotating efficiently, which slowed 
down progress. Because of the slow progress my cervix was getting 
swollen which further prevented my baby from entering the birth 
canal. I also had a mild fever, as my water had been broken for a long 
time, which was not great either.

An hour later, at 2:24 a.m., on June, 2011, we welcomed Scott Kyle 
into the world – our 9 lb, 9 oz baby boy. I spent 4 days in the hospital 
recovering from the surgery and, although I was thankful for a healthy 
strong baby boy, I often wondered why my birth story was exactly what 
I had not wanted. 

I felt ashamed, perceiving that my body had failed me and I was unlike 
all those women who were able to give birth naturally, whom I read 

Scott Kyle (22 months) and his new baby brother, Kane Hunter, hanging out for the first time 
at home.
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about so often. As time passed, I decided that the events that led to my 
cesarean were a combination of my being unprepared and standard 
hospital procedures. Neither of us were prepared to naturally handle a 
posterior baby and slow progressing labour. 

I have since changed that opinion, after my vaginal birth after a 
cesarean (VBAC) of a 7 lb7 oz baby. I feel there would have been no 
way I could have delivered a 9 lb, 9 oz posterior baby naturally without 
help or information about how to rotate my baby. Since then, I have 
been told that women who have a baby presenting posterior can 
give birth successfully, albeit more slowly. It requires more patience 
and more time from all concerned, so more support. I never felt I was 
given that support.

One year later, in the summer of 2012, I was pregnant again and 
decided early on that I was going to hire a doula for spiritual and 
emotional support during my pregnancy and labour. I continued to 
read many classic birth books and was more inspired than ever. At the 
same time I happily accepted the fact I might need a repeat cesarean, 
despite my plan for a vaginal birth after a cesarean (VBAC). Although 
I never joined VBAC groups or read about it specifically, I just had a 
feeling in my heart I would and could birth my baby. After my first birth 

experience I felt I knew the attitudes to watch for which were not fully 
supportive of a natural birth, or VBAC. This gave me confidence to 
stick with what I wanted and not get scared.

My pregnancy was another wonderful experience and seemed to 
pass in a flash, until the final weeks. My mother-in-law came to stay 
with us a week before I was due to help me out because I was very 
uncomfortable and tired by that time, especially chasing after my 
energetic toddler all day. 

My March 19th, 2013, due date passed regardless of my efforts to 
support a natural birth by regularly taking evening primrose oil, getting 
acupuncture treatments, and having lots of sex1.

I was scheduled for a cesarean on March 28, which was stressful, 
frustrating, and took away from the joy of pregnancy during these 
last days2. I contacted my doula on March 27, practically in tears, and 
told her I wouldn’t need her anymore because I felt I was going to 
have another cesarean. As disappointed as I was, after many tears, I 
surrendered to my situation and fully trusted that what was meant to 
be would be. She did not give up on me and suggested I try taking a 
castor oil cocktail3 as a last-ditch effort to induce my labour. Three 
hours and a bad case of diarrhea later, I started contractions a little 

Jen, Jay and baby Kane just minutes after the final push.
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after midnight, strong and regular enough to rush to the Lois Hole 
Hospital. I was thrilled and relieved. I knew my prayers had been 
answered.

We met our doula there at around 2 a.m. and she told me she had a 
gut instinct that I was in labour at the exact same moment we had 
decided to go to the hospital. Not surprising for me since throughout 
the entire experience I always knew in my heart we were meant to 
know each other. It had been 5 hours since taking the Castor oil. 
Contractions were intense, but this time I felt excited and capable. I 
truly believe it was because I had my doula there encouraging me and 
reminding me that I could do this. I could do this. And I was doing this, 
I was! 

The hours passed and each time I wanted to give up she held my 
hands and whispered her words of wisdom in my ear, which gave me 
the strength and energy to make it through. The way she dealt with 
the doctors and nurses was reflective of her years of experience; 
they respected her expertise and followed her guidance. I really can’t 
express how grateful we are for her support, constant encouragement 
and trust.

My labour was very active this time. I did not lie in bed, instead thanks 
to my doula’s support I laboured in all kinds of positions; sitting, 
standing, and squatting, for hours. She seemed to meet my every 
need, even before I knew I needed anything. Things like back massages 
with warm oil, pressing on my hips, feeding me ice chips with a spoon, 
pulling my hair back into a ponytail time and time again, adjusting my 
hospital gown and suggesting that I try to urinate since it had been a 
while. Just endless little helpful suggestions that was invaluable. 

I can’t recall the timing of it all, only the intensity. I kept wanting to 
give up but told myself I could do this because I had come this far. I 
tried to remind myself that the baby was also having this experience 
with me so when the pain overwhelmed me I would strive to remain as 
strong as I could. A wonderfully amazing nurse was on shift and helped 
us labour, along with my doula, encouraging me along the way. We all 
worked together in sync. It was amazing and I felt safe and secure like 
the only thing I had to think about was labouring.

Finally, around 7:15 a.m., my doula and nurse seemed to get excited 
and told me it was time to push. The nurse encouraged me to lie on 
my left side with my right leg resting on her shoulder; because my 
baby’s head was facing the side of my body this posture can be helpful 

for baby to rotate into a better position for birth. I felt relieved to have 
reached the final stage of labour, to have a chance to be really active 
and strong, and to be so close to seeing my baby. I felt motivated and 
excited! 

My obstetrician came in during pushing, and I switched to lying on my 
back. In the final stages he told me the baby’s head was still sideways 
and he used the vacuum for about two minutes. He said there was 
unknown bleeding and so wanted to speed up the pushing phase4. 
Ten minutes later Kane was born and everyone seemed to cheer, “The 
baby is here Jen, you did it!”

After a total labour of about 8 hours including an hour and a half of 
pushing our beautiful baby boy, Kane Hunter, was born naturally at 8:47 
a.m. on March 28, 2013, 7 lb, 7 oz. My dreams came true when he was 
placed on my chest and I got to spend those precious first moments 
bonding with my baby love. I can’t describe the ecstatic feeling and 
sense of pride that I felt for a long time afterward, nor can I thank my 
doula enough for the role she played during the experience for both 
Jay and I. 

Life teaches us as we go along and I learned from my birth experiences 
that once I surrendered to the present moment with joy in my heart, 
the people, places, and events that I wished for seemed to effortlessly 
unfold. Research and planning proved invaluable, but acceptance was 
what brought me the peace I needed to birth within. It was like the 
Universe was leading me as I followed my intuition. I continue to be in 
awe of my birth experience with Kane, and feel so blessed each and 
every day. 

Editorial Notes
1. Evening primrose oil and semen both act to help open, or ripen, a favorable cervix 

which can ease the transition of early labour and help promote some of the factors 
that may begin the birth process. Acupuncture has been shown to be beneficial 
during pregnancy, in birth preparation, and can be used to induce labour as well.

2. Women who want a VBAC may experience pressure from their caregivers to 
have a repeat cesarean if she had more than one cesarean, a T shaped incision 
(rather than a bikini cut), diabetes, baby is past due date, baby is large, if the baby 
is malpositioned, or if she has had a cephalo-pelvic disproportion diagnosis. Some 
caregivers may schedule a repeat cesarean section, however, a woman can decide 
not to show up at an appointment she did not agree to. Women who desire a 
VBAC are encouraged to become educated, learn about their rights, risks, natural 
childbirth, doulas, and how to advocate for themselves and connect with local 
VBAC groups. www.ican-online.org

3. Castor oil is used to start uterine contractions. It causes mild irritation of the 
bowels, which stimulates the uterus to contract and can cause labour to start. It 
should only be used if the cervix is favourable, that is, stretchy. If the cervix has 
not started to change you run the risk of exhausting yourself, getting dehydrated, 
and compromising your baby. It can be taken with apricot juice, verbena oil, and 
almond butter.

4. The obstetrician was probably worried about a potential uterine rupture or 
placental abruption. 

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this 
story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every 
issue of Birth Issues!

Jennifer De Luca, a 36 year old stay-at-home mama, is passionate 
about cooking, homemaking, enjoys a variety of daily indoor/outdoor 
activities with her busy boys, and strives daily to create a happy home 
for her family. She believes that every birth is uniquely perfect and 
plans to become a Doula one day to support pre and post natal women. 

Doula
dou· la [doo-luh]:  
integral members of the  
birth team supporting the 
childbearing family

For information call: 780 945 8080
www.edmontondoula.org

  DREAMS FULFILLED: MY VBAC EXPERIENCE 
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HAPPY 35TH 
BIRTHDAY ASAC!

WHAT IS ASAC PLAYGROUP ALL ABOUT? 
By Jessica Wegmann-Sanchez

ASAC playgroup meets on Fridays from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. in the 
Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth office (7219 – 106 Street, 
side door, Edmonton, Alberta). Moms chat and drink tea or browse in 
the library while their children of all ages play with the toys in ASAC’s 
play area. Playgroup is free of charge, and there is some parking in 
back of the house, more on the surrounding streets, great access to 
public transit, and close to the Whyte avenue entertainment district. 
Everyone is welcome!

ASAC playgroup was initiated in September of 2000, when Sally Kucher 
and Skye Wylie raised the idea at the ASAC general meeting. “I always 
felt from the beginning,” explains Sally, “that it was more than anything 
a support group for moms.” Moms who shared ASAC’s mission of 
helping women to have better births would come together to socialize 
and support each other. The wonderful thing about playgroup, Sally 
continues, is that there was always the feeling of everyone being 
accepted. Sometimes in the summer, she adds, moms would be having 
so much fun that they would continue to socialize with their children 
in a nearby park for hours after playgroup ended. 

I myself first went to playgroup in the summer of 2001, a few weeks 
after giving birth to my first daughter, and continued going there until 
my first two children were in school. I left for many years, and then 
came back in 2011 when I had a third daughter. After years away, it was 
amazing to find the same feeling still there in the group of moms who 
gather. At playgroup, I meet so many parents from different cultures, 
of different ages, from different educational and socioeconomic 
backgrounds, and with so many diverse opinions on matters. I have 
learned so much from them, often even the most from women very 
different from myself. Sometimes dads who are at home with their 
children, grandparents, other relatives, and child caregivers have come 
too. I remember one time in the early days when we had three dads 

who would come with some regularity. 

Playgroup is not only about supporting women to have better births, 
but also about supporting parents and caregivers who believe in 
options in childbirth through the raising of our children. In the early 
days, I remember one member of ASAC went into hospital and 
couldn’t breastfeed her baby because of the medication. Women from 
playgroup who were able to pump donated their own milk so that 
her baby could continue to drink breast milk until mom was able to 
resume breastfeeding. More often, though, the support is emotional: 
we talk about our pregnancies and births, our trials and triumphs with 
our children, our careers and aspirations, and so much more. I still have 
friends I met in ASAC playgroup over a decade ago, and I continue 
to make new friends there now. It’s a wonderful place for moms (and 
others) with their little ones, and we hope you will come too!

For more information on ASAC playgroup, please contact Jessica 
Wegmann-Sanchez, who is the playgroup coordinator, at playgroup@
asac.ab.ca

General Board Bio
The ASAC Board of Directors is made up of 6 women, all volunteers, 
who have a shared passion for women, pregnancy and birth, and who 
“envision a world in which every woman gives birth with dignity, and 
experiences an empowered transition into motherhood, allowing 
her children to have the best start possible to their lives”. Ranging 
from stay at home moms to working moms and coming from various 
educational backgrounds, we each bring with us our strengths, our 
wide ranging pregnancy and birth experiences, and our passion to 
help women have better births here in Alberta. 
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Library
The ASAC library is an ever-growing and well-loved resource ASAC 
provides. Open to ASAC’s members, it is rich with information in 
both book and video format. Topics of books range from fertility, 
to pregnancy, nutrition, childbirth, birth stories, siblings, sleep, 
breastfeeding, midwifery, hospital birth, and issues related to infancy 
and childhood. There is also an expanding DVD collection of birth 
stories and popular, but hard-to-find, documentaries related to 
pregnancy and childbirth. Lovingly looked over by the ASAC librarian, 
Stephanie Nyhof-DeMoor, the library is a wealthy resource of 
information. It is open to members whenever the ASAC office is open, 
specifically during monthly ASAC meetings and weekly playgroup. 

Birth & Baby Talks
ASAC is pleased to offer a free lecture series, Birth and Baby Talks, 
which typically runs twice a year for 12 weeks. With a diverse and 
knowledgeable group of educators and presenters, the series covers a 
wide variety of useful topics related to pregnancy, birth, and parenting, 
including: fertility awareness; nutrition for fertility and pregnancy; 
doulas and pre-natal class options; breastfeeding; pelvic floor health; 
caesarean prevention; making the most of your hospital birth; 
alternative healthcare; babywearing, postpartum depression; and an 
evening especially for new dads. A wonderful resource, this popular 
series has been run for many years now. 

Our Website
In this digital age, it’s so important to have a website that is easy to 
use and provides a wealth of information, and the ASAC website 
does just that. With the mission statement front and center, it sets 
the tone for the organization of ASAC and the services we provide. 
The Membership tab makes becoming a member of ASAC quick and 
easy, and under History of ASAC you’ll learn that the organization 
goes all the way back to 1979. The Resources tab is a treasure trove 
of information where you’ll find a listing for Edmonton and area 
midwives, information about local doulas and placenta encapsulation, 
and ASACs calendar of events. Check it out at www.asac.ab.ca 

International Day of The Midwife 
(IDM)
May 5, 2014 was the International Day of the Midwife. In honour of 
midwives ASAC decided to have a letter writing campaign to educate 
doctors about midwifery care. We made a list of all the Edmonton 
area doctors who do not attend births, received posters from the 
Association of Alberta Midwives, and wrote a midwifery fact sheet and 
a letter. We packaged it all, licked stamps and address stickers… and 
hop everything was mailed. We are hoping that this activity made a 
difference and that doctors will also think of referring their pregnant 
patient to midwives rather than automatically referring them to 
obstetricians!

ASAC Board
Becky King is a stay-at-home mom to four kids aged 9 months to 6 
years. Through the journey of her own pregnancies and births, ranging 
from hospital to birth center to home, she became passionate about 
birth and the importance of pre-natal education, and works part-time 
as a doula. Three years ago she was happy to find ASAC and other 
people who like talking about birth as much as she does, and one year 
ago took on a role of Vice President Internal. She believes the work 
ASAC does, through providing education and resources and building 
a community, is invaluable. One day she hopes to become a midwife, 
but in the meantime will continue to support ASAC in their efforts “to 
help women to have better births”. 

The mother of two children, Adrienne Goertzen lives on an acreage 
near Pigeon Lake, AB. She enjoys homeschooling her children, 
working on various craft projects, and enjoying her acreage and the 
nearby lake with her family. Adrienne has been a volunteer for ASAC 
since moving to the Edmonton in 2010 and has been part of the board 
as treasurer since March of 2013. Her vision for her children’s future is 
that midwifery care will be as accessible as a doctor’s care in Alberta, 
whether urban or rural. This is why she is a part of ASAC today.

Amanda Gaudet has always had a passion for mothers and birth. She 
has always had a passion for mothers: at 19 years old she became a 
birth doula, started an online mothers group, and worked full-time in a 
career that assisted mothers in unplanned pregnancies. All three of her 
children have been born with a midwife and her last one was a home 
birth! After the birth of her third, she felt called to be more actively 
involved in supporting natural and alternative births and is very excited 

ASAC Board: From left to right – Amanda Gaudet, Cynthia Hnatko, Dana Weatherhead, Becky 
King, Niko Palmer, and Adrienne Goertzen

ASAC Library
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to be the secretary for the ASAC board.

Cynthia Hnatko is the mother of three children and a Naturopathic 
Doctor. She believes in informed choice in childbirth and supports 
the midwifery model, attachment parenting, breastfeeding and 
homeschooling. Cynthia originally began volunteering with ASAC in 
2012, helping to coordinate and speak at the Lecture series. She has 
now moved on to her current roles as VP Finance and Webmaster. 

Dana Weatherhead is the mother of two “water baby” boys whose 
births lead her to her passion of creating Reel Moments, a video 
production company specializing in birth videos and coordinating 
slideshows, photos albums, birth announcements and canvas prints. 
She loves sharing her passion for natural births by capturing the true 
essence of birth one story at a time. She discovered ASAC when 
while reading Birth Issues after her boys were born. She loves reading 
birth stories and sharing the magazine with others that need to hear 
positive birth experiences. She became involved with ASAC last year 
and is now VP Internal. In her spare time, she enjoys heading to the 
mountains, as well as playing many sports and coaching her boy’s 
activities. 

Niko Palmer is the mother of 4 home-birthed children between 21 
months and 10 years. Her passion for birth started during her first 
pregnancy and inspired her to become a doula in 2008. She joined 
ASAC shortly after moving to Canada from Europe in 2007 and has 
volunteered in various different roles, from playgroup coordinator to 
secretary to VP External to current president. ASAC’s mission is very 
close to her heart and she hopes to always stay connected to it in 
some way or another.

Casino Volunteer Coordinator
Victoria Twanow, mother of two children, is a long-term ASAC 
members and is an expert in all things casino. Thanks to her, ASAC is 
getting regular funding to continue with many projects, including Birth 

Issues.

Membership coordinator
Lindsay Snyder took over the role of membership coordinator after 
leaving the ASAC board. She was lucky enough to discover Birth 
Issues magazine as a teenager, and has been an ASAC member for 
nearly half her life! She is the homeschooling mother of two girls. 
Hobbies include cross-stitch and CrossFit, but not at the same time. 
Accomplishments include generally being punctual, along with 
pioneering the sport of boob-sledding in 2011!

Birth Issues 
Birth Issues requires many hands to exist. Not only do we receive birth 
stories and articles from our readers and professionals in the birthing 
community, we also have a committed number of women who 
have been touched by their birth and are giving back so that more 
families can know, experience and be transformed by an empowered 
and positive birth experience. We donate countless hours of effort, 
sometimes through the night and diaper changes! 

Editor-in-Chief
Claire MacDonald emigrated from France, got invited to a waterbirth 
and was transformed. She is an activist, doula, explorer, decorator, 
and an audio-visual archivist. She is married to her own Doctor of 
Philosophy but she calls him nurse! She loves sweating in the Rockies 
and at music festivals, grows corn in her small urban garden, and lives 
in Edmonton. Her husband calls Birth Issues her “full-time volunteer 
job”. She does it because she believes that birth matters and unites all. 
She has been a member of ASAC since 2007. 

Editors
Erin Mayou lives 1 1⁄2 hours south of Edmonton in a small rural 
community where she gave birth at home to 2 of her children with 
the support of midwives and her doula who is also the Editor in Chief! 
Erin is a Holistic Practitioner. She cultivates spirituality with nature, and 
can be found in the river valleys picking herbs for medicinal purposes. 
She gave birth to her third child at home again in 2013, a vaginal home 
birth after the cesarean birth of her first born. She is also a new doula 
who loves diving into the world of birth.

ASAC Membership (Lindsay Snyder)

ASAC Playgroup
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Lisa Jones is a doula and birth junkie living in Edmonton with branches 
in Northern Ontario. She has three young children, all birthed 
in various environments from obstetrician hospital births to an 
accidentally unassisted birth at home in water. She enjoys dogs, living 
naturally, playing sports and practicing yoga.

Samantha Stupak lives in Edmonton, Alberta (via Calgary) with her 
wonderful husband Chris, whom she married in May 2012. She is 
a student in the Bachelor of Midwifery program at Mount Royal 
University and absolutely cannot wait to become a midwife. She loves 
reading, yoga, and anything birth-related. Her life dream is to teach 
yoga and be a midwife.

Sarah Ligon is a writer, editor and mother of three. She gave birth 
in July 2013! Originally from the American South, she now calls 
Edmonton, AB, home, and travelling to Rankin Inlet to report on birth 
was the farthest north she has ever been.

Proofreaders
Asia Hargreaves is a stay at home mom to her 2 daughters, who were 
both born at home in water. Although she has a degree in kinesiology 
and was pursuing nursing, she has since re-discovered the various 
domestic arts. When she’s not tending to her energetic and lively 
daughter she relaxes by knitting, sewing, and being recklessly inventive 
in the kitchen.

Genevieve Boyer is an acupuncturist and bibliophile who lives in 
Edmonton with her husband and young son. She strives to empower 
women and their families with natural solutions for their health 
challenges or goals, especially in relation to conception, pregnancy 
and children’s health. She enjoys dancing and being out in nature with 
her son and connecting to her spirituality through poetry and creative 
writing.

Kristen Hiltz lives in Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia, with her husband, 
Jonathan, and her two very busy children.  She is a passionate 
“lactivist”, “intactivist”, and she believes that, when it comes to prenatal 
care and delivery, everyone should educate themselves on the idea of 
informed consent. She is a self-proclaimed “Jack-of-all-Trades” getting 
her feet wet in many things, hoping to find that single thing that makes 
her a “Master of One”.

Lisa Szabo is married and certifying as a doula. She loves reading, 

writing, running, and aerial circus arts. She is currently taking English at 
the University of Alberta.

Rhonda Kelln is the mom of a wonderful toddler and pregnant with 
her second (due in February 2013). Returning to work after maternity 
leave she thought, “Gee, how can I make myself even more busy?” and 
so decided to volunteer for Birth Issues which her husband interpreted 
as him being the best husband in the world for her to have that much 
free time.

Rosie Macdonald lives in Edmonton with her husband and two 
daughters, both of whom were homebirth babies attended by 
midwives. She plans to be a stay-at-home-mom for as long as possible. 
She enjoys singing and playing the fiddle/violin. 

Distribution and Ad representative
Monica Eggink has been ASAC’s distribution coordinator for many 
years. She has tirelessly organized regular mailouts and has also been 
dealing with advertisers for Birth Issues, among many other volunteer 
roles. She is excited to have Marguerite Prodor take over advertising 
in 2015 and hopes she catches the volunteer bug! Monica is a speech 
pathologist and mother of two children. 

Layout
Our layout is professionally and artistically made by our generous and 
faithful designer Joanne Meredith in Fort McMurray! She has kept us as 
one of her clients despite her very busy portfolio and full-time job. We 
are ever so grateful!

Printing
Our magazine is printed by Daren Gawron at CentralWeb in 
Edmonton. They joined the Birth Issues team in the Fall of 2013. They 
are eager to make our issue as beautiful as possible within our budget, 
and that is a precious relationship in the publishing industry these days!

Mailing
For over a decade the Pak Mail team and their welcoming labrador, on 
Calgary Trail in Edmonton, takes care of our mailout. They always have 
space for us, give us a smile and lots of space in their storage area. 
They truly know the value of  customer service and going to Pak Mail 
is like being home.  

ASAC Playgroup (Jessica Wegman-Sanchez) ASAC Office
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MULTIPLYING ALTERNATIVES:  
ASAC AND THE DEVELOPMENT MATERNITY CARE CHOICES FOR FAMILIES IN ALBERTA 

By Cherilyn Michaels

First published in Birth Issues magazine, Summer 2009

The Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth has been an 
important voice for birth choices in Alberta for the last thirty years. 
Although ASAC has never had more than a few hundred members, it 
has had a large impact out on childbirth options in Alberta. 

Two of ASAC’s goals, I believe, best represent the organization’s 
position:

 ❉ To encourage families to take an active role and assume 
responsibility for decisions regarding their care

 ❉ To assist families to achieve the birth experience they desire in the 
setting of their choice (hospital, home or birthing centre) 

Although a major focus of ASAC has always been to promote the 
legalization and funding of midwifery care, ASAC’s underlying position 
has always been one of respect for families’ choices regarding their 
care, whatever form it takes.

ASAC has played a critical, if sometimes indirect, role in the 
development of birth alternatives such as legal midwifery care in 
Alberta. The value of simply providing information to families about 
topics such as home birth cannot be underestimated. It is impossible 
to say for certain how ASAC’s persistent lobbying efforts in the end 
affected the timing of the legalization and funding of midwifery in 
Alberta, but there is no doubt that they helped keep the issues in 
public view, and helped maintain political pressure to make real birth 
choices available to Alberta women. Perhaps most importantly, the 
ASAC community itself has been a unique source of support to families 
seeking information and support for their birth related decisions.

The founding of ASAC
The beginning of ASAC’s story is inseparable from that of Dr. Ben 
Toane, who spearheaded its creation thirty years ago at a meeting 
attended by close to one hundred people. As a young physician, Dr. 
Toane was the only Edmonton doctor willing to attend home births, 
and one of only two in Alberta. 

Starting in 1978, Dr. Toane worked with midwives Noreen Walker and 

Sandy Pullin, both of whom were just starting out in their chosen 
profession, to provide an avenue for women seeking an alternative to 
hospital birth. Despite keeping a low profile, he immediately attracted 
the attention and censure of the Alberta College of Physicians and 
Surgeons (ACOPS). Before long, the college revoked Dr. Toane’s 
admitting privileges at the Sturgeon General Hospital because of his 
involvement in home births. This action was followed up in December 
1980 by the ACOPS ruling that no Alberta doctor was permitted to 
attend home births without obstetrical admitting privileges. This one-
two punch effectively eliminated the possibility of physician attended 
home birth as an option for all Alberta families, as by this time Dr. 
Toane was the only Alberta doctor still attending them. 

This was the context in which the newly formed Association for Safe 
Alternatives in Childbirth was defining itself as an organization. The 
editorial in the ASAC newsletter of January 1981 conveys the desperate 
situation among those planning home births at that time:

The [ACOPS] ruling also left a lot of couples in a very 
uncomfortable and disappointing position. What can you do 
when for 9 months you have been planning and preparing for 
a homebirth and all of a sudden ‘those doctors who are here 
to protect us’ tell you it is too bad and you are just being selfish 
anyway!!!!!!? The ability to have a medically attended homebirth in 
Alberta means finding a doctor to be there that also has admitting 
privileges. Good luck.1
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Some insight into the attitude of the college is perhaps given by that 
of the college registrar, Dr. Roy le Riche, who reportedly commented, 
“... isn’t it silly that some ladies are fussing about whether to have their 
babies at home or in hospital?”2

Ironically, this ban on physician attended home birth may have actually 
benefited the development of midwifery in Alberta. Comments Dr. 
Toane:

“... really we can credit Dr. LeRiche with the establishment of 
midwifery as a profession in this province, because he single-
handedly convinced physicians to prohibit their colleagues from 
attending home births in this province, thereby leaving the door 
open for the venerable profession of midwifery to find its rightful 
place.”3

Sandy Pullin and Noreen Walker, the midwives who had been working 
with Dr. Toane, decided to continue practicing on their own, attending 
43 home births in 1981, and over one hundred in 1982. Any hope that 
Dr. Toane or any other doctor might return to attending home births 
was dashed by the 1981 ACOPS ruling prohibiting all Alberta doctors 
from attending home births, whether they had admitting privileges or 
not. 

Midwifery not a legally recognized 
profession
Initially, ASAC’s focus was to attempt to reinstate physician attended 
home births. “If ASAC is to succeed in persuading ACOPS to change 
its recent position, ASAC members must mount a massive campaign 
to educate and gain the support of the public, physicians, nurses, and 
politicians.”4 In 1981, as now, a major purpose of the ASAC was to 
educate families regarding childbirth alternatives. However, the mode 
was a little different. Because the ASAC newsletter was a member’s 
only publication, as opposed to being widely available to the public, 
the strategy was to train ASAC members to debate and argue the case 
for home birth so that they could convince others. There were actually 
study questions in the newsletter, along with photocopied articles in 
which relevant information could be found. The questions in the April 
1981 issue of the newsletter were as follows:

 ❉ Dr. Mehl has researched homebirths versus hospital births 
and found that in many ways hospital births are actually more 
dangerous than homebirths. Can you summarize his findings?

 ❉ What hospital procedures were found to lead to a higher 
incidence of hospital birth complications?

 ❉ What percentage of women require hospital intervention?

 ❉ Describe the role of screening in a homebirth program?

 ❉ The American College of Gynecologists and Local Physicians 
have stated that homebirths are two to five times more risky than 
hospital births. What information are they basing this statement on 
and why is it invalid?5

In the ongoing societal debate about the safety of home birth, it does 
not seem like the types of misconceptions that exist about the safety 
of home birth, nor the arguments that are leveled against them, have 
changed much in thirty years.

In 1981, ASAC’s stated goals were as follows:
 ❉ To promote education about the principles of natural childbirth.

 ❉ To act as a forum facilitating communication and cooperation 
among parents, medical professionals, and childbirth educators.

 ❉ To encourage and aid in the implementation of family centered 
maternity care in hospitals.

 ❉ To assist in the establishment of maternity and childbearing 
centres.

 ❉ To help establish safe home birth programs.

 ❉ To provide educational opportunities to parents and parents-to-be 
that will enable them to assume more personal responsibility for 
pregnancy, childbirth, infant care, and childrearing.

Although these goals are certainly shared by the ASAC of today, it 
is interesting that they make no reference to midwifery. There were 
of course practicing midwives in 1981, but they were working in a 
legal gray area. Without legal recognition, all midwives were open to 
lawsuits, charges of practicing medicine without a license, and the like. 
The following reminder in the July 1982 ASAC News brings home this 
situation:

“Please note that the legal position of our midwives is tenuous 
at best. Out of respect for the personal and professional service 
these individuals provide for us, please do not give their names 
to the media or use them in birth announcements without their 
individual and prior approval.”6

The first attempt in Alberta to legally recognize midwifery was 
unsuccessful, but did bring the issue into public view. This attempt was 
an application by the Alberta association of home birth midwives (the 
Alberta Council and Register of Domiciliary Midwives Association) 
to be licensed under the Health Occupations Board. The underlying 
tension with respect to licensing was whether midwifery was to be 
viewed as a specialized form of nursing, integrated into the regular 
hospital childbirth system, and managed by doctors, or whether it 
was to enter legal existence as a fully independent profession, able to 
practice according to the “midwifery model of care” which includes 
such tenets as choice of birth location (including, of course, home 
birth).

After this first unsuccessful attempt, the home birth midwives joined 
forces with the Western Nurse Midwives Association to form the 
current organization, the Alberta Association of Midwives. This 
allowed the issue of birth location to become somewhat decoupled 
from the question of the legalization of midwifery care in general.7 
It was important because it set the stage for midwifery to exist as an 
independent profession, as opposed to a specialty of hospital-based 
nursing.

The roots of other ASAC programs and 
activities
The first few years of ASAC’s existence saw the beginnings of most of 
the programs and activities still around in one form or another today. 

Initially meetings were held at the homes of members. There were 
family dances for fundraising right from the start, and ASAC members 
sold raffle tickets and held garage sales. Soon ASAC had locked 
onto the mother-lode of funding for non-profits in Alberta. ASAC 
volunteers worked their first casino in October 1983, and jubilantly 
proclaimed it “our most profitable fundraising event to date. And how 
profitable you ask? How does $10,000 sound to you? That’s an awful lot 
of cookies to bake!”8

Then, as now, the funds were used to support ASAC programs such as 
bringing well-known speakers to Edmonton. Early on, ASAC brought in 
Dr. Robert Mendelsohn (December, 1981), Sheila Kitzinger (October, 
1982), and Ina May Gaskin (March, 1983) all of whom delivered public 
lectures to ASAC members and many others. The cumulative effect 
of these sorts of events, plus ASAC’s ongoing letter writing campaigns 
and media interactions, was to raise the profile of childbirth related 
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issues among the general public and the medical profession.

The ASAC library was established at the librarian’s house in late 1983, 
and reprints of articles from ASAC publications were made available at 
cost for $0.50. The first ASAC-organized Maternal Health Fair was held 
in November, 1984. 

The birth of Birth Issues
By June 1981, the original ASAC newsletter had evolved into the ASAC 
News, still a members only newsletter, but with a strong educational 
component. Issues in the early years contained informational articles 
on topics such as breastfeeding, episiotomies, vaginal deliveries after 
caesareans, comparisons of obstetric care at home and in hospital, 
immunizations, circumcision, midwifery care, post-partum sexuality, 
ultrasound, and birth control: on the whole content that would be 
entirely at home in Birth Issues today. It’s easy to forget, though, how 
much more difficult it was to obtain good information on many of 
these topics at that time, before the advent of the internet, and thus 
what an important role ASAC publications played in disseminating 
information to the membership, and later on to many others.

In the summer of 1983, ASAC began to publish ASAC News bi-
monthly in a newsprint format, in order to attract advertisers and 
reach a larger audience. The distribution was increased from 250 to 
1000, representing the first time ASAC had attempted to produce a 
publication primarily for the general public. Birth stories were included 
in ASAC News for the first time: the first two stories, contributed by 
Wendy Antoniuk and Heather Brown, reported a positive hospital birth 
experience and a positive home birth experience, starting a tradition 
of depiction of a variety of safe choices in childbirth that continues to 
this day.

Later that year, ASAC and it sister organization, the Calgary Association 
of Parents and Professionals for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth 
(CAPSAC) merged their publications to form Birth Issues, and the 
province-wide circulation increased to 3000 by 1984. 

One aspect of Birth Issues content that was very much in evidence in 
the early years was the presence of statistics on home birth outcomes 
reported by local midwives. For example, the “Domiciliary Midwifery 
Report” published the July 1984 issue of Birth Issues includes a 
complete report on all 245 births attended by Sandy Pullin and Noreen 
Walker from 1980 to 1983. It supplied detailed information about 
outcomes, such as length of gestation, apgars, transfers, presence 
of meconium, episiotomies, cord wrap, and much more. This kind 
of information was an excellent resource for evaluating the safety of 
midwife attended home birth.

In the following years, Birth Issues underwent several other 
transformations: back to a newsletter format, complete with fancy 
Mac fonts (remember those?) and later to its current newsprint 
magazine format. A little over ten years ago, ASAC and CAPSAC 
decided to once again run independent publications. ASAC kept Birth 
Issues, and CAPSAC started publishing Birthing. By 1997, Birth Issues 
had a circulation of 5000, which was doubled to 10,000 in 1998, and is 
presently somewhat more.

The recognition of midwifery
The increased visibility of the midwifery and home birth debate helped 
lead in 1984 to the creation of a new hospital based study project to 
evaluate the use of midwives in a hospital setting. The designer of 
the study, Dr. Fawzy Morcos, chief of obstetrics at the Misericordia 
hospital, stated that the “experiment grew out of concerns about 

possible dangers surrounding home births,” coupled with “empathy 
for women’s desire for attentive, constant care in home-like 
surroundings.”9 In this study, foreign trained midwives worked with 
obstetricians as part of the “birthing team”. 

This pilot project was well received, and in 1988, the hospital proposed 
“bringing midwives into the delivery room”, a prospect that would 
require that they be licensed. The next year, the Alberta Association of 
Midwives applied to be recognized under the Health Disciplines Act. 
Before a decision was reached, midwife Noreen Walker faced criminal 
charges for practicing medicine without a license, at a birth that 
had proceeded without incident, and with which the parents had no 
complaint.10 In the end she was acquitted. The case probably helped 
the cause of licensed midwifery in that it increased public sympathy 
and revealed medical harassment of working midwives.11 Noreen 
Walker commented, “It consolidated the whole issue. We had 100 per 
cent public support.”12

In July of 1992, legislation was finally passed that legalized the 
profession of midwifery in Alberta. Another two years later, a detailed 
proposal for the regulation of midwifery had been worked out. The 
government promised that funding was imminent: “Billing details have 
yet to worked out, but Alberta Health communications officer Gordon 
Turtle says midwifery will become an insured service.” Susan James, 
at the time head of the Alberta Association of Midwives, added, “For 
women it will be just like seeing a physician -- they won’t have to pay 
up front.”13 However, it would be another fifteen years before funding 
of midwifery in Alberta actually occurred. What happened?

Regulation without funding
In 1994, health care administration in Alberta was splintered into 
seventeen regional health authorities, each of which was supposed 
to make independent decisions about midwifery funding. Midwifery 
regulations came into effect in 1996, after which local midwives had to 
be assessed, and then register if they wished to practice as recognized 
professional midwives. By 1998, the midwives had registered. 

Ironically, this period was a low point for ASAC. An organization like 
ASAC thrives when it has an urgent purpose, and after the regulation 
of midwifery, it appeared to many that the battle had been won. 
Directly or indirectly, this resulted in a very large turnover in ASAC’s 
volunteers, including the entire executive in 1998, the year I became a 
member.

In fact, the regional health authority situation had virtually guaranteed 
that there would be no progress on funding midwifery care. ASAC 
representatives spoke out whenever possible about funding, but little 
changed.

It was quickly apparent that from a consumer’s point of view, 
regulation without funding was in many ways worse than nothing. 
Saddled with registration related costs and large insurance premiums, 
the midwives were forced to raise their rates steeply. The cost of 
hiring a midwife privately more than tripled between 1994 and 2009. 
Many midwives stopped practicing. Some chose not to register and 
reportedly attended births as “attendants”. Some moved to provinces 
such as Ontario and British Columbia where midwife attended births 
were fully funded as part of the provincial health care. There were not 
enough practicing midwives to meet the demand from parents.

ASAC regrouped around the twin goals of achieving funding for 
midwifery, and of providing information about childbirth alternatives 
to as wide an audience as possible. ASAC focused particularly on 
providing information via Birth Issues, and in growing a supportive 
community of parents. Playgroups were started, the library was 
expanded.
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Sadly, the actual options available to women in Alberta continued to 
deteriorate, as more and more midwives were unable to continue 
to practice. By 2003, when fully half of the practicing midwives in 
Edmonton chose not to continue, the situation was becoming dire. 

Funding at last
Given the total lack of progress on midwifery funding for fifteen years, 
it was more than a little astonishing when on the International Day 
of the Midwife, May 5, 2008, Minister of Health Ron Liepert stated in 
question period:

“I believe that midwifery does play an important role in the delivery 
of the health system. We included midwives as part of our health 
workforce action plan, and we will be delivering on that plan over the 
course of the year.”14

This time, the promise of funding was not a mirage. In October 2008, 
two months after recombining the regional health’s authorities, the 
Alberta government announced that starting in April 2009, midwife 
attended births, at home or in hospital, would be fully funded by 
Alberta Health. 

The road ahead
Now that midwifery is to be integrated into the mainstream health 
care system, much remains for ASAC to accomplish. It will be essential 
for ASAC to act as a watchdog with respect to the implementation of 
midwifery within the healthcare system. ASAC will maintain its role as 
a critical resource for families seeking to take responsibility for their 
childbirth choices, and will provide a voice for those concerned with 

these issues. ASAC will also continue its role as a unique and supportive 
community of those who are passionately committed to making the 
best possible birthing and parenting choices for their families.
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SECOND YEAR 
WAS FABULOUS 
FUN FOR ALL!

By Rita Ramkissoon

Photos by Lisa Campbell Photography

ASAC would like to send out a huge THANK YOU to 
all supporters, contributors and attendees to the 
second Tiaras and Bowties Children’s Fundraiser 
Gala, held in Edmonton on April 27, 2014 at The 
Palace. The event was a huge success and raised 
almost $5,000 for ASAC.
With a drive to support ASAC and all that they do to support the 
birthing community, the organizing sponsors volunteered countless 
hours to ensure the night went off without a hitch. Children were 
delighted and entertained with the entertainment and activities that 
kept them busy all night long. The silent auction tables had many 
watching the all night long to ensure they could take home the item of 
their desire. 

“My favorite part was the princesses, the pictures and the crafts. We’re 
doing it again right?” – Jaia Ramkissoon (6 years old)

Would you like to be a part of the fun? The organizing committee 
needs your help to put together another family fun gala. Contact us 
through our webpage and check back often for more details – www.
asacgala.com.  
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   We had a good time the rest of the morning 
hours, smooching, joking and napping. We felt 
psychedelic, loose, in love. […] Around ten o’clock, 
Ruth checked me again and I was till only two 
centimeters dilated. I panicked. The rushes were heavy 
and very regular. It seemed to be taking a long time 
to open up. I thought it would take me forever for it 
to get to ten centimeters. […] Cara told me that it was 
going to get heavier, and that I had to learn how to let 
the rushes go through. She taught me how to breathe 
in a way that would loosen my bottom. She told me 
that smooching with Joel would get the baby out. It 
worked really good when Joel and I smooched and 
cuddled with each other.

—Ina May Gaskin. Spiritual Midwifery. p. 91” 

“
PHOTO BY: Brittany Sarah photography
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birth stories

BABY #3, MISS ROSIE LEIGH:  
A NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL HOME BIRTH

By Cori Balsdon

It was Christmas 2012 and I felt bloated, sluggish, and just generally 
unwell. My husband Quinten and I were not trying to get pregnant; in 
fact, we were not even sure we wanted a bigger family. Between Quinten’s 
12-year old son Kail, my 3-year old son Charlie, and our 10-month old daughter Maggie, life 
was already pretty full! I attributed the unsettled feelings to my indulgence in too much holiday 
cheer and really did not consider anything else. 

When we got home, I was still feeling tired and nauseous. A few days later my mom and sister 
Karli came over for a visit and I told them how I just could not overcome these yucky feelings 

I was experiencing. They both decided I 
needed to take a pregnancy test. I laughed 
at this suggestion because I just could not 
believe that I would have gotten pregnant so 
soon after Maggie was born.

So imagine my surprise when the test came 
out positive!

As soon as I found out I was pregnant (even 
before calling my husband!), I started calling 
midwifery1 offices in and around Edmonton. 
I knew how difficult it could be to find a 
midwife in Alberta so I did not waste any 
time. I was lucky enough to be taken on by a 
midwifery practice out of Stony Plain. I was 
ecstatic! When I finally told Quinten that 
we were going to have another baby and 
that I had already found a midwife, he was 
surprised, but thrilled! 

I was so excited to be under midwifery care 
and to finally have a home birth2. I had started 
out with the Shared Care Program3 out of 
Stony Plain with Charlie’s pregnancy, but he 
arrived eight weeks early so my care had to 
be transferred to an obstetrician. After my first 
preterm birth4, my doctor labeled me as “high 
risk” so I was not able to access midwifery 
care for Maggie’s birth. However, I delivered 
Maggie in the hospital right on her due date, 
which freed me of my (incorrect) “high risk” 
status.

With midwifery care secure, I began my 
journey of creating my “ideal birth”. I read Ina 
May Gaskin’s Guide to Childbirth5 and was 
enchanted by the empowering birth stories 
the women in the book described. The book 
beautifully illustrated how I always knew, 
deep down, babies should be brought into 
this world: joyously, peacefully, and naturally! 
As I read the stories, I began to envision 
exactly what I wanted for my birth: a quickly 
progressing labour at home, with my family 
and midwife. No drugs, no interventions; just 
my body, my baby, and me.

As I started meeting with my midwives, I 
was blown away with what thorough and 
supportive care I was given. The midwives 
were as concerned with my emotional 
wellbeing as they were with my physical 
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body, which made me feel like my pregnancy was truly special. They 
encouraged me to visualize how I imagined my birth unfolding. They 
honoured the connection between mind and body and worked hard 
to ensure that my fears were explored and that I was as mentally 
prepared for labour as possible. With the midwives, I felt like my 
pregnancy, my baby… mattered. I mattered. How refreshing! 

At 35 weeks, I found out I was once again Group B Streptococcus 
(GBS) positive. Although I had received antibiotics during Maggie’s 
birth (at the time I did not know there was any other option), with this 
birth I wanted to make an informed decision about whether or not I 
would be treated with antibiotics while in labour. The more studies I 
read, the more convinced I became that treating GBS with antibiotics 
held, in my case, more risks than benefits. Finding this information on 
my own and making this empowered decision made me feel like I was 
in control of my body and my baby.

At my 36-week group session, my midwife palpated my belly and 
let me know that my baby had flipped and was comfortably laying 
frank breech6. Since I knew that all breech babies had to be born in 
hospital with an obstetrician, I had another mission – get this baby 
head-down, and fast! The day I found out my baby was breech, I went 
for acupuncture7 to try and get my baby to turn down. In addition 
to being poked with multiple needles, the acupuncturist also gave 
me homeopathic pulsatilla tablets8 to dissolve under my tongue 
when baby was most active and dried mugwort sticks to perform 
moxibustion9.

Soon after my acupuncture appointment, I set off to the mountains 
near Nordegg for our family’s annual weekend of camping. During this 
weekend, I meditated amongst the mountains, rivers, and trees, and 
asked them to share their energy to help my baby flip. I massaged my 
belly with mountain river mud. I had numerous intimate conversations 
with my baby, gently urging her to turn. I plunged into glacial water 
three times. I had a friend paint henna on my belly. I did handstands 
and pelvic tilts and forward inversions. On my last morning in the wild, 
I thought I woke up to hiccups low in my abdomen so I placed my 
hand there and undoubtedly cupped a head! An ultrasound the next 
day confirmed what I already knew – my baby had flipped! We were 
overjoyed! 

I was 38 weeks and six days pregnant on August 22, 2013 when I was 
woken up at 6:15 a.m. by cramps in my abdomen and back. I got up 
and went the washroom, drank two pints of water10, and waited to see 
if the cramps went away. Soon enough, the cramps started coming in 
waves, about one every four or five minutes. Knowing I had a history of 
fast labours, I texted my sister Karli and my mom and asked them to be 
on standby.

Only half an hour later I told both my mom and Karli to come over. 
The waves were already increasing in frequency and intensity. I also 
called my cousin, Christina, and asked her to come, as she was in 
charge of watching Charlie and Maggie, whom I wanted at the birth. 
When Karli arrived a short while later, we decided to go for a walk. I 
only made it to my neighbour’s house before I had to brace myself 
on their garbage bin as I went through a rush11. This continued all the 
way down the street and along the path through the park behind my 
house. When my mom arrived, she also joined us on our walk. 

As we walked along, my rushes progressed to less than two minutes 
apart and were getting longer. During one awesome rush, I wrapped 

my arms around my mom while the sun was rising in front of me. 
The light was glowing on my face and everything was so good. As my 
rushes started to get more intense, I breathed through one more while 
hugging a tree, and then decided I needed to turn around, go home, 
and get into the birthing pool. 

When we got in the house, Quinten had already filled the pool so I got 
right in. I was both excited and nervous to have a water birth because 
I did not know what to expect. My little Maggie followed right behind 
me and as I worked through the waves, she either held my belly or 
rested her head on it, like she knew something was about to happen. 
The buoyancy of the water eased the weight of my heavy belly and 
the warmth helped keep me calm. Soon after I got into the pool my 
midwife arrived at my house. I was so happy to see her! 

About two hours into my labour things were getting pretty intense so 
my midwife did a vaginal exam to see where I was at. She told me that 
my cervix was “soft and stretchy”14, but that it was still quite posterior. 
Since I had opted not to be told my dilation during labour (because I 
believed my body knew just what to do and hearing a dilation number 
would not change this for me), I only found out after my birth that I 
was five centimeters dilated at that point. 

As my labour progressed, I visualized my cervix stretching further and 
further open with every rush. I wanted to surrender to the rushes. I 
focused on the fact that each rush was effective in moving my baby 
down and out and I kept reminding myself the pain would soon come 
to an end. In the weeks leading up to this moment, I had told myself 
again and again that if I could manage to birth a baby after being 
induced (as I had been with Maggie), I could manage to naturally 
birth a baby in a warm pool in my bedroom. The rushes were so much 
easier to endure this time than they had been with my previous births 
because I had no fear and I was able to just let my body take over.

One of my goals for this birth was to prevent tearing (I had had 
second-degree tears with both Charlie and Maggie). To help prevent 
tearing, my midwife and I had discussed not pushing until I felt “the 
urge”12 and breathing through the urges to help slow down baby’s 
entrance to the world. I did not really know what “the urge” would 
feel like since I had never felt it with Charlie or Maggie – I had been 
directed to push13 both of them out. About two and a half hours into 
my labour, I finally knew what “the urge” to push felt like. It was like 
my entire body – every muscle, every ounce of energy, every thought 
– was focused solely on my uterus. No other part of my body even 
existed – only my baby and the powerful uterine muscles, masterfully 
crafted to birth!

Just after 9 a.m. a growl rose from my throat that was so carnal in 
nature I thought surely I had transformed into a wild beast. The growl 
burst out from me the entire duration of each push, over and over as 
I felt baby’s head bulging against my bottom. As my baby’s head was 
about to be born, I started to feel as though I wanted this feeling to 
end, for this baby to be born, and for the intense sensations to stop. 
Sensing my urgency, my midwife told me to reach down and touch 
the head. As I felt the baby’s head, all I wanted to do was push baby 
out. Despite this intense urge, I waited for the next rush and I howled 
as I felt the head push through. 

The burning14 was incredible, but with this feeling also came the 
knowledge that soon, so soon, I would be meeting my baby, and so 
it was okay. At this point I was on all fours in the pool. The next urge 
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hit and with another howl I felt this new human slide out of me. My 
midwife instructed me to reach down and as I did there was suddenly 
a baby in my hands! She was such a squishy thing, and as I lifted her up 
and onto my chest, my midwife said, “Careful, the cord is short”. I was 
so surprised by how short her cord was! If I lifted baby up too high, I 
felt the cord tighten and tug between my legs.

Baby was white, like a ghost, and that scared me, but it was not serious 
because it was just vernix – lots and lots of vernix! When the baby cried 
out, we all relaxed and stared at this dark-haired (hairy!) white creature 
who had decided to arrive this sunny Thursday morning, August 22, 
2013, at 9:23 a.m. Although I tore, the two cuts were so small I opted 
out of stitches.

Minutes passed before we realized we did not know if baby was a boy 
or a girl! I moved the taught cord aside and we all saw that baby was 
a girl and she was to be forever called Rosie Leigh. About ten minutes 
after her birth, Daddy cut the cord and Charlie and Maggie came to 
say hi to their new sister. I was so thankful to have my children around 
for the birth. It was so special for them to see their new little sister 
immediately after birth, and they found it much easier to accept 
having a new little sibling having been a part of her entrance to the 
world. 

In those moments after birth, time slowed down as we all excitedly 
reflected on the details of the birth, laughter and joy being the first 
sounds to fill my baby’s ears.

About an hour after the birth, the midwives gently guided me into 
the shower, and I marveled at how special it felt to be in my own 
bathroom. When I was done, the midwives dried me off and helped 
me back into bed. My family brought food and drinks as I breastfed 
and stared into the face of my new daughter. I was encouraged to rest 
and sleep even though I felt well enough to be up and active. I was 
with the people I loved best and I was so thankful for the midwives and 
their expertise. Rosie and I did it! 

Editorial Notes:
1. Midwifery has been a regulated profession in Alberta since 1998 and in April 

2009 Alberta Health Services started funding midwifery care, which means that 
midwifery care is free, just like when you see a doctor.

2. A decade of research recognized by the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecology 
of Canada has concluded that not only is midwifery care safe but so is homebirth 
as long as you have a recognized medical professional such as a registered midwife. 

3. The Shared Cared Maternity Health Program at the Westview Health Centre in 

Stony Plain was a 10 year pilot midwifery program funded by the Capital Health 
region. It was the only funded midwifery program in Alberta at the time and the 
only hospital where births could occur in water. Midwives were responsible for 
prenatal-birth-postpartum care, nurses were second attendants at the births, and 
obstetricians were on-call for back-up. It was for low-risk pregnancies and birth 
and did not offer drugs for pain management. The program was discontinued in 
2010.

4. If you have had a previous premature birth, medical research has shown that you 
have a higher risk of having another one (Danielan P, Hall M. Preterm labour: 
managing risk in clinical practice. New York, 2005: Cambridge University Press). 
These statistics reflect the fact that premature births are often associated with 
pre-existing conditions which can cause premature births and which may still be 
present once a woman is pregnant again. These issues include obesity, diabetes, 
being underweight, taking drugs, smoking, drinking alcohol, having high blood 
pressure, infections, cervical abnormalities, poverty, exhaustion, stress and a 
genetic history of premature births. 

5. Ina May Gaskin. Ina May’s Guide to Childbirth. New York, 2003: Bantam Dell.

6. A frank breech baby is when a baby is presenting its bottom, rather than the head. 
It is considered a high-risk birth thus GPs and midwives have to transfer care to an 
obstetrician. 

7. Acupuncture, just like other modalities such as chiropractic care and massage 
therapy, has been shown to relax the body, which in turns has the potential to 
relax the structures holding the pelvis and uterus and optimize the positioning and 
descent of the baby in the pelvis. Regular visits during the whole pregnancy can 
enhance a women’s wellbeing as it releases the tensions she feels and compensates 
for her decreased mobility.

8. Pulsatilla is a homeopathic medicine available at natural food stores and used to 
ease tissue tension—such as tight round and/or broad ligaments. It seems to soften 
the lower uterine segment and give the baby room to reposition in a head down 
position.

9. Moxibustion is used in acupuncture and traditional Chinese medicine and involves 
burning mugwort along designated meridians (the bladder meridian in the case of 
breech presentation) of the body of a pregnant woman. 

10. If a pregnant woman is dehydrated, she may experience uterine contractions 
because dehydration can cause muscle cramps. If the amount of fluid is decreased, 
the body tries to compensate by increasing the heart rate and making blood 
vessels constrict to try to maintain blood pressure and blood flow to the vital 
organs of the body—i.e. to the uterus and placenta to protect your baby! Signs of 
dehydration include dizziness, dark urine and headache. Coffee is a diuretic, so stay 
away!

11. Some women use the words ‘waves’ and ‘rushes’ instead of contractions as a way 
to frame the experience in a more positive light. 

12. This is when a woman feels like pushing her baby. She is 10 cm dilated. She may first 
feel grunty for a while and eventually she will have an overwhelming natural urge 
to push. It is called “the fetal ejection reflex”.

13. Directed pushing is when a woman is encouraged to hold her breath to a count of 
10, push hard and continuously, and repeat this action three times. Although this 
can be an effective way to push a baby fast, this prevents a woman from listening 
to the subtle guiding cues of her body causing extensive tearing and unnecessary 
exhaustion.

14. When the largest part of baby’s head is passing through the cervix, or crowning, 
the sensations are akin to burning. Some call it “the ring of fire.” Breathing calmly 
and small pushes can help feel a measure of control and lessen the intensity of the 
burn.

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this 
story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every 
issue of Birth Issues!

Cori Balsdon is a 29-year old journeyman electrician-turned full-time 
mom who thinks she has the most incredibly awesome – and difficult! – 
job on the planet. She is also a doula, a runner, and a dreamer. Cori and 
her family enjoy spending time camping, having kitchen dance parties, 
and playing outside.  

  BABY #3, MISS ROSIE LEIGH: A NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL HOME BIRTH
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A RARE OCCURRENCE: 
MY HOME BIRTH AFTER A CESAREAN JOURNEY 

By Teresa Makus

I had taken my fifth pregnancy test on September 9, 
2012, while at a family barbeque hoping to share the 
‘positive’ news, but the test was negative. I didn’t want 
to leave the test in the garbage so I stuck it back in the box and put it 
in my purse to dispose of at home. I forgot about it and only found it 
again three days later. At this point I was 16 days late and frustrated I 
was not pregnant since I felt certain I was. When I found the test in my 
purse, something inside me said, “Look at the test again.” That is when I 
discovered it was positive!

With my first pregnancy I had a planned caesarean due to placenta 
previa1. At that time, I was happy to have a caesarean for medical 
reasons; I had wanted one anyways due to my fear of childbirth. I 
decided my second child would be delivered by caesarean just as 
my first had because I knew what to expect and still had a fear of 
delivering vaginally and without medication. I have always been 
anxious with just the anticipation that something might be painful. 

Eight days after finding out I was pregnant, a dear friend delivered her 
second child. I was part of the birth team, watching her son, but when 
labour began after bedtime I was invited to join in her birthing room. 
I hesitated as I had never witnessed a birth and did not want to see 
how painful and difficult childbirth really was, especially since I was 
pregnant. 

Despite my fear I decided to be present and supportive. I began 
thinking, “She is nuts. Why would anyone want to be so far away from 
the hospital?” About two hours before the baby was born I noticed 
how focused she was and relaxed between contractions. The relief 
she felt between contractions was amazing to see! It went against 
everything I had imagined about childbirth. I found myself thinking, 
“Maybe a natural water birth would be a good idea.” Remembering her 
birth, and the way it shifted my perspective of what birth could be, still 
brings tears to my eyes now.

I remember the expression her midwife gave me when I mentioned I 
was pregnant and planning a second caesarean; that really stayed with 
me and allowed me to consider other birth plans and that perhaps a 
repeat caesarean was not my only option. 

This shift in mind set proved to be the biggest I have yet experienced, 
as I then began contemplating not only a water birth but the idea of 
a natural birth at home! It was a roller coaster of a week as I allowed 
myself to consider not having a caesarean. So many thoughts ran 
through my mind, “Can I handle it? Would it be more or less pain than 
what I experienced with my caesarean? Am I strong enough?” The 
idea of birthing in a hospital brought on a lot of anxiety for me as I 
remembered the bustle of strangers around me: the exposure and lack 
of privacy. The change in birth plan was so emotional for me. I cried 
so hard out of confusion, fear and the worry of travelling this journey 
alone as I did not believe I would have the support of my husband or 

Kristen J. Photography
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my family. 

After doing a little research and speaking with the midwife we had 
chosen, I decided a water birth at home was the best option for 
me2. My husband, hesitant at first as he was worried about possible 
complications, found some comfort with the midwife’s amazingly low 
statistics of hospital transfers during labour and postpartum. This was 
enough comfort for my husband to feel reassured with my decision. 

I also inquired about one of the birth attendants that had been 
present at my friend’s birth and helped her with imagery, relaxation 
and positive emotional support. I found out she was a Registered 
Nurse, trained in Reiki3, who has published information and CDs on 
imagery and relaxation. I began listening to them before going to bed 
and anytime I was feeling overly anxious. Her soothing voice and the 
imagery exercises were my saving grace during labour. 

I also had one Reiki session with this same practitioner which really 
solidified and clarified the work I was doing on my own: creating 
imagery of how I wanted my birth to go and how I wanted my 
body, mind, and emotions to react during labour. She helped me to 
overcome and change my life long inner monologue of, “You have a 
low pain tolerance,” to, “I have the courage and strength to embrace 
this natural process.” I also learned a valuable characteristic about 
myself from the Reiki session; that I am a very physical person – in 
other words, when I am stressed and anxious my body longs for 
physical touch and embrace to soothe. She told me she could feel my 
energy needing more massage and touch than many of her clients. 

During a group prenatal appointment we began talking about the 
differences between hospital and home births and between having 
drugs for pain versus having a completely natural birth. At this point I 
still wanted to take something for pain. I began to share my experience 
of having a caesarean. I began to explain the epidural and IVs and 
the hour in surgery before finally holding my first-born. Then came 
the Percocets, Tylenol 3s, the pain of the incision and how, although 
extremely painful, I was encouraged to walk only eight hours after 
surgery to help with recovery. I began to wonder why this all appealed 
so much to me prior to deciding on a home birth. We then began 
talking about the effects of drugs on both mother and baby. I broke 
down as I realized I did not remember holding my son for the first 

time. I do not really know how much of the first three days of his life I 
truly remember other than from the pictures taken. 

That day in my midwife’s basement was the day I became the most 
determined to accomplish the natural birth I never thought I wanted.

I was given three ultrasounds, each of which gave different due dates. 
The best information I received from these appointments was on my 
third ultrasound when my, once again, low lying placenta was said 
to have moved up and that it would be safe to continue our plan for 
a home birth. I was relieved to hear this news and saw some of my 
anxiety start to fade. I was so excited that things were falling into place 
for me to have this baby naturally. 

I began having some fairly strong Braxton hicks the morning of May 
8, 2013. I had trouble talking through these earlier contractions, but 
then they stopped; after my husband took the day off, thinking this 
was it, it turned out baby was not ready. For the next nine days I had all 
the early signs of labour: Braxton hicks, lower back pain, bloody show, 
part of my mucous plug, but no sign of baby. This was hard to manage 
between excitement of meeting our baby and the exhaustion from 
adrenaline kicking in repeatedly. 

Then came the evening of Thursday May 16. I was walking downstairs 
to go to bed around 11:00 p.m. and I felt another contraction. I told my 
husband about it but neither of us got too excited. I went to bed and 
continued to feel the contractions every 20 minutes. At 12:20 a.m. my 
water broke. It was the strangest feeling: not painful, just weird, and 
feeling like you wet the bed at age 34! I can remember hearing a little 
popping sound of the sac breaking. I became extremely excited as well 
as nervous. I called my husband who was sleeping upstairs. He came 
down and I knew he was also nervous but excited. We began timing 
the contractions, they were a little inconsistent but generally 10-12 
minutes apart and lasting about 20-30 seconds. My husband began to 
get the pool ready.

I managed the early contractions by walking around and talking 
with my husband. I tried sitting on the birthing ball but that was 
really uncomfortable. I found standing, holding on to the wall or my 
husband, worked well initially. I would close my eyes and just breathe 
through the ones that were a little more intense as this helped me to 
focus. I called my friend about 2:30 a.m. and she arrived shortly after 3 
a.m. with her daughter, who I had witnessed born just 8 months ago. I 
had just called my midwife. 

I got into the water around 4 a.m., right before my midwife and 
her assistant arrived: her assistant being my Reiki therapist. Initially, 
I found the warm water very soothing and a great way to ease the 
contractions. When the birth team settled my midwife gave me a 
cervical exam. I had not prepared myself emotionally for these checks 
and was surprised at the reaction I had; I began to hyperventilate. My 
midwife was surprised as well as she stated in her experience cervical 
checks tend to be a little uncomfortable but not generally painful. For 
me it was not what it felt like, but my anticipation of what it might feel 
like that got me tensed and anxious. I was only 2 cm dilated. I do not 
remember feeling disappointed by this, but instead was thankful to 
have my full birth team with me.

I enjoyed the relaxation of the pool and lost track of how much time 
I spent in there. I found the Reiki Therapist’s voice very soothing and 
when my anxiety started to rise with a contraction someone on my 
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birth team would hold my hand and I would feel much calmer and 
more in control.

By 6:30 a.m., in between contractions, I began wondering about our 
oldest son who had been asleep just down the hall. I did not want him 
to be in the room with me during labour as I knew my focus would be 
diverted. My husband called my sister and she agreed to come take 
our son. The worry seemed to pull me from my focused and relaxed 
state, and by 7 a.m. I was beginning to notice a new sign of back 
labour.

The back pain caused me to want to switch positions, which I was able 
to do with the help of my birth team. I was in the pool, then sitting on 
the toilet, then lying in bed on my side, then would repeat the cycle. 
Changing positions was helpful as I found it painful to stay in the 
same position for too long and having my birth team apply pressure 
to my lower back during contractions really helped to ease the pain. 
Although I was switching positions, it seemed to help me focus if I kept 
my eyes closed. I think it was blocking out some sensory stimulation so 
I could have all energy focused on the contractions and then trying to 
relax in between. I worked hard to stay focused on my breathing as the 
contractions grew longer and more intense.

Around 1 p.m., my midwife discussed that I had been in labour a long 
time and was looking quite exhausted. She also stated it had been 
over eight hours since she had done a vaginal exam and it might be 
good to check how dilated I was and whether a little intervention was 
necessary. I was pretty exhausted by now and definitely ready to get 
this baby out! I was a little afraid to be checked again but I knew I had 
to do this. I could feel the determination in me kicking it up to power 
through the fear. 

My midwife had my husband sit in a chair while I squatted between his 
legs: him supporting my weight while I was checked. She said there 
was part of my cervix that was creating a lip, which was preventing 
the head from moving further down the birth canal. At this time I was 
only 6 cm dilated. With my permission, my midwife did a stretch of my 
cervix and moved it out to the side to make room for the baby. This 
felt as though she was tearing me apart. She then told me to push, still 
squatting. 

After 13 hours of labour, the energy it took squatting, even supported, 
was tremendous! It had been a long sleepless night with active labour 
since early morning, yet this was the hardest part of the entire labour 
and delivery. It was extremely painful but I think it helped me tap into 
the adrenaline I needed to finally push the baby out. I can remember 
feeling the most exhausted I have ever felt in my life and beginning to 
think, “If I do not do this now I am not going to be able to do it.” I was 
not going to let my exhaustion and pain get the best of me. I pushed 
three or four times and if I had not been so focused on getting this 
baby out, I would have been in tears. Then my midwife said I could 
continue to push in this position because I was now fully dilated! The 
relief I felt at hearing that was immense.

It was 1:45 p.m. when I got back into the pool and had the thought, 
“How am I going to do this? I am so tired and I cannot feel my legs 
and this is extremely uncomfortable.” That thought did not last long 
and I never verbalized it. I remembered what a lady in my prenatal 
group said, “Even if you have doubts never verbalize them because it 
will take your focus off of the contractions, instead use your energy to 
encourage yourself”. It worked!

I was in the pool on all fours leaning over the edge and listening to 
my midwife telling me to push, hold my breath and bare down. I 
had someone at my head holding my hand reminding me that I had 
prepared for contractions, work with them and not against them. My 
midwife told me I could reach down and feel the head. I thought, after 
having a few great pushes and feeling the intense pressure, the baby 
would be crowning5. When I reached down to feel I realized that baby 
was not crowning but I could feel the little head, so close. It was really 
weird to feel the head of my almost newborn child. It made me realize 
how close I was to finally meeting the precious angel that I was on this 
incredible journey with.

I vividly remember right before, what would be, the last push I thought 
to myself, “If I do not get this baby out on this push, I am not going 
to be able to do this again.” I took a deep breathe in, bared down and 
pushed, imagining the baby crowning and the body coming out. At 
2:18 p.m., with my skin feeling so remarkably stretched with so much 
pressure, out came the baby so quickly I was surprised! It was the most 
unbelievable sense of empowerment, relief and awe. I remember 
hearing, “It’s behind her,” as my husband was trying to ‘fish’ the baby 
out of the water. My midwife then picked up the newborn and passed 
my baby to me only seconds old. That feeling, the first touch and being 
able to remember everything, made it all worth it. My husband was 
right there beside me as we took in our amazing, beautiful baby we 
had created. It was at that point he kissed me and said to me, “I am so 
proud of you!”

I can vividly remember the details of this moment, which means so 
much to me! It was breathtaking, literally and figuratively. I remember 
the small soft little baby I was holding in my arms, and staring at 
those beautiful eyes staring back at me. I was in love. The first cry only 
seconds after having the baby in my arms. I remember feeling the little 
hand on my chest. 

Then after catching my breath, I wanted to know the gender but was 
so exhausted I had trouble lifting my arm up to find out. With the help 
of my midwife, we discovered the gender of my little boy! He was 
perfect. I sat in the pool holding him, with my husband at my side, 
just taking it all in. I can remember the innocence of his face and how 
peaceful he was just snuggled in my arms. I felt this deep and unique 
connection to him as the journey of his birth replayed in my mind. I 
stared at the angel who helped me find the courage to have a natural 
birth.

Still attached, my midwife showed us the umbilical cord. She said it 
was one of the longest cords she had seen, and then she noticed a 
knot. So unusual and rare to see.6 This was the perfect closure for the 
journey I had been on that was so unusual and rare to me. 

About ten minutes later, it was time to deliver the placenta, a very large 
placenta for the size of our baby. Mateo Nolan Makus was born at 2:18 
p.m., May 17th, 2013, weighing in at 7 lb, 10 oz and measuring 20.5 
inches.

So many things came together while finding the courage and belief 
in myself to bare childbirth, naturally, especially after a caesarean. 
This entire journey was a ‘rare occurrence’ in my life narrative that I 
am beyond grateful to have experienced. I had to overcome so much 
anxiety and fear. I had to believe in myself, that I had the strength and 
power to have a natural birth. I had to change my own mind of what 
my birth plan was, which had been decided long before I was ever 
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pregnant. I had so many small events take place, making it all possible, 
that it has become a very amazing and beautiful story to tell which 
can still bring tears to my eyes. If I had not been at my friend’s birth to 
witness what childbirth is truly like, what it can and should be like, my 
birth story would have been so different. 

Editor’s Notes
1. Placenta previa is when the placenta is covers partially or wholly the cervix. It is a 

leading cause of vaginal bleeding and affects approximately 0.5% of all labours. 
It can be confirmed with an ultrasound; Transvaginal ultrasound has superior 
accuracy as compared to transabdominal one. Most caregivers will advise a 
cesarean section. If the woman is not bleeding severely she can be managed non-
operatively until the 36th week. It is now considered safe to treat placenta previa 
on an outpatient basis if the fetus is at less than 30 weeks of gestation, and neither 
the mother nor the fetus are in distress. Blood volume replacement and blood 
plasma replacement may be necessary. Risks include hemorrhage, premature 
births, malpresentation, death, and cesarean section.

2. An important piece of research that helped shape Teresa’s decision to birth at 
home was Micheal Klein’s study which found that planned homebirths with a 
registered midwife have less interventions than planned hospital births while 
maintaining the same rates of outcomes and health for mother and baby: CMAJ. 
“Outcomes of planned home births versus planned hospital births after regulation 
of midwives in British Columbia” Accessed March 17, 2014. http://www.cmaj.ca/
content/166/3/315.full

3. Reiki is a Japanese technique for stress reduction and relaxation that also promotes 
healing. It is administered by “laying on hands” and is based on the idea that an 
unseen “life force energy” flows through us and is what causes us to be alive. Reiki 
masters argue that if one’s “life force energy” is low, then we are more likely to get 
sick or feel stress, and if it is high, we are more capable of being happy and healthy.

4. Back pain, slow progress, and stop-and-go contraction pattern can indicate that 
a baby is posterior. This means that baby is head down, face looking at mom’s 
bellybutton, and baby’s spine against mom’s back. This type of labour is longer 
because it takes extra time for the baby to be in a more optimal position. It can be 
a disheartening and exhausting labour pattern. Patience and lots of positive support 
is needed with a posterior baby.

5. The head crowning means that the largest part of the baby’s head is being born. 

6. A knot in the umbilical cord occurs in 1% of births. A knot could compromise 
the oxygen supplied to the fetus while in the womb, however due to the sturdy 
structure of the umbilical cord only 5% of true knots result in miscarriage or 
stillbirth. As long as the knot remains loose there is generally no complications. This 
occurs more often in cases of a long umbilical cord. Cruikshank, “Breech, Other 
Malpresentations, and Umbilical Cord Complications,” Danforth’s Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, 9th Ed. (Philadelphia: Lippincott Williams and Wilkins, 2003) 381-395.

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this 
story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every 
issue of Birth Issues!

Teresa Makus has lived in Edmonton for 17 years and been married 
for 5 years. She has two beautiful boys. She enjoys zumba, swimming 
and being outdoors. She loves camping in the summer and skating, 
tobogganing and good movies in the winter!  
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Smooching, by the way, is one 
strategy for helping labor along 
that can be used wherever birth 
happens. Several British couples who 
gave birth in hospitals told me they 
found it an extremely effective way 
of getting less sympathetic midwives 
to leave the room, while drawing the 
kindest one to their side

—Ina May Gaskin. Birth Matters. p. 55
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NATURALLY: 
FROM HOSPITAL TO HOME IN ONE BIRTH

By Taryn McLafferty

Pregnant with my first child, I knew I wanted a 
natural birth. We were ready to begin a family; my 
husband had given me The Mother of All Pregnancy Books for 
my 27th birthday. “I know you like to research things ahead of time,” 
he said. 

After 6 weeks of fatigue and nausea had eased, which I managed with 
spearmint gum and oranges, I began to read. I enrolled in a prenatal 
yoga class and loved our instructor who introduced Ina May Gaskin’s 
Spiritual Midwifery. Later, as a busy wife and mother, I understood why 
so few experienced moms were at these classes, but as a first time 
mom I craved that feminine wisdom. 

My doctor was leaving family medicine, and I was referred to a female 

obstetrician who I learned of through acquaintances. The first visit 
was awkward. I clutched my list of questions and felt ridiculous even 
asking them; in this bright clinical room, it hardly seemed the context 
where I would discuss intimate emotional details. She was a kind, but 
busy specialist. Although she took me seriously, I wondered if she 
fully trusted my opinions and reasoning. I could easily imagine a new 
mother feeling insecure with care providers within a clinical setting. 
On the other hand, it is encouraging to think that a comfortable 
relationship can help make a good pregnancy and birth experience. 

I read more from Ina May Gaskin`s books, and was moved by the 
emotion in the birth stories. Though the notion initially seemed 
foreign, I coveted the idea of a homebirth. I wish that I had known 
of local midwifery care, as the sort of birth I described to my doctor 
sounded more like the midwifery model.

I remember talking with a friend at work joking that I hoped the baby 
would come quickly at home on the kitchen floor. I did not want to 
be at a hospital, but my husband was nervous about homebirth. I 
was confident enough in birthing naturally and I felt it was too late 
to change care providers. When I found the listing for the Alberta 
Association of Midwives in the yellow pages, I was not sure if this was 
the contact for other midwives or for women seeking midwifery care. 
I wish I asked the Association for support!

I gave my doctor my birth plan and felt I could have the birth I wanted. 
When I toured the Royal Alexandra Hospital in Edmonton the nurse 
informed a passive crowd that approximately 90% of moms have 
epidurals, while 20-30% of women have cesarean sections. I asked 
how these numbers compared to other area hospitals, and she 
suggested that as a high-risk hospital their rates were slightly higher. 
Although my obstetrician wrote on my chart, “Mother wants natural 
birth,” there are many staff members interacting with you at the 
hospital who are essentially strangers, and are more accustomed to 
the average patient who desires a medicated birth. 

At 3 a.m. on September 25, 2004, I bolted awake to the sensation 
of fluid flowing down my vagina. As I jumped up, my water poured 
as though from a pitcher. I could see the fluid was clear: perhaps a 
little whitish or light yellow. “Good,” I thought, then burst into tears; 
disappointed we did not take the photos of my pregnant belly I 
wanted, I packed the camera gear with us. 

I called the hospital about my water breaking and the nurse suggested 
I come in to get checked and to receive antibiotics because I had 
tested positive for Group B Strep1. We felt comfortable taking our 
time around the house and then made our way to the hospital. Light 
contractions, 6 minutes apart, began while we were in the truck. It was 
after 5 a.m. when we arrived at the hospital. 

My light labour seemed to make me good practice for several interns 
and residents while I was waiting in the assessment room. I was 
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uncomfortable with the high number of vaginal exams I received, 
the use of a speculum, and the number of different practitioners. I 
repeatedly gave my history, wore the electronic fetal monitor belt, 
and was examined, “To confirm my membranes had ruptured.” I felt 
used. At one point I was chatting with an intern about his plans for 
medical specialty. He mentioned he was leaning towards surgery over 
obstetrics, but that it was interesting he had spent more time in the 
operating room during his obstetrics rotation than during his surgery 
rotation. I felt like running out. 

I was only about 4 cm dilated around 8 a.m., and likely could have 
returned home. I stayed, and did not receive antibiotics until the 
afternoon.

I was transferred to an antenatal room, which I shared with two other 
expectant moms, and one mother and baby. It seemed every few 
minutes a nurse came in asking, “Do you want something for pain?” 
I had to keep repeating, “No.” Finally I ignored them, and when my 
husband responded abruptly, they stopped asking. 

It was a busy Saturday, as outlying hospitals sent in their complicated 
cases to the larger area hospital. They left me on my own for a while. 
Around 1 p.m. I finally was admitted into a private Labour & Delivery 
room and was really starting to vocalize. Off came the gown, watch, 
and rings, as I could no longer stand anything touching my skin. 
Although my husband had listened while I talked about natural birth, 
the slippery slope of interventions, and routine hospital policy—I was 
not sure he would recognize or respond to terminology that might 
be setting off alarm bells for me. I gave him a piece of paper that 
said, “Remind me that I will regret it if I have meds.” I remember I had 
repeated it, “Just say, ‘You will regret it later’.”

I had begun labouring over the bed, swaying my hips side to side. I 
knelt in the shower for hours; the sound and personal space made me 
comfortable enough to focus inward on my breath and to just feel the 
changing sensation of each contraction. I wanted no talking and no 
touching. I found that squatting was too intense on my pelvic bones 
and I lay on my side for a while once I was tired. 

The offers for medication started again. 

Around 4:30 p.m. the fetal heart monitor began showing decelerations 
that concerned the staff. My baby’s heart rate would go down during 
a contraction, then back up. They were happy to see it come back 

up each time but did not like it going that low. I had read about this, 
and was familiar with how heart rates naturally fluctuate so I was not 
worried, but when I heard, “We will see what the next step will be,” it 
sounded like alarm bells.

My labour had slowed slightly, and I knew I needed to get my energy 
back to finish having this baby. I thought I needed a drink, oxygen, 
or some food: definitely not laughing gas. My husband helped me 
get up; I wanted to get labour moving. I realized I was in transition, 
with nausea and constant contractions. For privacy I went back to 
the bathroom where the nurse ran the water in the sink as I sat on 
the toilet. She said this helped relax the pelvic floor muscles. When 
I was monitored intermittently, no mention of decelerations or 
interventions were made. I just felt better standing up, despite being 
tired and hips aching, and believed it must be better for my baby too. 

Standing in front of my husband, between contractions I felt 
something different, something changed. “The head is coming down,” 
I said. My husband relayed this to the nurse who said, “The resident 
will check you in about ten minutes.” I realized she did not believe me. 
Another couple of contractions and I was pushing. You could hear it 
in my deep groans. “Try not to push,” warned the nurse. “I cannot not 
push” I replied!

I continued to hold my husband’s neck, while he supported me under 
my arms. I bent my knees and pulled down with each huge powerful 
push. I could hear the nurses in the hallway, “She is having involuntary 
pushing.” There was nothing involuntary about it! I was enjoying the 
change and the feel of pushing. I was roaring and my husband was 
very helpful to hold me then. 

The nurses were twittering about the resident checking me and that 
I needed to come to the bed. I reluctantly made my way from the 
private bathroom to the edge of the bed, pausing for contractions. As 
I raised my knee the resident called out, “The baby’s head is there! Get 
on the bed!”

I realized that I was nearly done, that his was as hard as it was ever 
going to be, and it was fine! I experienced a moment of sadness that 
this pregnancy would be over soon. I somehow got up on the bed. 
Suddenly time caught up to me, there was a huge clock on the wall. 
At about 6:10 p.m. I looked around and saw shoulder-to-shoulder 
strangers all around me. I was perched way up high, the bed at 
everyone’s waist, and I realized that I could not get off the bed if I had 
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wanted. The mirror I requested was in place but I could see only the 
back of the people, not my baby’s head emerging. My feet were being 
held, my knees pushed back, by two different women. I had not had a 
contraction since coming to the bed.2

Alarm bells had been ringing in my head. There was a startling tray of 
numerous sharp instruments. I was man-handled from the position I 
was in, from a partial squatting position to the semi-reclining position. 
I was held in place and did not have the ability to get away from 
everyone. There were a dozen strangers that I had not even seen that 
day. I no longer felt safe or that I was in control of what was happening 
to me. I thought, “How dare all these people come in here at the last 
minute and take over!” 

As I slowly stared around everyone became quiet, I felt the grip on me 
loosen. My husband was somewhere at my right but I could not see 
him easily. The nurses and the resident tried to tell me how to push: I 
was annoyed by this shouting so I roared louder to drown them out 
while pushing, just as my body wanted to. I resented their appearance 
and coaching at the very end of my labour. 

As my baby began to crown, I reached down to protect my perineum 
and feel my baby, and several times the doctor pushed my hands away. 

My baby girl was born in the next contraction, at 6:23 p.m. 

The room was soon quieter and only one nurse remained. My 
daughter had already been taken away to the side of the room several 
times for prenatal checks3. I mentioned I wanted to breastfeed, so 
my nurse brought her to me again. She latched and sucked a couple 
times. I then showered and we moved to our postpartum room. My 
husband followed the nurse who was taking our daughter to the 
nursery for what was supposed to be a few minutes to wash and check 
her over: separation again4. 

Meanwhile nurses checked on me every few minutes, asking me, “How 
many stitches?” “None,” I repeated. I ate the white bread with a single 
slice of ham and the apple sauce cup, it did not begin to satisfy my 
hunger and my throat was unexpectedly sore from labouring. I kept 
asking to have my IV removed.

Finally around 9 p.m., nearly an hour later, my husband brought our 
baby daughter back to me. I unwrapped her to get a good look and be 
skin-to-skin, said goodbye to my husband who could not stay with us 
in our room, and practiced breastfeeding my sweet girl for a couple 
hours. I watched her sleep on my breast. I was elated at everything that 
had gone right that day, I felt so proud and pleased.

Through that first night I found the hospital supplies lacking. My baby 
made two messy diapers and I could not find wipes on the cart that 
I was provided with. I also woke up soaked in sweat and could not 
find a towel so I could shower. I was having trouble making myself 
comfortable; I had packed many unnecessary items and found myself 
without a few essentials. I missed my own bed, bathroom, and kitchen!

Starting around 7 a.m. a doctor, pediatrician, and nurse visited. I 
was offered Tylenol 3 to take home for the pain. “That will not be 
necessary, but could I have something to eat before I go?” I had 
a lovely chat about breastfeeding with the woman who delivered 
my tray. Trevor arrived midmorning. I finished the paperwork, and 
gathered all the papers I was given. We headed home with our 

sleeping baby just after sharing my lunch. Once at home we made tea, 
my throat relieved, we admired our new girl and headed to our own 
bed to finally sleep! 

My hospital experience was not as personalized as I thought it 
was going to be. Despite knowing that I could opt out of routine 
procedures, I was not offered those choices and was not cared for 
as an individual. I realize now I entered the hospital too early, at an 
especially busy time. I would not choose to birth in a hospital with 
future pregnancies, knowing the level of defensiveness and advocacy 
I would have to perform, and the sheer number of staff that I would 
have to deal with. 

I am proud that despite this I had the natural birth I wanted and I 
did not tear, nor was I cut. My baby was perfect and with me or my 
husband at all times. Still, the staff and hospital procedures had stolen 
my moment. I wanted my husband and my own care provider to see 
that I was strong and able all on my own. I wanted to finish birthing 
on my terms, without interference. And I wanted the immediate time 
postpartum to be simpler, no rush to deliver the placenta, leaving me 
to bathe with my baby or get settled in my own time, and without 
separation, meaning constant physical contact. I thought to myself, 
“This is unfinished business, next time, I will definitely birth at home!” 

Editorial footnotes:
1. When the bag of water breaks most caregivers want you to contact them. If you 

are planning a hospital birth, you are asked to make your way as soon as possible. 
Labour doesn’t always kick in immediately. Some caregivers will consider 12 
hours without contractions while leaking amniotic fluid long, while others will be 
comfortable with 24 or 48 hours. The reason why most caregivers will want you to 
go into labour within 24 hours and be checked is that there is an increased risk of 
infections to both baby and mom. 

2. Some women experience a delay between their initial urge to push and the 
automatic ejection reflex; so much so that they can fall asleep for ½ hour. In 
this case it is possible that Taryn was interrupted in her birthing flow and her 
being exposed caused a hormonal fight-or-flight, which created a pause in her 
contraction pattern. An ancient way of protecting a new baby when a mom feels or 
perceives danger!

3. This is no longer a routine procedure, however parents, especially the birthing 
woman’s support person ought to speak up when a caregiver takes a baby away 
from the birthing mom. It may be that the baby is having breathing difficulties, that 
there was meconium aspiration, or just a caregiver’s personal preference. If there 
is no urgent medical reason, it is a couple’s right to demand that caregivers respect 
mom and child bonding.

4. A couple has the right to ask for baby care to be done in their room, by their bed. If 
a nurse claims that it can only be done in the nursery or that it isn’t the way things 
are done here, know that is not true. It is your right to have your baby by your side 
at all times when s/he is healthy.

To become more familiar with the childbirth related terms in this 
story, please check out the Dictionary of Terms published in every 
issue of Birth Issues!

Taryn McLafferty, homeschooling mother of four (three born at home) 
holds a degree in Molecular Genetics, and worked in research before 
finding herself surrounded by books and children, and is never far from 
the kitchen and garden. Taryn firmly believes in the innate wisdom of 
women. 

  NATURALLY: FROM HOSPITAL TO HOME IN ONE BIRTH
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Don’t worry about slow progress if the baby’s heartbeat 
and the vibrations are good. There should be no inhibitions 
or unspoken thoughts with strong emotional content. 
However, there is a certain type of laid-back woman, who can 
make herself so comfortable during her labor that she doesn’t do 
anything. This kind of woman needs some stimulation. She needs 
to do something or have something done to her that compels 
her entire attention. She might need a brisk rub or shake, or 
perhaps she needs to do the rubbing. Smooching with her man 
or taking a walk can also help to stimulate rushes. […] If her 
rushes pick up when she starts some activity that you suggested, 
you will know you are on the right track.

—Ina May Gaskin. Spiritual Midwifery. p. 340” 

“ PHOTO BY: Brittany Sarah photography
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THE IMPOSSIBLE CHOICE I’D MAKE AGAIN: 
GIVING BIRTH TO A PREEMIE

By Lesley Donaldson-Reid

If it weren’t for reading about a girl named Mikiya, 
my son might never have been born. Bruce and I 
met later in life. When it came time to start a family, I had lazy 
ovaries. I sought the help of a fertility clinic in Oakville. We used 
timed intercourse and injections for the better part of a year before 
we found success. Two weeks later, at 6 weeks gestation, my bleeding 
started. It never went away. 

When my water broke at 19 weeks of gestation, I didn’t even realize it. 
My bleeding was so heavy that the fluid mixed right in. Coincidentally, 
a repeated fetal structural ultrasound at 20 weeks revealed the horrible 
truth: I didn’t have any amniotic fluid. That was the first time doctors 
offered to end my son’s life.

I went home from that urgent obstetrics appointment a tormented 
woman. My condition, called oligohydramnios, put him at high risk 
for problems. At this point, my baby’s lungs were supposed to be 
practising breathing by moving amniotic fluid in and out. Without any 
fluid, doctors said his lungs would be brittle. The very act of breathing 
at birth could kill him. If he survived, he would most certainly have 
disability or deformity, and increased medical needs. Ending his life 
was unthinkable. But even though I’m a nurse, I didn’t know that I 
could willingly bring a child into the world with so much potential for 
a life of hardship.

Researching medical journals made my despondency grow. Few 
babies with oligohydramnios who survived birth lived “normal” lives. 
Then I stumbled across Mikiya’s Start, a mom-blog about a former 
premature baby. Mom Shelley’s three year old girl laughed, smiled and 
lived a full life. Contacting them gave me enough strength to wait for 
the unknown future.

I confined myself to weeks of bed rest, even though the doctors said it 
wouldn’t help my situation. I drank 4 litres of fluid a day, hoping that a 
small measure would stay in my baby’s amniotic sac. Each time I cried, 
I thought I was robbing my unborn child. Isolation and despondency 

occupied my second trimester.

Incredibly, I stayed pregnant until I was 26 weeks and 6 days gestation. 
My labour started the day before, during a snowstorm. I was already 
admitted at Mt. Sinai hospital. When the pain became sharp and 
persistent, the evidence was undeniable. Just past midnight on March 
10th, my baby wanted out.

“I think I need the morphine.” My eyes rise in apology to him. Bruce 
settles into the chair closest to my bed. Larissa beams triumphantly as I 
press the call bell.

Minutes later, analgesic received, an unfamiliar red haired obstetrician 
mutters from between my elevated knees. “Your cervix is closed, so 
you aren’t delivering right now,” she says as she removes her sterile 
gloves with slow precision. This could be the scene in “Father of the 
Bride Two” when Steve Martin asks his wife’s obstetrician if she’s old 
enough to be a doctor. Mine tells me that she can’t predict what is to 
come. Bruce holds my hand with a sweaty palm. I hear his stomach 
growl.

Larissa lets the ginger haired doctor corral her team out of the room 
before she returns to us, although I suspect that she’s been waiting 
judiciously to hear what the doctor said.

“Bruce, I’m glad you’re staying a bit longer.” Her face is as bright as 
the light the doctor used for her exam. She resumes her supervisor’s 
position on the bed next to mine.

With each parade of the stomping army in my belly, I am unable to 
focus. Larissa compares it to the march of time on her wrist. There is a 
reprieve every ten minutes.

“When I get morphine, it doesn’t take this long to kick in. You should 
be having some relief by now.” She glances at Bruce, her smile 
clouding over. The noises being made by my body reveal the truth 
about the failure of the analgesic. She stands up and confronts Control 
Freak Me. “I’m going to get your nurse.”

“I wish Larissa would stop telling me not to leave,” Bruce says, lowering 
his voice to the loud grumble he calls a whisper when she leaves the 
room. “I wasn’t going anywhere.”

“She means well, Brucie.” I pat the bedside me, wanting him close. I 
haven’t hugged him since he arrived. “I think she’s being protective. 
You know...” Moaning steals my breath away.

My self-appointed guardian returns, finding Bruce comforting me in 
his embrace. Larissa informs me that she directed my nurse to come 
see me. Her own evening monitoring pending, she retreats to her 
room. Bruce’s shoulders drop two inches.

Down the hall, the echo of my groan precedes its antecedent. Then I 
realize it’s another woman crying out before me. I join her in a duet of 
agony. She’s the one in labour. Not me.

Bruce spies on her being rolled down the hall when I call out to him 
urgently. Was that ten minutes? My nails leave lunar marks in his skin.

“It hurts so much.” The prolonged O rivals the death throes of the 
proverbial fat lady. Bruce’s blue eyes show me something that I don’t 
want to know.

A Jamaican nurse named Rose enters. She’s cared for me before. Rose 
stands with her hands on her hips.
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“What’s all the commotion goin’ on in here, girl? I can hear you 
halfway down the hall.” I start to explain my situation to her. I double 
over from the squeezing pain of my abdomen. Structured words 
crumble into incomprehensible gibberish.

Her response is immediate. “You’ll be needin’ a doctor.” The same 
too-young (please-be-competent) doctor returns, red hair pulled back 
in a ponytail ready for business. She performs an internal exam using 
bulk gloves form the open box on the wall. Isn’t she concerned about 
sterility anymore?

She yanks off the gloves saying, “Mr. and Mrs. Donaldson, you’re going 
to have a baby tonight.”

Bruce and I start crying. He leans down to kiss me. His tears taste the 
same as mine.

“No. No, it’s too early!” Was that him or me? “Is there any way you can 
stop it?” The doctor shakes her head at my plea. If Bruce squeezes me 
any harder, I won’t be able to breathe. The doctor comes to my side, a 
delicate hand on my knee.

“I’m sorry. I can’t. I’ll do an ultrasound in the room to make sure the 
baby is positioned properly. If the baby is breech or side-lying, you’ll 
need a C-section.”

Bruce buries his head in my belly. His voice chokes as he says to his 
unborn son, “You show them! You show them!” Any stereotype of a 
British stiff upper lip never prepared me for this image. I’ve never seen 
him cry before.

The fingers of fate grab at my uterus. My crescendo joins his cries. It’s 
almost nine P.M. My Panic rises. It occurs to me that I don’t know how 
to breathe properly. I didn’t take any pre-natal preparations. I watched 
a delivery when I was a nursing student and nearly fainted. What was I 
thinking?

When we chose the risk of premature birth, Bruce and I faced a 
heartache for which thought we were prepared. Shelley shared her 
experience in the neonatal intensive care unit. We knew it wouldn’t 
be an easy ride for our son, whom we named Torran. The first time 
doctors offered to remove Torran’s life support, I had yet to hold him. 
He had bleeding in his brain and it was getting worse. He was 5 days 
old, the equivalent of a 27 week and 4 day old fetus.

With Torran’s premature birth, I lost my third trimester. I never had a 
baby shower. My belly didn’t grow into that lovely pregnancy bump. 

I never realized how much my reproductive ability defined my sense 
of myself as a woman. In the NICU at Mt. Sinai, I had little concept 
of myself as a parent. 5 days after I heard the Torran’s brief strangled, 
blood filled breath at birth, I faced the true possibility of never 
becoming a “real” mother.

Those weeks were the most difficult time of my life, and of my 
husband’s. I couldn’t bear to watch or read anything that was related to 
uncomplicated birth. Visiting a friend who had a full term child in the 
same hospital reduced me to a blubbery mess. I should have delivered 
after her, not beforehand.

Torran’s incubator was a plastic uterus. I developed a relationship with 
my child in the best way that I could. I read to him, participated in 
his care, and put 1 mL of breast milk in his feeding tube. The hospital 
became our home for four and a half months as we waited for our son 
to crawl farther and farther away from the risk of death.

Most of our friends and family didn’t truly comprehend the depth of 
Torran’s problems and our experience. A simple comment like, “But 
he’s getting better, right?” felt dismissive of the hundreds of needle 
pokes in Torran’s feet and limbs, or the empty feeling in our heart 
because we couldn’t hold our baby. When we came home, we were 
not like the other new parents we knew. We were afraid to sleep in 
case Torran would stop breathing, as we’d seen him do countless 
times in hospital. I measured his head circumference daily waiting 
for the time when it started increasing and he’d need another brain 
surgery. Four days a week, I did therapy with him to help him meet the 
milestones he was at risk for not achieving.

Folks offered statements like, “Every parent worries about their child.” 
We’d smile and nod, not telling them how hard it was to compare their 
typical parenting worries against ours. Thankfully, we have family and 
friends who didn’t tell us that we should “get over” our fears. Other 
people I know weren’t that lucky. They’ve parted ways with friends and 
family members over their reaction to premature birth. 

Being parents of a preemie took an enormous toll on me and my 
husband. It continues to have an effect on our lives, and that of our 
son. Premature infants have higher rates of early death, disability, 
learning disorders and neurodevelopmental conditions. Each of these 
takes an emotional, physical and financial toll on a premature family.

Torran is a happy, lively boy. He has his laundry list of medical problems, 
including Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Hearing Loss and Hydrocephalus, for 

Diana Nazareth Photography Diana Nazareth Photography
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which he has a shunt (a tube) in his brain. There’s a clot in his liver that 
happened because of a medical procedure the night he was born. We 
thought it went away. When he was a year old, we found out the truth. 
It’s another of his diagnoses that might, or might not, take him away 
from us.  We struggle more than some families, and are luckier than 
others. That’s the nature of the prematurity roulette wheel.

But, if I could go back in time, to that first choice over life or death, I 
wouldn’t change my mind. Nor would I remove the life support from 
my son the day he almost died from infection. Instead, I would wrap 
my arms around that fragile version of myself struggling to send every 
positive energy she could generate to the tiny skeleton in a box that 
was her son.

I would tell her, “Whatever happens, you are strong enough to endure 
this pain. You will bear witness to the awful things that are happening 
to him. You will always carry the pain he will forget. Please be brave. 
One day, his story will make a difference to a mother like you.”

For, that is what happened. I couldn’t talk to my family and friends 
every day when we were in the NICU. Recounting the daily trauma was 
too painful. Instead, I kept a journal-style blog they accessed online, 
safe from the perils around me. My microscopic world in the NICU, 
and then in the neurosurgical unit at Sick Kids Hospital was open for 
the world to read.

Three years later, when I was struggling with Torran’s most recent 
medical diagnosis, I received an email from Karen. She’d given 
birth to twins Parker and Hunter. Parker died a few days after birth. 

Hunter needed brain surgery, like Torran. Karen was lost in the 
world of prematurity and difficult choices which so few people truly 
understand. She reached out to me for support, like I did with Shelley 
in what seemed a lifetime ago.

What every premature parent needs is a better understanding from 
medical staff and families of children with uncomplicated birth. They 
need to know their feelings of guilt, anger and melancholy over their 
baby aren’t wrong. I wrote Growing A Rainbow: The Premature Journey 
of a Two Pound Hero so that preemie parents can see something 
of themselves in our family. They won’t feel so alone. Through our 
narrative, they’ll learn how we coped with the 136 days of Torran’s 
hospitalization and surgeries.

Torran’s start is a heartbreaking story, but one that readers can set aside 
until they feel comfortable enough to continue. Preemie parents don’t 
have that choice. I wanted to help people unfamiliar with prematurity 
to understand its impact. Sales from the book also support the 
Canadian Premature Babies Foundation, an organization that creates 
a support network among parents in a way that the hospitals cannot, 
because the babies are the patients, not the parents. 

Being a member of the prematurity community is an honour for 
me. I’ve met fantastic parents whose children’s struggle through the 
NICU is wholly unknown. Our children face lifetimes of medical and 
developmental complications. Some marriages are strengthened; 
others fall apart. Our families are of diverse backgrounds and varied 
opinions. Our incredible fortitude and love for our children unites 
us. In the realm of prematurity, there are no right or wrong answers 
for our difficult choices. There is an opportunity to gain a better 
understanding of what lies ahead for preemies and their families 
before those choices are made. I hope Torran’s story is part of that 
enlightenment.

An emergency nurse and proud mother, Lesley Donaldson-Reid is an 
author, writing about prematurity and special needs parenting as well 
as her interests in travel, sci-fi and fantasy. In 2008, her son Torran 
was born prematurely. He taught her and her husband Bruce how to 
tackle life day by day. This story includes an excerpt from Lesley’s book 
Growing A Rainbow.  

  THE IMPOSSIBLE CHOICE I’D MAKE AGAIN: GIVING BIRTH TO A PREEMIE
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PLACENTA ENCAPSULATION SERVICES IN ALBERTA
Your baby’s placenta contains your own natural hormones and is perfectly adapted to your needs. Thanks to it some 
women dehydrate their placentas and put it in capsules to use during the initial months after giving birth. It is believed to balance 
your hormonal system, replenish depleted iron, lessen bleeding, increase breastmilk production, ease your postpartum moods, and 
hasten the return of your uterus’ pre-pregnancy state! To include a listing contact bi_events@asac.ab.ca and become an  
ASAC member! Go to ww.asac.ab.ca, click on “About ASAC” and “Join/Renew Membership”.

A Beautiful Child: Marissa Dean
Serving Calgary and surrounding communities 
marissadean2009@hotmail.com  
403-560-6470  
www.facebook.com/abeautifulchildservices

A Conscious Birth: Candyce Morris
Serving Edmonton and area 
candyce@aconsciousbirth.com 
780-709-9514 
www.AConsciousBirth.com

Amanda Radcliffe
Serving Whitecourt and area 
amanda.collin@hotmail.com  
780-706-3929

f.a.b. birth services: Kimberley Girard
Serving Calgary and the rural Foothills (Okotoks, High River, 
Nanton, Pincher Creek, Black Diamond, Turner Valley, Bragg 
Creek, Cochrane) 
info@fierceandbeautiful.com  
403-971-8094

from Baby, with Love: Sandra Finlan
Serving Red Deer to Rocky Mountain House and area 
sfinlan@frombabywithlove.com  
403.896.7809  
www.facebook.com/frombabywithlove

Krista Oestreich
Serving Didsbury to Blackfalds 
kristaoestreich@yahoo.com  
403-559-9329

Natasha Longridge CD(DONA), PES
Serving Edmonton Westend, Stony Plain,  
Spruce Grove, St Albert 
supermommadoula@live.ca  
780-318-9336

Nine Months & Beyond Doula: Krystal Bartz
Serving Lethbridge and area 
krystal@ninemonthsdoula.com  
403-360-5357

Pure Birth Services: Susan Stewart LaForest
Serving Calgary, Okotoks, Airdrie, High River, Bragg Creek, Banff, 
Canmore, Red Deer, Didsbury, and Nanton 
susan@purebirth.ca  
403-668-7732 or 403-801-4081  
www.purebirth.ca

Roots of Life Placenta Encapsulation
RootsofLifetn@gmail.com  
www.placentaroots.com 
Serving Edmonton and area: Trudi Rumball RAc., HHP, PES  
780-298-9811 
Serving Calgary and area: Nicole Stevens RAc., HHP, PES 
587-984-4915

Full Circle Birth Collective
Sonya Duffee CLD CLDT (CAPPA) 
Serving Edmonton 
fullcirclebirthcollective@gmail.com  
587-521-2717 
www.facebook.com/FCBCdoula

Stefanie McKinnon CD(DONA), CBE, PES
Serving Edmonton and area 
beautiful.beginnings@shaw.ca  
780-966-3828  
www.beautiful-beginnings.ca

Women’s Balance Health
Serving Sherwood Park and Edmonton 
Nadia Houle BSc, R Ac, PE 
Addie Baklinski PE 
info@womensbalancehealth.ca  
780-919-6870  
womensbalancehealth.ca

The Crunchy Mommy: Elisabeth Hoffman
Serving Central Alberta,  
located minutes south of Red Deer 
elisabeth@thecrunchymommy.ca  
403-357-2444 

Niko Palmer CD(DONA), PES
Serving Edmonton and area 
niko.palmer@gmail.com 

780-965-6585
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PRENATAL CLASSES IN EDMONTON AREA

A Helping Hand: Nancy Johnson
Location: Edmonton 
Time: 6 weeks, 2 hours/class—12 hours 
Phone: 780.634.2216 
Email: helping_hand@shaw.ca 
Website: www.helpinghandprenatal.weebly.com

Baby Bump: Lisa Mackell CD(DONA), 
CBEd(CBI)
Location: Edmonton 
Time: Friday night and all day Saturday—9 hours 
Phone: 780.918.9359 
Email: babybumpdoula@yahoo.ca 
Website: www.babybumpdoula.com

Blooming Bellies: Skyla Bradley  
and Trish Walker, 
Birthing From Within certified mentor 
Location: Edmonton 
Time: Weekend, 6 hours each day—12 hours 
Phone: 780-920-1763 
Email: info@bloomingbellies.ca 
Website: www.bloomingbellies.ca

Conscious Prenatals: Claire MacDonald, 
MA, (CD)DONA
Location: Edmonton 
Time: 6 weeks, 2 hours/class—12 hours 
Phone: 587-920-7911 
Email: cveisseire@yahoo.ca

Doula Care: Mitzi Gerber CLD, LE(CAPPA), 
CBE
Niko Palmer (CD)DONA, Stefanie McKinnon 
CD(DONA), PES 
Location: Edmonton, Lucina Center 
Time: 4 weeks, 2 hours/class, Sundays or Fridays—8 
hours 
Phone: 780-450-0983 or 780-266-3773 
Email: mitger@telus.net 
Website: doulacare.vpweb.ca

Energy of Birthing: Ava Curtola R.N.
Location: Spruce Grove and Edmonton 
Time: Weekend, 4 hours/class—8 hours 
Phone: 780-963-3111 
Website: www.theEnergyofBirthing.com

Hypnobabies Childbirth Education: Ricky 
Issler CD(DONA), HCHI
Location: Edmonton and Beaumont 
Time: Weekly for 6 weeks, 3 hour/class (see website for 
class schedule) 
Phone: 780-929-4669 
Email: comfortinghands@telus.net 
Website: www.comfortinghandsdoula.com

International Cesarean Awareness 
Network (ICAN) Canada
Location: Online 
Time: Ongoing web seminars—unlimited! 
Phone: (780) 444-9527 
Email: edmontonVBAC@gmail.com 
Website: edmontonvbac.com

Midwifery Care Partners:  
Barbara Scriver, RM
Location: Edmonton South 
Time: Weekly, Mondays, 2 hours/class—6 hours 
Phone: 780-490-5383 
Email: barb@midwiferycp.ca 
Website: www.midwiferycp.ca

Motherizing Childbirth Education:  
Lisa Cryderman, R.N.
Location: Edmonton 
Time: Weekend (Fri, Sat, Sun) or over 4 weeks—12 hours 
Phone: 780–901-1178 
Email: lisa@motherizing.com 
Website: www.motherizing.com

Soul Birth ~ Midwifery for the Soul: 
Jennifer Summerfeldt
Location: online 
Time: 8 modules in your own time 
Email: Jennifer@soulbirth.ca 
Website: www.onlinechildbirthclasses.org

Terra – Centre for Pregnant & Parenting 
Teens  
Location: Edmonton Centre 
Times: Weekly, 2 hours 
Phone: 780-428-3772 
Email: terra@terraassociation.com 
Website: terracentre.ca

To include a listing contact bi_events@asac.ab.ca and become an ASAC member! Go to ww.asac.
ab.ca, click on “About ASAC” and “Join/Renew Membership”.
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Have you heard of MCAN? The MaternityCare Consumers 
of Alberta Network (MCAN) aims to be the provincial body that 
represents consumers on important maternity care health policy 
and other initiatives. It advocates for Alberta women’s rights to make 
informed choices and have equal access to publicly funded, quality 
maternity care of their choosing in their community (whether 
provided by midwives, physicians or obstetricians).

MCAN conducted a Listening Campaign from April through August 
2014 that included nine focus groups in urban, remote, and rural 
communities, a survey with 1,235 responses, and interviews.

On November 5, 2014 the MaternityCare Consumers of Alberta 
Network (MCAN) released its report which uncovered how Alberta’s 
maternity care system is in the midst of a crisis, unsustainable, and not 
meeting families’ needs. 

Lethbridge mother and doula, Michelle Maisonville stated, “Here 
in southern Alberta and across the province, we heard that women 
are not free to choose where, how, and with whom they birth. Our 
Listening Campaign found that there is a province-wide shortage of 
all types of maternity care providers, particularly low-risk providers 
including family doctors practicing maternity care and midwives. 
Many women cannot choose to birth where they want, whether that is 
in hospital, at a free-standing birth centre, or at home. Women should 
be able to decide where they birth.”

Calgarian Dr. Lolly de Jonge, the report’s primary author, stated, 
“Alberta needs to make a clear commitment to improve maternity 
care. MCAN is calling on Premier Jim Prentice to appoint a multi- 
stakeholder, interdisciplinary team to establish a clear vision and 
develop a maternity care strategy that supports all families. The team 
should represent urban, rural, remote, and diverse populations and be 
comprised of family doctors, midwives, obstetricians, nurses, lactation 
consultants, doulas, childbirth educators, mental health professionals, 

early childhood specialists, and academia. Most importantly, there 
should be high consumer representation (at least 25%).

Co-author Nicole Hill who lives in Edmonton continued, “In 
September, 2014 Health Minister Stephen Mandel said, ‘We need to do 
more listening and less talking when it comes to health care.’ MCAN 
agrees with this simple yet powerful approach - that is precisely what 
we did with our Listening Campaign. We hope that the voices of 
Albertans from across the province will be heard and acted upon.”

Registered nurse, Lucie Lapierre, who is expecting her second child 
said, “In Fort McMurray / Wood Buffalo, like many parts of Alberta, 
there is a baby boom which is expected to continue. We also have 
a shortage of caregivers and those practicing in the region are 
overloaded. Our system is not as supportive of the professionals 
working within it as it should be. This needs to change.”

Rebecca Edwards Rabiey of Birth Matters for Peace Parents added, 
“During our focus groups including the one here in Peace River, 
we heard that the shortage is impacting health care professionals’ 
well-being which, in turn, compromises care, creates inefficiencies, 
increases risk, and increases dissatisfaction for women and birth 
workers. Babies cannot wait for the health care system to catch up 
before they are born.”

To find our more go to www.maternitycarealberta.com  

CONSUMER NEWS

Birth Pool Rental & Placenta Encapsulation

candyce@aconsciousbirth.com
780.709.9514
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Lactation Consultants @ Home

There are a number of other professionals who can also 
support your breastfeeding journey without you needing 
to leave your home. Some Public Health Nurses are 
certified lactation consultants. You can call the Alberta 
Public Health line and ask for a nurse who has the IBCLC 
certification. They can then combine the postpartum home 
visit with breastfeeding support. Also many senior birth 
and postpartum doulas have taken breastfeeding courses 
and can provide a certain level of hands-on support and 
reassurance. Search for your local doula association website. 
It will have their names and contact info. La Leche League 
leaders (LLL) are enthusiastic women who have breastfed 
their children and are leaders in their community. They can 
be of great help. Give them a call.

To include a listing contact bi_events@asac.ab.ca and 
become an ASAC member! Go to ww.asac.ab.ca, click 
on “About ASAC” and “Join/Renew Membership”.

Arie Brentnall-Compton, LE, CBE 
arie@tadpoles.ca | 780.777.9525

Kirsten Goa, IBCLC, RLC Esengo Consulting 
kgoa@esengo.net | www.esengo.net | 780.974.7409 
holisticbreastfeeding.ca

Krystal Hoople RN, BScN, IBCLC 
NaturalConnections@shaw.ca | 780.907.3481 
naturalconnections.vpweb.ca

Lee-Ann Grenier, LE, CBE, LLL Leader 
lacgrenier@gmail.com | 780.571.4039 
holisticbreastfeeding.ca

Pam Davey BSc., IBCLC, CD(DONA) 
birthingsinceforever@gmail.com | 780.554.8475 
www.wix.com/birthing/sinceforever

Susan Prendergast MN RN NP CBE Koru Family Wellness 
korufamilywellness@gmail.com | 780.999.1970 
www.lucinacentre.ca/wellness/koru-family-wellness

BScN: Bachelor of Science in Nursing

CBE: Certified Breastfeeding Educator

IBCLC: International Board of Certified Lactation 
Consultants

LE: Lactation Educator

LLL: La Leche League

RN: Registered Nurse

The library is open to everyone with  
an ASAC membership

You can come around to borrow books and DVDs.

The ASAC library is a great resource for parents because it has books, DVDs, and 
CDs that are not readily available elsewhere.

ASAC library, 7219 106 street, Edmonton, side door. Fridays from 10am to noon or 
every 2nd Tuesday of the month from 7pm to 9pm.

You can find the Orgasmic Birth video and book at the ASAC Library!

This section is reserved for lactation consultants who do home visits in Alberta. They do not ask their clients to come to them, 
at their office or clinic. 

We know that there may be many Lactation Consultants in hospital and clinical settings; however most mothers find it 
difficult to leave home when they have a newborn. They will delay accessing help because of it, which has an impact on her 
breastfeeding success.
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DICTIONARY OF TERMS

Active labour is when contractions are regular, come closer together and 
last longer. They will not stop until baby is born. They are usually between 
2-5 minutes apart lasting between 45 seconds to 2 minutes. They require 
you to focus all your energy. You may use breathing, vocalization, touch, and 
movement to cope. Some women are fearful and anxious, some withdrawn 
and calm, and others are loud but confident. You may feel some bum 
pressure, but are not feeling an overwhelming urge to push. This is a time to 
be active: stand, walk, squat, and lean—in short: move as it will help bring 
baby down and cope with the sensations. You are between 5-10cm dilated.

Apgar score was devised in 1952 by Dr. Virginia Apgar as a simple visual 
method to quickly assess the health of newborns immediately after birth 
without taking baby away from mom and to know whether or not baby 
needs urgent help. The score is determined by evaluating the newborn baby 
on five simple criteria. The criteria are appearance, pulse, grimace, activity, 
and respiration. It is done silently in the caregivers head at one, five and ten 
minutes after birth. It is charted in your medical record.

Bag of water is the membranes surrounding your baby inside the uterus. It 
looks like a water balloon! It is very thin and strong and attaches itself to the 
placenta. It also protects the baby from infections. This membrane ruptures 
at some point during the labour. Most of the time it is when a mom pushes. 
Some babies are born “in the caul”; it looks like a large white membrane 
enveloping the baby the way mammals look like when they are born. Before 
the membrane ruptures, it can come out in front of the head of the baby. 
It can feel like loose and soft tissues or as hard as a water bomb! When it 
ruptures the mom feels a huge release of pressure and the baby’s body is not 
far behind.

Birth plan is a one-page outline of your birth preferences. A couple would 
usually show it to their caregiver during pregnancy and make sure their nurse, 
or midwife, reads it again when they are in labour. The term “birth plan” can 
sometimes be misinterpreted in the medical community as a mother’s naivety 
at the complexity of labour, possible risks, or the split-second decision making 
that may be necessary in a true emergency. For this reason having a concept 
like a birth map may be more beneficial: a clear mental understanding, 
between mom and the birth team, of all possible scenarios that could present 
themselves during labour, birth, and even postpartum, and how you would 
want to deal with these situations.

Bloody show. Some women notice spotting when they are in labour that 
looks like a mixture of blood and mucous. This is because when the cervix 
dilates little blood vessels can break and bleed. Some women have a sensitive 
cervix and have bloody show fairly early, others show only when they are 
in transition. Bloody show can appear when a woman after going to the 
bathroom when she is wiping, in the toilet bowl, or in her underwear.

Braxton Hicks contractions, also known as practice contractions, are 
sporadic uterine contractions usually felt in the last trimester of pregnancy. 
Not all expectant mothers feel these contractions. They are thought to be an 
aid to the body in its preparation for birth as they will help stretch and dilate 
the cervix. Many women find them confusing as they can last for quite a long 
time, and then die down. It is common for 1st time mothers to go back-and-
forth to the hospital to find out that they are not in labour. The trick is that if 
contractions stop after a few hours after a rest or a bath, then you are not in 
labour. Take a bath, if after 30 minutes they get stronger, than you may be in 
early labour!

Breaking the bag of water, also called rupturing the membranes, is when 
the bag of water, which is the membranes surrounding your baby in utero, 
breaks. They can rupture at any time after 37 weeks. In the majority of cases, 
membranes rupture spontaneously during pushing. In the rare case that your 
membranes rupture before labour starts, know that labour can take between 
1 to 30 hours to start. Most caregivers will want you to go into labour within 
24 hours, but it is up to you to make an informed choice. If your water is 
brown, green, thick like pea soup, or has blood clots—go immediately to the 
hospital as this may indicate that your baby is compromised. Some caregivers 
like to know if your membranes break because there is a slight chance that 

the umbilical cord gets trapped while the water flows out, which could affect 
the proper oxygenation of your baby. These caregivers will want to listen to 
fetal heart rate, assess fetal movement, check the colour of the fluid, and do 
a vaginal exam. Note that vaginal exams push bacteria up the vaginal canal 
closer to baby, which heightens the risk of infection. Membranes can also 
be broken artificially by your caregiver during a vaginal exam to hasten your 
labour or pushing. They have no nerve endings so the rupture does not hurt. 
However, some women find that the pressure before it breaks can be intense. 
Most membranes rupture will break spontaneously during pushing. Because 
the artificial rupture of membranes (AROM) can increase the risk of infections 
and increase the intensity of contractions, some women prefer to keep their 
membranes intact as long as possible, or to squat during a contraction to 
naturally break their own membranes. It is also possible for your bag of water 
to break and to feel no contractions. It can take up to 30 hours for labour to 
start!

Cord clamping is when a caregiver uses two sterile prongs to cut the 
umbilical cord. The cord can be clamped 30 to 45 seconds to 2-3 minutes 
after birth, or not at all (leaving the baby and placenta attaché until the cord 
dries and breaks naturally, which takes between 5-10 days). Once full placental 
transfusion has occurred and the baby has transitioned, the umbilical blood 
vessels close inside the baby and the cord appears very thin, white and 
flattened. This is called the physiological cord closure, which is a natural 
postpartum process. There is compelling evidence that shows premature cord 
clamping is a harmful and unnecessary birth intervention and that optimal 
cord clamping, waiting for physiological cord closure, should be standard 
practice (also called delayed cord clamping).

Dilation is when the cervix stretches and opens to allow for the baby to 
pass into the vaginal canal. It is measured in centimeters (0-10cm) during a 
vaginal exam. Dilation is different for every woman, depending on how many 
babies she’s had, how low a baby is in her pelvis, how tired she is, how baby 
is positioned against her cervix, her state of mind, her sense of support, and 
of course, how relaxed she is. Textbook progression would be ½ cm an hour, 
and at least some progress in 4 hours. However, some women progress faster 
and others slower. Dilation is only one of many ways to measure progress. 
Contraction pattern, mom’s behaviour, vaginal fluids, spotting, bag of water, 
vocalization, breathing, sensations of pain and the shape of the uterus are all 
indicators of progression.

Due date is the estimated date when a baby will be born. It is the 40th week 
of gestation. However, most babies are born healthy between 37-42 weeks 
gestation. It can be calculated by knowing the date of your last period or by 
an ultrasound in the first 12 weeks of pregnancy. The Society of Obstetricians 
and Gynaecologists of Canada (SOGC) prefers the dating ultrasound over the 
last menstrual period as many women have irregular menstrual cycles and it 
may make it difficult to be sure when the baby was conceived. For those of 
you that have regular cycles and have been charting, feel free to insist on the 
date you believe is right. It can have profound effects on the management of 
your birth.

Early labour is when contractions do not go away. You can stand, sit, lie 
down or take a bath and they will be steady. They will have a pattern and 
increase in length and frequency. This may take a few hours or days. So ignore 
them until you need to focus during and in between contractions. When they 
are 5 minutes apart lasting 45 seconds for at least 2 hours, you are definitively 
in labour! It is a time to lay low: lie down, relax, and rest. Do not try to make 
things go faster especially if labour starts at night; go back to bed and turn the 
lights off. If you can get a nap, go for it as it may be your last in years! You are 
between 0-5 cm dilated.

Effacement is when the cervix is thinning. It goes from very thick to paper 
thin at the end of labour. Effacement often occurs faster that dilation, with 
most women being quite thin by transition. Effacement does not occur evenly 
throughout the cervix, it may be thick on one side, but thicker on the other. 
It is usually measured in percentages (0-100%). It is only known by accepting 
a vaginal exam. If a woman’s cervix swells (because she is pushing before she 
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should) or has a lip then the cervix seems thicker that it should. 

Epidural analgesia is an injection of a cocktail of drugs, including narcotics, 
into the epidural space of the spine. It blocks the highway of information to 
the brain, allowing a woman to not feel pain. Depending on the strength of 
the cocktail and the body’s reaction to it, a woman may feel nothing or will 
still feel a certain amount of pressure but without pain. The epidural is used to 
help women cope with the pain of childbirth, to relax, and have a vaginal birth 
rather than a cesarean section. When you have an epidural, you will have a 
catheter placed, IV, saline and synthetic oxytocin administered, blood pressure 
cuff, continuous monitoring, and bed bound. The epidural is associated with a 
number of risks: It is known to slow down the body’s production of the natural 
form of oxytocin. Without oxytocin there are no uterine contractions, so 
no labour! This is why a synthetic form of it is administered to the labouring 
mom via a drip. It can also cause malpositioning of baby, tetonic contractions, 
placental abruption, poor fetal heart tones, and instrument delivery. An 
epidural has also been associated with an increased risk of interventions—
one intervention leading to another to compensate for the negative effects 
of the previous intervention. Epidurals slow down contractions and cause 
malpositioning. Non-gravity friendly position cause baby to stay high, 
analgesic effect of the pelvic floor prevents baby to rotate, and lack of 
sensations from the mothers prevents her from pushing effectively. The 
epidural also affects baby as the drug passes to baby via the blood stream. 
Because narcotics are respiratory suppressants and babies have immature 
lungs, epidurals increase the risk of having poor fetal heart tones, low apgar 
scores, and babies that will need resuscitation after birth. These risks depend 
on when the epidural was placed (at 4cm or 8cm), for how long it has been in 
the body, and how strong the dose is.

Episiotomy is when a caregiver cuts into the perineum to make the vaginal 
opening larger. Routine episiotomies are not beneficial as they cut much 
more deeply into a woman’s pelvic floor than a natural tear would. It also takes 
longer to heal. However, if the baby is compromised it is an effective way to 
quickly birth a baby and to prevent surgery or an instrument delivery.

Erythromycin is an ointment that is placed on the eyes of your baby after 
birth. It protects baby from STDs that the mother has (Chlamydia and 
Gonorrhea). If a woman has these STDs it can cause blindness. If it is needed, 
it must be administered within the 1st hour of birth to be effective.

Fentanyl is a strong synthetic opioid that acts rapidly but for a short time. 
It is used to deal with pain. It is commonly used when suturing, in surgical 
pre-procedures, as an analgesic and can also be mixed in epidural analgesia 
cocktail. It is usually given intravenously via an intravenous drip or as a shot. 
Fentanyl is approximately 100 times more potent than morphine. Main risk is 
respiratory distress to mother and child, just like other opioids.

Group B Strep, or GBS, is a naturally occurring bacteria in the vaginal flora 
that is found in 20-40% women. It is not a STD. However, a newborn baby 
can be become seriously ill from a GBS infection. Infection sites are the 
mucous membranes (eyes, nose, mouth) and can occur either when the 
bag of water ruptures or during pushing. If infected, a baby can be prone to 
pneumonia and meningitis. To protect against this bacteria, antibiotic are 
given intravenously at least 4 hours before the birth of a baby. Because of the 
high number of false positives, some women choose to adopt a wait-and-see 
approach for signs of infection after the birth. Antibiotics would then be given 
to baby.

Homebirth is when a woman gives birth at home with the support of 
registered midwives or unassisted. Midwives will bring with them all the 
safety equipment including oxygen tanks, drugs, syringes, scalpels, gloves, 
Dopplers, etc. Families are required to buy bedding, towels, blue absorbent 
pads, diapers and any other birth non-medical supplies. Epidurals are not 
available. A decade of research recognized by the Society of obstetricians 
and Gynecology of Canada (SOGC) has concluded that not only is midwifery 
care safe but so is homebirth as long as you have a recognized medical 
professional such as a registered midwife. It is on this basis that midwifery has 
re-emerged in Canada and is now integrated (recognized and paid for just like 
doctors are) within most provincial healthcare systems. For more information 

read: Patricia A. Janssen, Lee Saxell, Lesley A. Page, Michael C. Klein, Robert M. 
Liston, and Shoo K. Lee. “Outcomes of planned home birth with registered 
midwife versus planned hospital birth with midwife or physician. ” Canadian 
Medical Association Journal 181 (2009): 6-7; De Jonge A, van der Goes B, 
Ravelli A, Amelink-Verberg M, Mol B, Nijhuis J, Bennebroek Gravenhorst 
J, Buitendijk S, “Perinatal mortality and morbidity in a nationwide cohort 
of 529688 low-risk planned home and hospital births.” British Journal of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology 116, no. 9 (2009): 1177-1184; Hutton EK, Reitsma 
AH, Kaufman K. “Outcomes associated with planned home and planned 
hospital births in low-risk women attended by midwives in Ontario, Canada, 
2003-2006: a retrospective cohort study.” Birth 36, no. 3 (2009): 180-189; and, 
Lee SK, Ryan EM, Etches DJ, Farquharson DF, Peacock D, et al. “Outcomes 
of planned home births versus planned hospital births after regulation of 
midwifery in British Columbia.” Canadian Medical Association Journal 166 
(2002): 315-323.

Hypnosis can be used to help a woman relax during labour and birth. There 
are a variety of techniques, all of which strive to teach women to go into 
self-hypnosis during childbirth. Self-hypnosis has been reported to create 
an altered state of mind, which facilitates relaxation, which in turn enables a 
woman to have a more pleasant, satisfying and controlled birth experience. 
Women under hypnosis are completely aware of their surroundings. You can 
learn these techniques by taking a class with a certified instructor, studying 
from a book and CD, as well as by practicing exercises such as breathing and 
visualization exercises.  

Induction is when your labour is artificially started, using a synthetic gel to 
ripen the cervix and then synthetic hormone to make the uterus contract. It is 
always done at the hospital, and may take several days before you are in active 
labour. This will mean that from start to several hours postpartum you will 
have the IV in. Women have reported that the contraction pattern in strong. 
Some women cope well but most will end up asking for an epidural. Some 
babies find this contraction pattern too strong and may have trouble coping 
over the long term, which can lead to a cesarean. Whether you have one 
baby or twins, if your caregiver recommends an induction, remember that the 
SOGC recommends a wait-and-see approach or to consider it 10 days after 
the due date.

Laughing gas, also called Nitrous Oxide, is an anesthetic drug, which is 
normally administered as a mixture with 50% gas and 50% oxygen in medical 
grade gas tanks, with the trade name Entonox or Nitronox. Inhalation is 
frequently used to relieve the sensation of pain associated with childbirth (it 
takes the edge of pain off), and has been shown to be a safe and effective 
aid for women wanting to give birth vaginally. It can make a woman feel 
temporarily dizzy, sleepy or nauseous. Stopping its use will allow a woman to 
quickly get back to normal. There are no known long-term negative effects to 
baby or moms. 

Lip, or cervical lip, is when a little part of the cervix is not fully thinned 
out, or effaced; a little part of the cervix is swollen still. It usually occurs at 9 
cm dilation. To get rid of it, a woman just needs to lean into the area that is 
swollen (right, forward or left) to have her baby’s head put pressure on that 
part of the cervix. Unless her cervix is swollen because of an early urge to 
push, after 3 or 4 contractions she will be fully dilated.

Meconium staining is when a baby has a bowel movement in utero. When 
a baby lacks oxygenation, even for a split second, it causes an automatic 
bowel movement. The meconium staining is only noticed when the bag of 
water breaks and we see that the amniotic fluid isn’t its usual clear colour; 
instead it has a yellow, green or brown tinge. This can indicate that the baby 
may be compromised. However, sometimes it just means that the umbilical 
cord is kinked and the labouring mom needs to adopt a different position. 
Or that the baby is presenting breech. Intervention is dependent on the 
colour, thickness of the stain, the stage of labour, and fetal heartrate. In any 
rate, consult with your caregiver if you notice that your amniotic fluid looks 
stained. With meconium staining babies often have their airways aspirated 
immediately after birth to clear up their airways and prevent lung infection. 
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Monitoring, or electronic fetal monitoring, is when the baby’s heartbeat 
and uterine contractions are recorded. A positive fetal heart usually varies 
between 100-150 beats per minute, shows variability and recovers fast 
after a contraction. If a heart tone falls below 100 and lingers down, it 
may be an early sign of exhaustion or distress. Nurses will monitor closely 
and interventions may be suggested to speed up the labour. The skill set, 
experience, and psychological state of the caregivers all come into play 
when interpreting the fetal heart records. There are 2 types of monitoring: 
Continuous and intermittent electronic fetal monitoring. Continuous 
monitoring is when a woman is tied to a machine lying on a bed during her 
whole labour. Intermittent monitoring is when a caregiver listens to the baby’s 
heart rate for about 60 seconds every 15-30 minutes when a woman is more 
than 5 cm dilated and every 5-15 minutes during pushing. When a woman has 
a hospital birth, it is customary for her to have what is called “a 20-30 minute 
strip” when she arrives at the hospital—which means that is monitored 
continuously for 30 minutes. In home births, only intermittent monitoring is 
used. Research has shown that unless a woman has risks (e.g. risks associated 
to using pain medication or having a vbac), continuous fetal monitoring is 
not beneficial. Continuous monitoring of healthy moms and babies has been 
shown to increase the cesarean rate as it limits a woman ability to move, 
walk, find positions that are comfortable and gravity-friendly, and prevents a 
woman from adopting gravity friendly positions, and use a wider variety of 
coping strategies such as the shower.

Oxytocin, Syntocinon, and Pitocin are all synthetic form of the naturally 
occurring hormone oxytocin. It is administered with an intravenous and used 
to contract smooth tissues in the body, which causes uterine contractions. It 
is given when a woman has an epidural, during an induction or an augment. 
There may be different reasons for it: perhaps your labour is long and you are 
tired, your contractions have slowed down, your contractions are far apart, 
your contractions are not long enough, we need to start labour, to rotate a 
baby in a more optimal position, or to prevent your labour from stopping 
altogether.

Posterior presentation means that a baby is head down, face looking at 
mom’s bellybutton, and baby’s spine against mom’s back (directly on the 
spine, or tilted to the right or left). It can be due to a number of reasons 
including the shape of your pelvis, angle of the uterus, an inactive lifestyle, 
muscle and ligament tightness, fear and stress. Posterior presentations are 
the main source of the “failure to progress” diagnosis and exhaustion in 
labour, which in turn leads to cesarean sections. The main reason for it is that 
the part of the baby’s head, which is presenting is wider in this position. The 
labour is characterized with a stop-and-go rhythm. There may be periods of 
regular and intense contractions and then periods with hardly anything or 
even nothing for days. This pattern may indicate a posterior presentation. This 
means that the head needs to do lots of molding to fit, which takes extra time. 
Sometimes the baby’s body also needs to rotate more for the baby to be in a 
more optimal position, which also takes extra time. It can be a disheartening 
and exhausting labour pattern. Your caregivers may put pressure on you to 
manage and hurry the birth. Patience and lots of positive support is needed 
with a posterior baby. This presentation of your baby is a variation of normal. 

Postpartum Depression is depression that may start during pregnancy or 
at any time up to a year after the birth of a child. A mother or father with 
postpartum depression may not enjoy the baby and have frequent thoughts 
that they’re a bad parent. They may also have scary thoughts around harming 
themselves or their baby. Although it’s rare for a parent to make plans to act 
on these thoughts, this situation is serious and requires urgent medical care. 
Signs of postpartum depression include feeling sad, worthless, hopeless, 
guilty, or anxious a lot of the time. Some feel irritable or angry. People 
lose interest in things they used to enjoy and may withdraw from others. 
Depression can make it hard to focus on tasks and remember information. It 
can be hard to concentrate, learn new things, or make decisions. Depression 
can change the way people eat and sleep, and many people experience 
physical health problems. If you or a loved one is consistently depressed 
weeks after a birth, seek the support of a registered psychologist and like-

minded people such as the Postpartum Awareness Network www.ppda.ca. If 
you believe that a loved one is in danger, don’t hesitate to call 911.

Preeclampsia can occur during pregnancy, labour, and after the birth. It 
can be induced by your pregnancy or as a side-effect of pre-existing health 
concerns. You may have a combination of the following symptoms: high 
blood pressure, protein in your urine, blurred vision, headaches, nausea, pain 
in shoulder and/or abdominal area, swelling in parts of your body, racing 
pulse, mental confusion, heightened sense of anxiety, shortness of breath, 
and a sense of impending doom. Preeclampsia is very serious and can lead to 
seizures, stroke, multiple organ failure and death of the mother and/or baby. 
If you have a midwife, your care may be transferred to an obstetrician as your 
pregnancy is now high risk.

Prolonged rupture of membranes can occur when the bag of water 
is ruptured for a long time. Some caregivers will consider 12 hours long, 
while others will be comfortable with 24 or 48 hours. The reason why most 
caregivers will want you to go into labour within 24 hours and be checked 
is that there is an increased risk of infections to both baby and mom. Babies 
can be infected by bacteria because the bag of water that used to protect 
them is now open and any bacteria can travel into the water and to them. 
They are more sensitive to infections because their immune systems are more 
vulnerable than adults’, especially premature babies. Infections can occur 
because of lack of personal cleanliness, if they are sick (e.g. they have a cold 
or the flu), they are exposed to bacteria in the environment (stores, schools, 
other children, sick people, hospitals, etc.), the presence of vaginal bacteria 
(STDs and Group B Strep), and vaginal exams (fingers will push bacteria up the 
vaginal canal closer to baby). Some women choose a wait-and-see approach 
by staying home, changing pads regularly, drinking lots, and checking their 
temperature every 3-4 hours (rise in temperature will indicate an infection). If 
you are not in labour yet but choose to go to the hospital to be checked, you 
may be asked to stay. It is up to you to accept or refuse and go back home. 
An augment may also be suggested to quick-start labour. If you are in active 
labour and your water has been ruptured for over 24 hours, you may also be 
asked to speed things up to minimize risks. Full immersion in water has been 
shown to minimize the risks of infection, and could be used in labour as an 
alternative to interventions. 

Pushing is when a woman feels like pushing her baby. She is 10 cm 
dilated. She may first feel grunty for a while and eventually she will have an 
overwhelming natural urge to push. It is called “the fetal ejection reflex”. A 
woman instinctively knows how to push so refrain from telling her what to 
do and when to push. Many nurses will encourage a woman to push hard 
and hold her breath—although this can be an effective way to quickly push a 
baby, it has no place outside of an emergency situation. It can disempower a 
woman, take her out of her body by making her forget to listen to her body, 
and cause extensive tearing. It may be best for a woman to stay focused and 
for the team to be quiet. Truly, when a woman feels like pushing she needs 
no encouragement! In short, allow a birthing woman to naturally get to the 
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pushing stage – do not force her to push, even if she is 10cm dilated, until 
she has the real urge. If the urge fails to come after a few hours, privacy and a 
change of position will usually do the trick.

Sex can help soften the cervix and bring about uterine contractions. During 
ejaculation, semen covers the cervix. Because semen has prostaglandins, 
it will naturally soften the cervix. If you reach orgasm, oxytocin release will 
be activated. It is thanks to oxytocin that your uterus contracts. The more 
regularly you make love, and the more pleasurable sex is, the more your body 
will be ready to go into labour. 

Sweeping the membranes, also known as stretch-and-sweep, is when a 
caregiver does a deep vaginal exam and moves her fingers around the cervix 
to stimulate and/or separate the membranes around the baby. This causes 
a release of prostaglandins, which can help to kick-start labour. The cervix 
needs prostaglandins to become stretchy and to dilate. After this exam, you 
may experience some spotting and/or mild cramping. Semen also has high 
amount of prostaglandins—so being intimate, on a regular basis, can have the 
same effect while maintaining your privacy.

Tearing refers to the tearing of the perineum, which is the area between a 
woman’s legs that includes the urethra, vagina, and anus. When a woman 
pushes her baby out, this area can tear as the head emerges. There are 4 
degrees of tearing, 1st degree being skid marks within the vaginal wall and 
a little of the vulva. 2nd to 3rd degree tears include the tearing within and 
out of the vulva. 4th degree is tearing from the vagina to the anus. The last 2 
degrees of tearing are usually repaired by obstetricians in hospital. Extensive 
tearing can be cause by forced and fast pushing, epidurals, instrument 
deliveries and if babies present a hand by their head. Tearing weakens the 
pelvic floor, which can cause organ prolapse, sexual discomfort, incontinence 
and general discomfort. Extensive tearing is difficult for new moms as the 
healing of the perineum can take a while—they will find it difficult to sit, walk, 
or carry their babies.

Transition is the most intense time of active labour (between 8-10 cm 
dilation). Contractions are very close apart and last the longest (between 2-3 
minutes apart lasting 1 minute). Some women find that they are back-to-
back and this requires 100% of their focus and a positive mental attitude. It is 
when most women may feel overwhelmed and become anxious. Some even 
regress and become childlike. Others ask for an epidural or think of going 
to the hospital when they were planning a home birth. Many want to call it 
quits, have a wee break and just sleep. It can be hard for the woman’s spouse 
to witness. This is the time when the birth team is most needed—stay positive, 
tell her you believe in her, remind her of her achievements, encourage her, 
massage her, hold her, allow her cry, and let her know that “this is the most 
intense time but also the shortest”. Indeed, it usually does not last more than 
a couple of hours.

Vacuum delivery is done during the pushing stage by an obstetrician 
to speed up the birth of a baby and to prevent a cesarean section. The 
obstetrician will usually do an episiotomy, attach a suction cup to the 
presenting part of the baby’s head and apply traction while mom is pushing. 
The obstetrician does not pull; s/he accompanies a woman’s pushing 
efforts preventing the fetus’ head to retreat back when waiting for the next 
contraction. Many women are able to push their baby on their own once the 
baby is sufficiently engaged in the pelvis.

VBAC stands for a vaginal birth after a caesarean and refers to the practice of 
birthing a baby vaginally after a previous baby was born via caesarean section 
(surgically). The Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists recommends 
VBACs. Obstetricians, GPs, and Midwives can attend women who have 
had a previous cesarean. Women can ask for a home birth. The main risk 
being uterine rupture (0.47% chance), it is not recommended to augment 
contractions during a VBAC as it may increase the risk of rupture. 

Vernix is a creamy white deposit all over the skin of the baby. It protects 
the baby’s skin in utero. The amount of vernix at the time of birth will be an 
indication of the true gestational age of the baby, i.e. the more there is the 
closer the younger the baby is. 

Waterbirth. A woman can labour and birth in a pool of warm water. Full 
water immersion (over the pregnant belly) has been nicknamed “The 
Aquadural” as water immersion triggers relaxation and the heat masks the 
pain associated with contractions. Women appreciate the buoyancy as 
they can move more easily and adopt gravity friendly positions with ease. It 
has also been shown to improve baby’s breathing and to prevent tearing of 
the perineum. An extensive research project on the safety of waterbirth is 
underway at the University of Alberta. Results should be available in 2015.
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Join the conversation about options in birth and parenting
 ASAC (Association for Safe Alternatives in Childbirth)  @BirthIssues 

To be a member of ASAC and to receive Birth Issues at home,  
fill in membership form found online on the ASAC website www.asac.ab.ca

CURRENT OPTIONS IN PREGNANCY, BIRTH AND PARENTING

Community Resource Listing
Alberta Health Advocate
Alberta’s health system is complex and people don’t 
always find or receive the kind of care they are looking 
for. The Office of the Alberta Health Advocates brings 
together Alberta’s Mental Health Patient Advocate, the 
Health Advocate and Seniors’ Advocate. It’s a place where 
Albertans can come to for advice and help in dealing with 
their issues. People will be helped to find their way to the 
services and patient concerns offices they need. Albertans 
don’t have to know which Advocate they need before 
calling or writing. The Office will help people sort through 
the issues and solve problems. 
Address: 12th Floor, Centre West Building  10035-108 
Street  Edmonton, AB T5J 3E1 
In Edmonton: 780.422.1812   
Toll-Free: 310.0000   
healthadvocates@gov.ab.ca  

www.albertahealthadvocates.ca

Doula Association of Edmonton
Are you pregnant? Have you just given birth? Would you 
like extra professional support during your pregnancy, birth 
or even after? Talk with a doula from the Doula Association 
of Alberta:  
www.edmontondoula.org or  
780-945-8080 or  
contactus@edmontondoula.org

Friends of Freebirth 
Planning to freebirth? Experienced freebirth? Support 
the freebirth option? Our growing community of families 
shares wisdom and resources: 
friendsoffreebirth@yahoo.ca

Edmonton VBAC Support Association/ICAN 
of Edmonton
Cesarean and VBAC parent meetings. Cesarean prevention 
class. RSVP to edmontonVBAC@gmail.com.  
Visit www.edmontonvbac.com and join our free online 
email group.

Postpartum Depression Awareness
Resources for families and women who suffer from 
postpartum depression. Find about the many groups and 
professionals that can support you. Contact: 
780-903-7418  or info@ppda.ca   
www.ppda.ca

Friends of Medicare
Do you care about your healthcare system? FOM is a 
non-partisan provincial coalition raising public awareness 
on concerns related to Medicare in Alberta and Canada, 
lobbying governments to maintain a health care system 
that adheres to the spirit and the letter of the Canada 
Health Act, and opposing investor-owned, for-profit, two 
tiered or private health care. 
780-423-4581 
info@friendsofmedicare.org 
www.friendsofmedicare.org






